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Introduction

Les systèmes ouverts

Le cadre général de la plupart des résultats présentés dans ce mémoire est celui des Systèmes
Quantiques Ouverts. Par opposition avec un système fermé (ou isolé), un systèmeS est dit
ouvert lorsqu’il est en contact/interagit avec un ou plusieurs autres systèmes souvent appelés
réservoir(s) ou environnement. Un exemple typique d’un tel système ouvert est celui d’un atome
en interaction avec le champ électromagnétique, mais on trouve de nombreux autres exemples
dans divers domaines de la physique tels que la physique du solide, l’optique quantique,etc. Ils
servent aussi de paradigme à la mécanique statistique quantique à et hors de l’équilibre.

Bien qu’un tel système puisse être considéré comme un gros système fermé, composé de
plusieurs morceaux, ces derniers sont habituellement traités à des niveaux différents. Il faut
d’abord penser au systèmeS comme étant beaucoup plus petit que son environnement, par
exemple nombre fini versus nombre infini de degrés de liberté. Ensuite, l’environnement étant
habituellement très grand, il est souvent très difficile d’avoir des informations précises dessus et
l’on est plutôt intéressé par comprendre les effets que celui-ci peut avoir sur la dynamique du
petit systèmeS. On pensera par exemple à des phénomènes de dissipation.

Pour étudier les systèmes ouverts, deux approches distinctes ont été utilisées dans la littéra-
ture aussi bien mathématique que physique: l’approche ditehamiltonienneet celle ditemarkovi-
enne.

L’approche hamiltonienne est plus fondamentale au sens où l’on regardela dynamique du
système total d’un point de vue microscopique: on s’intéresse à une description complète du sys-
tème (petit système + environnement). Les deux parties du système sont décrites respectivement
par des espaces de HilbertHS etHenv représentant les états du système, et des hamiltoniensHS
etHenv. L’espace des états du système total est alors donné parH = HS⊗Henv et la dynamique
du système couplé décrite par un hamiltonien de la formeH = HS⊗1lenv+1lS⊗Henv+Hint où
Hint décrit l’interaction entre les deux parties. Le but est alors de comprendre le comportement
dynamique du système total en utilisant les outils habituels de la mécanique quantique (analyse
spectrale et théorie de la diffusion) [BFS, DG1, DG2, JP1, JP2, MMS].

A l’inverse, dans l’approche markovienne, on abandonne l’idée de décrire le système dans
son ensemble et on se concentre sur le petit systèmeS uniquement, la philosophie étant que
l’environnement est trop compliqué à décrire (dans l’approche hamiltonienne, seuls des envi-
ronnements très simples tels que des champs libres ou des gaz idéaux de bosons et de fermions
ont été traités avec succès), voir même est tel que l’on n’a pas accès auxinformations le concer-
nant. A la place, on considère uniquement la dynamique effective du systèmeS qui est créée par
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cet environnement. L’évolution deS est alors gouvernée par une équation maitresse quantique
du type

dρ

dt
= L(ρ) := −i[H, ρ] +

1

2

∑

j

(2L∗
jρLj − L∗

jLjρ− ρL∗
jLj).

Celle-ci engendre sur l’espace des états deS un semi-groupe d’applications complètement posi-
tives et préservant la trace. Il y a en général deux façons d’obtenir une telle dynamique effective:
soit dans une certaine limite de la dynamique hamiltonienne du système total (comme la limite
de couplage faible de van Hove [Da1, Da2, DJ2, DF]), ou bien comme étant le résultat de forces
stochastiques agissant surS (équations de Langevin quantique [HP]). Pour une introduction
plus complète sur ce sujet, on pourra consulter [AJP].

Dans ces deux approches, les questions auxquelles on s’intéresse sont cependant similaires
et concernent le comportement à grand temps du système: y a-t-il un (unique) état invariant
(pourS ou pour le système total)? a-t-on convergence d’un état initial vers cet état invariant? à
quelle vitesse? quelles sont les propriétés de cet état invariant?

Les systèmes en interactions répétées

La majeure partie de ce mémoire, les Chapitres 1 et 2, est consacrée à une classe particulière
de systèmes ouverts qui est devenue récemment très populaire, tant à cause de nouvelles ap-
plications physiques que du fait de leur structure mathématique particulière: les système en
interactions répétées (IR). Dans ces systèmes, l’environnement est constitué d’une suite de sous-
systèmes indépendantsE1, E2, . . . Le petit systèmeS interagit avecE1 pendant un intervalle de
temps[0, τ1[, puis avecE2 pendant un intervalle[τ1, τ1 + τ2[, et ainsi de suite. Pendant queS
interagit avec le sous-systèmeEn les autres éléments de l’environnement évolue chacun indépen-
damment selon leur propre dynamique libre. L’évolution du système totalS+E1+ · · · est donc
déterminée par la suite de tempsτ1, τ2, . . ., la dynamique propre de chacun desEn ainsi que la
dynamique couplée de chaque paireS + En. On peut noter que, puisque l’environnement est
constitué d’une infinité de sous-système, il n’est pas nécessaire de prendre ces derniers “grands”
afin d’avoir un gros environnement.

L’importance des systèmes quantiques avec interactions répépétées, d’un point de vue théorique
aussi bien que pratique, est mise en évidence par des expériences d’interaction matière-lumière
dans lesquelles des atomes interagissent avec des modes du champ électromagnétique quantifié.
Dans cette situation le “petit” systèmeS représente un (ou plusieurs) mode du champ dans une
cavité et l’environnement représente un faisceau d’atomesEn qui sont envoyés dans la cavité.
De tels “Masers à un atome” dans lesquels le faisceau est réglé de façon àce qu’à chaque instant
un seul atomesoit dans la cavité ont été réalisés en laboratoire [MWM, WVHW].

Dans les modèles en interactions répétées les plus simples, toutes les interactions sont iden-
tiques (on parlera alors d’interaction répétées idéales). Plus précisément, chaqueEn est une
copie d’un même sous-systèmeE , τn ≡ τ , et les dynamiques desEn et des pairesS + En ne
dépendent pas den et sont engendrées par des hamiltoniensHE , HSE . La structure particulière
de systèmes IR les placent alors à mi-chemin entre les approches hamiltonienneet markovienne:
ils sont à la fois hamiltoniens (avec une hamiltonien dépendant du temps) et markovien en temps
discret (pour des tempsnτ la dynamique effective deS est décrite par un semi-groupe discret
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d’applications complètement positives, voir (7) ci-dessous). Ces modèlesfournissent ainsi un
cadre intéressant pour développer notre compréhension des systèmesouverts.

Description mathématique des systèmes IR
On décrit maintenant de façon plus précise le cadre mathématique des systèmes avec interac-

tions répétées, et en particulier on montre comment leur structure particulièrepermet d’obtenir
une dynamique markovienne en temps discret pourS à partir de la dynamique hamiltonienne du
système total.

Les différents éléments nécessaires pour décrire un système IR sont:
1. un espace de HilberthS et un hamiltonienhS décrivant le petit systèmeS “seul”,
2. des espaces de HilberthEn et des hamiltonienshEn décrivant les sous-sytèmesEn,
3. une suite de temps d’interaction(τn)n oùτn ≥ τ > 0 pour toutn et pour un certainτ . Le

tempsτn repréente la durée de l’interaction entreS et le sous-systèmeEn,
4. des opérateursvn décrivant les interactions entreS et les sous-systèmesEn.

L’espace de Hilbert décrivant le système IR est alors

h := hS ⊗ henv, henv :=
⊗

n≥1

hEn .

On notera égalementtn := τ1 + · · ·+ τn. Pendant l’intervalle de temps[tn−1, tn), le systèmeS
interagit avec len-ème sous-système, i.e.En, et aucun autre. L’évolution complète du système
est alors décrite par le hamiltonien

h(t) = hS +
∑

n≥1

hEn +
∑

n≥1

χn(t)vn,

où χn est la fonction caractéristique de l’intervalle[tn−1, tn). On utilisera aussi les notations
suivantes:

hn := hS + hEn + vn, and h̃n := hn +
∑

k 6=n

hEk .

En particulierh(t) ≡ h̃n pour t ∈ [tn−1, tn). On a également omis les facteurs “identité”
triviaux, par exemplehS devrait êtrehS ⊗ 1lenv.

Etant donnés un état initialρ du systèmeS au tempst = 0 (i.e. ρ est un opérateur positif de
classe trace surhS avec trace1), et une suite(ρEn)n d’états initiaux pour les sous-systèmesEn,
l’état du système IR total aprèsn interactions est alors donné par

ρtot(n) := e−iτnh̃n · · · e−iτ1h̃1


ρS ⊗

⊗

k≥1

ρEk


 eiτ1h̃1 · · · eiτnh̃n .

On s’intéresse surtout au systèmeS (voir cependant la Section 1.3 pour des observables plus
générales), c’est-à-dire à la valeur moyenne d’observables du type

O = OS ⊗
⊗

k≥1

1lEk .
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On est donc intéressé parρ(n) := Trhenv(ρ
tot(n)), la matrice densité réduite surS. Celle-ci est

définie comme étant l’unique état surS tel que, pour toute observblesOS du systèmeS,

TrhS (ρ(n)OS) = Trh


ρtot(n)×


OS ⊗

⊗

k≥1

1lEk




 .

Pour obtenir l’étatρ(n) du systèmeS aprèsn interactions on prend donc la trace partielle suiv-
ante

ρ(n) := Trhenv


e−iτnh̃n · · · e−iτ1h̃1


ρ⊗

⊗

k≥1

ρEk


 eiτ1h̃1 · · · eiτnh̃n


 . (1)

Bien entendu le calcul ci-dessus est un peu formel. En effet, un produittensoriel infini
d’espaces de Hilbert est défini via une suite stabilisante, i.e. une suite de vecteurs(ψn)n avec
ψn ∈ hEn . L’espace de Hilberthenv est obtenu comme la complétion de l’espace vectoriel des
combinaisons linéaires finies d’éléments de la forme⊗n≥1φn, oùφn ∈ hEn , φn = ψn excepté
pour un nombre fini d’indices, et pour la norme correspondant au produit scalaire

〈⊗nϕn,⊗nφn〉 =
∏

n

〈ϕn, φn〉hEn .

En général, le produit tensoriel infini
⊗

k≥1 ρEk n’a alors pas de sens. Il n’est cependant
pas difficile de donner un sens à l’équation (1): au tempstn, seuls lesn premiers éléments
de l’environnement ont déjà joué un rôle et on peut donc remplacer

⊗
k≥1 ρEk par ρ(n)env :=⊗n

k=1 ρEk et la trace partielle sur tout l’environnement par celle sur le produit tensoriel fini

h
(n)
env :=

⊗n
k=1 hEk , i.e.

ρ(n) = Tr
h
(n)
env

[
e−iτnh̃n · · · e−iτ1h̃1

(
ρ⊗

n⊗

k=1

ρEk

)
eiτ1h̃1 · · · eiτnh̃n

]
. (2)

Remarque. Une autre possibilité serait de définir le produit tensoriel infini “par rapport à la
suite d’états(ρEn)n”. Pour cela, on représente d’abord les étatsρEn comme des états vectoriels
avec vecteurs représentatifsΨn (en utilisant la représentation GNS), puis on considère la suite
stabilisante(Ψn)n. Cela conduit à la description “Liouvillienne” du système qui sera présentée
de façon plus détaillée dans la Section 1.1.

La structure très particulière des systèmes avec interactions répétées permet de réécrireρ(n)
d’une façon beaucoup plus pratique. Les deux caractéristiques principales de ces systèmes sont:

1. Les différents sous-systèmes de l’environment n’interagissent pasdirectement entre eux
(seulement viaS), i.e. [hEk , hEn ] = 0 pour tousk 6= n,

2. Le systèmeS interagit une et une seule fois avec chacun des sous-systèmesEn, et avec un
seul à la fois, i.e.[hEk , hn] = 0 pour tousk 6= n.

On obtient alors la décomposition suivante qui sert à isoler la dynamique dessous-systèmes qui
n’interagissent pas à un instant donné

e−iτnh̃n · · · e−iτ1h̃1 = u−n × e−iτnhn · · · e−iτ1h1 × u+n , (3)
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où

u−n = exp

(
−i

n−1∑

k=1

(tn − tk)hEk

)
etu+n = exp

(
−i

n∑

k=2

tk−1hEk − itn
∑

k>n

hEk

)

sont les propagateurs au tempstn des sous-systèmesEk après leur interaction avecS, respec-
tivement avant leur interaction. En insérant (3) dans (2) on obtient

ρ(n) = Tr
h
(n)
env

[
e−iτnhn · · · e−iτ1h1

(
ρ⊗

n⊗

k=1

ρEk(tk−1)

)
eiτ1h1 · · · eiτnhn

]
,

oùρEk(tk−1) = e−itk−1hEkρEke
itk−1hEk est l’état duk-ème sous-système juste avant qu’il n’interagisse

avecS. Cette expression est bien entendu beaucoup plus simple si l’état initialρEk est invariant
sous la dynamique libre deEk, un état thermique par exemple, ce qui sera souvent le cas par la
suite.

Il est maintenant facile de voir que l’évolution deS est markovienne: l’étatρ(n) ne dépend
que deρ(n− 1) et de lan-ème interaction. Plus précisément, on a

ρ(n) = Ln(ρ(n− 1)), (4)

où
Ln(ρ) := TrhEn

[
e−iτnhn ρ⊗ ρEn(tn−1) e

iτnhn

]
. (5)

Definition 1. L’applicationLn définie surB1(hS) est appeléeapplication de dynamique réduite
au tempsn.

N.B.: B1(hS) est l’espace des opérateurs de classe trace surhS .

Les propriétés suivantes des applications de dynamique réduite découlent directement de
leur définition.

Proposition 1. Une application de dynamique réduiteL est une application contractante, com-
plètement positive et qui préserve la trace.

Une conséquence immédiate du fait queL préserve la trace est que1 est toujours valeur
propre de l’application dualeL∗ (pour la dualitéB1(hS)/B(hS)) avec état propre l’opérateur
identité.

L’applicationLn décrit la dynamique effective deS sous l’influence dun-ème sous-système.
Pour tout état initialρ du systèmeS, (4) implique que

ρ(n) = Ln ◦ Ln−1 ◦ · · · ◦ L1(ρ). (6)

Dans le cas particulier d’interactions idéales, et si lesρEn sont invariants pour la dynamique
libre desEn, on aLn ≡ L pour toutn et (6) s’écrit simplement

ρ(n) = Ln(ρ). (7)
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L’applicationL est le générateur d’un semi-groupe discret d’applications complètement posi-
tives et préservant la trace sur l’espace des états deS. En d’autres termes, la structure partic-
ulière des systèmes en interactions répétées conduit à une description effective de la dynamique
deS semblable à celle de l’approche markovienne, en partant de la description hamiltonienne
du système total et sans être dans un quelconque régime limite.

L’étude du comportement à temps long deS se réduit alors à l’analyse de l’application de
dynamique réduiteL définie par (5). On peut également noter que, dans le cas oùhS est de
dimension finie, le fait queL préserve la trace entraine que1 est également valeur propre deL
et il y a donc toujours au moins un état invariant lorsqueLn ≡ L. Par contre, lorsquehS est de
dimension infinieL peut avoir ou non un état invariant (cf Sections 2.1 et 2.2).

L’étude générale des systèmes en interactions répétées fait l’objet du Chapitre 1 dans lequel
plusieurs situations seront considérées: interactions idéales dans la Section 1.3, avec un alea
supplémentaire dans la Section 1.4, et lorsqueS est couplé à un réservoir additionnel dans la
Section 1.5. On illustrera les divers résultats à travers un exemple simple dansla Section 1.6.
Les résultats présentés dans ce chapitre proviennent des articles [BJM1, BJM3, BJM4].

Deux modèles spécifiques de systèmes en interactions répétées sont présentés dans le Chapitre
2. Dans la Section 2.1, on considère un modèle pour l’expérience du “Maser à un atome”
mentionnée ci-dessus, dans laquelle le systèmeS représente un mode du champ électromagné-
tique dans un cavité interagissant avec un faisceau d’atomes à 2 niveauxvia leur moment élec-
trique dipolaire et dans l’approximation des ondes tournantes (c’est le hamiltonien de Jaynes-
Cummings, voir l’équation (2.1). On étudie ici le problème du retour à l’équilibre: peut-on
thermaliser un mode du champ dans une cavité au moyen d’atomes à 2 niveaux si ces derniers
sont intialement à l’équilibre thermique? Dans la Section 2.2 le petit système est unélectron
sans spin, dans l’approximation des liaisons fortes (i.e. surℓ2(Z)), soumis à un champ élec-
trique constant, et qui va interagir avec une chaîne d’atomes à 2 niveauxà l’équilibre thermique.
Lorsque l’électron est seul, les oscillations de Bloch empêchent un courant de s’établir dans le
système et on montre que l’interaction avec cet environnement thermique supprime ces oscil-
lations et conduisent à un courant stationnaire. Les résultats présentésdans ces deux sections
proviennent respectivement des articles [BP] et [BDP].

Systèmes IR dans divers régimes limites
Dans tous les travaux décrits dans ce mémoire la seule limite considérée est celledes temps

longs: tous les paramètres du modèle sont fixes et on s’intéresse au comportement du système
lorsque le nombren d’interactions tend vers l’infini. Mis à part ce régime de temps long, les
systèmes avec interactions répétées ont également été étudié dans la limite des temps continus,
c’est-à-dire lorsque le temps d’interactionτ tend vers zéro (avec un changement d’échelle ap-
proprié dans l’interaction) [AJ2, APa, Pe1, Pe2], ainsi que dans la limite habituelle du couplage
faible [AJ1].

Le premier travail dans cette direction est [APa]. Les auteurs montrent que dans la limite
des temps continus, et à température nulle (les sous-systèmesEn sont supposés être initiale-
ment dans un état pur), la dynamique effective deS converge vers un semi-groupe continu
d’applications complètement positives associé à une équation de Langevin quantique dans lequel
l’environnement est décrit à l’aide de bruits quantiques (à température nulle). En particulier, ce
travail permet de “justifier” des équations du type Langevin comme étant deslimites continues
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de certaines évolutions hamiltoniennes. Ce travail a ensuite été étendu dans [AJ2] au cas de la
température positive conduisant ainsi à des “bruits quantiques thermiques”.

La limite des temps continus dans les systèmes avec interactions répétées a également été
utilisée dans le contexte des mesures continues. Des expériences récentes d’optique quantique
[G-al], basées sur des mesures indirectes sur l’environnement, ont montré l’évolution aléatoire
de l’état d’un système ouvert quantique et en particulier des sauts quantiques. Les modèles cor-
respondants sont décrits par des équations différentielles stochastiques appeléeséquations de
Schrödinger stochastiquesou équations de Belavkin, et leurs solutions destrajectoires quan-
tiques. Dans le cadre des interactions répétées l’idée est d’effectuer une mesure sur les sous-
systèmesEn juste après leur interaction avecS. De tels systèmes sont alors un analogue discret
des processus de mesure continue. Dans les travaux [Pe1, Pe2], l’auteur montre que les proces-
sus à temps discret obtenus par des interactions répétées suivies de mesures convergent dans la
limite des temps continus vers des solutions d’équations de Schrödinger stoschastiques.

Finalement, la dynamique effective du petit systèmeS dans des modèles avec interactions
répétées a également été étudiée dans certains régimes limites reliés à la limite de couplage faible
de van Hove, et dans lesquels non seulement le temps d’interactionτ peut tendre vers zéro, mais
où la constante de couplageλ entre également en jeu [AJ1]. Le résultat de telles limites est
une évolution effective markovienne en temps continu, gouvernée par certains générateurs de
Lindblad dépendant de l’interaction et du régime limite considéré. En particulier, les auteurs
montrent que n’importe quel générateur de Lindblad peut être obtenu à partir d’un modèle simple
d’interactions répétées (les sous-systèmes sont identiques et de dimension finie) dans le régime
τ → 0 etλ = 1/

√
τ .

Hamiltoniens sur l’espace de Fock symmétrique

Dans le troisième chapitre de ce mémoire on s’intéresse à des hamiltoniens linéairesou quadra-
tiques sur l’espace de Fock symmétrique (décrivant l’environnement), et interagissant éventuelle-
ment avec un petit système confiné. Dans ce chapitre on se place dans l’approche hamiltonienne
des systèmes ouverts et on étudie les propriétés du hamiltonien du système total.Les résultats
présentés proviennent des articles [BD1, BD2]. Formellement, les deux classes de hamiltoniens
auxquels on s’intéresse peuvent s’écrire sous la forme

H1 = HS ⊗ 1l + 1l⊗
∫
h(k)a∗(k)a(k)dk +

∫
v(k)⊗ a∗(k)dk +

∫
v(k)∗ ⊗ a(k)dk,

agissant surH = HS ⊗ Γ+(h) oùh = L2(Rd;Cn), et

H2 =

∫
h(k)a∗(k)a(k)dk +

1

2

∫ (
v(k, k′)a∗(k)a∗(k′) + v̄(k, k′)a(k)a(k′)

)
dkdk′ + c,

agissant surH = Γ+(h) oùh = L2(K, dk) avec(K, dk) un espace mesuré. Les hamiltoniens du
typeH1 seront appelés hamiltoniens despin-boson généralisés(ils sont parfois appelés hamil-
toniens de Pauli-Fierz [DG1, DJ1, GGM, Ge]) et on les étudie dans la Section3.1. Les hamil-
toniens du typeH2 seront eux appelés hamiltoniens deBogoliubovet étudiés dans la Section
3.2.
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Ces hamiltoniens sont utilisés en tant que versions simplifiées de hamiltoniens apparaissant
dans divers contextes en physique quantique telles que l’approximation dipolaire de la QED
non-relativiste. Dans les deux cas, notre objectif est d’étudier ces hamiltoniens sous les condi-
tions les plus générales possibles. Par exemple, l’opérateur d’“interaction” v sera souvent défini
uniquement au sens des formes. En ce qui concerne les hamiltoniens de spin-boson général-
isés, on étend un résultat de type Théorème HVZ concernant le spectre essentiel et prouvé dans
[DG1] ainsi qu’un théorème d’existence d’état fondamental obtenu dans [Ge], en considérant
des hypothéses plus générales. Pour les hamiltoniens de Bogoliubov, à cause du terme quadra-
tique dans l’“interaction”, donner un sens aux opérateurs de la formeH2 (en tant qu’opérateurs
auto-adjoints) n’est déjà pas si évident lorsque l’on considère desv assez généraux. Par ex-
emple, nous verrons que dans certaines situations il est nécessaire d’introduire un contre-terme
infini dans la définition deH2, c’est-à-dire que la constantec subit une renormalisation infinie.

Un peu de matrices aléatoires

Dans le Chapitre 4 on présente enfin deux résultats concernant les matrices aléatoires. Bien qu’a
priori pas directement reliées aux systèmes ouverts quantiques celles-ciapparaissent naturelle-
ment lorsque l’on étudie des systèmes en interactions répétées dans un contexte alétoire. Cet
alea peut avoir des origines diverses comme des temps d’interaction aléatoires, des états initiaux
aléatoires pour les sous-systèmesEn (via leur température par exemple), etc. Dans tous les cas,
chaque interaction est alors décrite par uneapplication de dynamique réduite aléatoireL(ω).
L’équation (6) montre que l’étude de la limite à temps long de la dynamique réduite revient à
comprendre le produit infini d’applications aléatoiresL(ω) vérifiant certaines propriétés. Au
moins lorsque le petit système est de dimension finie cela correspond bien à unproduit de ma-
trices aléatoires qui sera l’objet de la Section 4.1. Les résultats concernant la convergence de ces
produits de matrices aléatoires proviennent de l’article [BJM2].

Finalement, dans la Section 4.2 on présente brièvement un autre résultat surles matrices
aléatoires obtenu dans [BG] qui est cependant disjoint des autres travaux présentés ici. Ce
résultat concerne l’invertibilité de grandes matrices alétoires dans le cas oùles coefficients de
celles-ci sont des variables indépendantes mais pas nécessairement identiquement distribuées.



Introduction

Open Systems

The general framework of most of the results presented in this thesis is thatof Open Quantum
Systems. By opposition with a closed/isolated system, a quantum systemS is calledopenwhen
it is in contact (interacts) with one or several other systems often called reservoir(s) or environ-
ment. A typical example of an open quantum system is that of an atom interactingwith the
quantized electromagnetic field, but there are numerous example coming fromvarious branches
of physics such as solid state phyics, quantum optics, etc. They also are the basic paradigms of
(non-)equilibrium quantum statistical mechanics.

Although such a system could be considered as a bigger bipartite (or several partite) closed
system, the various parts are considered on a different level. First, oneshould think of the system
S as much smaller than its environment, e.g. finite versus infinite number of degrees of freedom.
Second, since the environment is usually very big, it is often very hard to get precise information
on it, and one is rather interested in understanding the effects of this huge environment on the
dynamics of the small systemS, like dissipation phenomena.

Two distinct approaches to the study of open systems have been used in theliterature, both
in mathematics and in physics: theHamiltonianapproach and theMarkovianapproach.

The Hamiltonian approach is more fundamental in the sense that one considers a complete
description of the microscopic dynamics of the entire system: small system + environment. Both
parts are described by their state spaceHS andHenv and HamiltoniansHS andHenv. The cou-
pled system is then described by the total state spaceH = HS ⊗Henv and a Hamiltonian of the
formH = HS ⊗1lenv+1lS ⊗Henv+Hint whereHint describes the interaction between the two
parts. The goal is then to understand the behaviour of the total system under the dynamics gen-
erated byH, using the traditional tools of quantum mechanics (spectral analysis and scattering
theory), see e.g. [BFS, DG1, DG2, JP1, JP2, MMS].

On the other hand, in the markovian approach, one gives up the idea of describing the en-
tire system and concentrates on the small systemS only. The philosophy behind this is that
the environment is too complicated to describe (in the Hamiltonian approach only very simple
environment, like free fields or ideal bose and fermi gases, have been succesfully considered) or
even one does not have access to it. Instead, one considers only the effective dynamics on the
systemS which is induced by the environment. This evolution is governed by a quantummaster

13
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equation of the form

dρ

dt
= L(ρ) := −i[H, ρ] +

1

2

∑

j

(2L∗
jρLj − L∗

jLjρ− ρL∗
jLj),

which defines a semi-group of completely positive, trace preserving maps on the state space
of S. There are two ways to get such an effective dynamics: either as a scaling limit of the
microscopic (Hamiltonian) dynamics of the coupled system (e.g. the van Hove weak coupling
limit [Da1, Da2, DJ2, DF]), or as the result of driving the systemS with stochastic forces
(quantum Langevin equation [HP]). For a more complete introduction to the subject, we refer to
[AJP].

In both approaches the questions one is interested in are however similar and concern the
large time behaviour of the system: is there a (unique) invariant state (forS or the entire system)?
do initial states converge towards this invariant state? at what speed? what are the properties of
the invariant state?

Repeated interaction systems

The main part of this thesis, Chapters 1 and 2, will be devoted to a particular class of open
systems which, motivated by several new physical applications as well as by their attractive
mathematical structure, has recently become very popular in the literature: theso-called repeated
interaction (RI) systems. In RI systems the environment consists in a sequence of independent
subsystemsE1, E2, . . . The small systemS interacts withE1 during some time interval[0, τ1[,
then withE2 during an interval[τ1, τ1 + τ2[, etc. WhileS interacts withEn, the other elements
of the environment evolve freely according to their intrinsic (uncoupled) dynamics. Thus, the
evolution of the joint systemS + E1 + · · · is completely determined by the sequenceτ1, τ2, . . .,
the individual dynamics of eachEn and the coupled dynamics of each pairS + En. Note that
since the environment consists in an infinite number of subsystems one does not need to take
each of them extended in order to have a “large” environment.

The theoretical and practical importance of repeated interaction quantum systems is exempli-
fied by systems of radiation-matter coupling, where atoms interact with modes ofthe quantized
electromagnetic field. In this setting, the systemS describes one or several modes of the field in
a cavity and the environment represents a beam of atomsEn that are injected into the cavity. So-
called “One-Atom Masers”, where the beam is tuned in such a way that at each given moment
a single atomis inside a microwave cavity have been experimentally realized in laboratories
[MWM, WVHW].

In the simplest RI models all the interactions are identical (we shall speak of ideal repeated
interactions). Namely, eachEn is a copy of someE , τn ≡ τ , and the dynamics ofEn andS + En
are independent ofn, generated by some HamiltoniansHE ,HSE . The particular structure of RI
systems then makes them at the same time Hamiltonian (with a time-dependent Hamiltonian)
and Markovian (for discrete timesnτ , the effective dynamics ofS is described by a discrete
semigroup of completely positive maps, see (15)). For that reason, we believe that these models
provide a useful framework to develop our understanding of various aspects of the quantum
statistical mechanics of open systems.
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Mathematical description of RI systems
We now describe more precisely the mathematical setup of repeated interactionsystems, and

explain how their particular structure allows one to derive a Markovian, discrete-time, dynamics
for S from the Hamiltonian dynamics of the entire system.

The various elements needed to describe a RI system are:
1. the Hilbert spacehS and HamiltonianhS describing the small systemS “alone”,
2. Hilbert spaceshEn and HamiltonianshEn describing the various subsytemsEn,
3. a sequence of duration times(τn)n whereτn ≥ τ > 0 for anyn and some givenτ . The

time τn is the amount of time the systemS interacts with the subsytemEn,
4. operatorsvn describing the interactions betweenS and the subsystemsEn.

The Hilbert space describing the RI system is then

h := hS ⊗ henv, henv :=
⊗

n≥1

hEn .

We also denotetn := τ1 + · · · + τn. During the time interval[tn−1, tn), the systemS interacts
with then-th subsystem, i.e.En, and with none of the others. The full evolution of the system is
thus described by the Hamiltonian

h(t) = hS +
∑

n≥1

hEn +
∑

n≥1

χn(t)vn, (8)

whereχn is the characteristic function of the interval[tn−1, tn). We will use the following
notation:

hn := hS + hEn + vn, and h̃n := hn +
∑

k 6=n

hEk .

Note thath(t) ≡ h̃n whent ∈ [tn−1, tn). We have also omitted trivial factors1l, e.g.hS should
behS ⊗ 1lenv.

Given any initial stateρ for the systemS at timet = 0 (i.e. ρ is a positive trace class operator
onhS with trace one), and a sequence(ρEn)n of initial states for the subsystemsEn, the state of
the total repeated interaction system aftern interactions is thus given by

ρtot(n) := e−iτnh̃n · · · e−iτ1h̃1


ρS ⊗

⊗

k≥1

ρEk


 eiτ1h̃1 · · · eiτnh̃n .

We are mainly interested in the systemS (see however Section 1.3 for more general observables),
i.e. in expectation values of observables of the form

O = OS ⊗
⊗

k≥1

1lEk .

Therefore, we are rather interested inρ(n) := Trhenv(ρ
tot(n)), the reduced density matrix onS.

It is defined as the unique state onhS such that, for any observableOS onS,

TrhS (ρ(n)OS) = Trh


ρtot(n)×


OS ⊗

⊗

k≥1

1lEk




 .
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To obtain the stateρ(n) of the systemS after thesen interactions we thus take the following
partial trace:

ρ(n) := Trhenv


e−iτnh̃n · · · e−iτ1h̃1


ρ⊗

⊗

k≥1

ρEk


 eiτ1h̃1 · · · eiτnh̃n


 . (9)

Of course, the above calculation is a little bit formal. Indeed, in order to define a countable
tensor product of Hilbert spaces one should specify a stabilizing sequence, i.e. a sequence of
vectors(ψn)n whereψn ∈ hEn . The Hilbert spacehenv is then obtained by taking the completion
of the vector space of finite linear combinations of the form⊗n≥1φn, whereφn ∈ hEn , φn = ψn

except for finitely many indices, in the norm induced by the inner product

〈⊗nϕn,⊗nφn〉 =
∏

n

〈ϕn, φn〉hEn .

In general, the infinite tensor product
⊗

k≥1 ρEk then does not make sense. It is however easy
to make sense of the formal expression (9). Indeed, at timetn only then first elements of
the environment have played a role so that we can replace

⊗
k≥1 ρEk by ρ(n)env :=

⊗n
k=1 ρEk

and the partial trace over the environment by the partial trace over the finitetensor product
h
(n)
env :=

⊗n
k=1 hEk , i.e.

ρ(n) = Tr
h
(n)
env

[
e−iτnh̃n · · · e−iτ1h̃1

(
ρ⊗

n⊗

k=1

ρEk

)
eiτ1h̃1 · · · eiτnh̃n

]
. (10)

Remark. Another possibility would be to define the infinite tensor product “with respect to
the sequence of states(ρEn)n”. For that purpose one should first represent the statesρEn as
vector states with vectorΨn (using the GNS representation), and then consider the stabilizing
sequence(Ψn)n. This then leads to the “Liouvillian” description of the RI system which will be
presented in details in Section 1.1.

The very particular structure of the repeated interaction systems allows us torewriteρ(n) in
a much more convenient way. The two main characteristics of these systems are:

1. The various subsystems of the environment do not interact directly (only via S), i.e.
[hEk , hEn ] = 0 for anyk 6= n,

2. The systemS interacts only once with each subsystemEn, and with only one at a time,
i.e. [hEk , hn] = 0 for anyk 6= n.

We therefore have the following decomposition which serves to isolate the dynamics of the
subsystems which do not interact at a given time

e−iτnh̃n · · · e−iτ1h̃1 = u−n × e−iτnhn · · · e−iτ1h1 × u+n , (11)

where

u−n = exp

(
−i

n−1∑

k=1

(tn − tk)hEk

)
andu+n = exp

(
−i

n∑

k=2

tk−1hEk − itn
∑

k>n

hEk

)
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are respectivley the propagators at timetn of the subsystemsEk after their interaction withS,
and the one before their interaction. Inserting (11) into (10) we get

ρ(n) = Tr
h
(n)
env

[
e−iτnhn · · · e−iτ1h1

(
ρ⊗

n⊗

k=1

ρEk(tk−1)

)
eiτ1h1 · · · eiτnhn

]
,

whereρEk(tk−1) = e−itk−1hEkρEke
itk−1hEk is the state of thek-th subsytem when it begins to

interact withS. Of course, this formula is simpler ifρEk is invariant under the free dynamics of
Ek, e.g. a thermal state, which will often be the case.

It is now easy to see that the evolution ofS is Markovian: the stateρ(n) only depends on
the stateρ(n− 1) and then-th interaction. More precisely, one can write

ρ(n) = Ln(ρ(n− 1)), (12)

where
Ln(ρ) := TrhEn

[
e−iτnhn ρ⊗ ρEn(tn−1) e

iτnhn

]
. (13)

Definition 2. The mapLn, fromB1(hS) to itself, is called thereduced dynamics map(RDM) at
timen.

Note:B1(hS) denotes the space of trace class operators onhS .

The following properties of a reduced dynamics map follow directly from its definition.

Proposition 2. A RDML is a contracting, completely positive and trace preserving map.

As a corollary of the trace preserving property,1 is always an eigenvalue of the dual mapL∗

(for theB1(hS)/B(hS) duality) with eigenstate the identity operator.
The mapLn describes the effective evolution ofS under the influence of then-th subsystem.

Using (12), we therefore have for any initial stateρ of the small systemS

ρ(n) = Ln ◦ Ln−1 ◦ · · · ◦ L1(ρ). (14)

In the particular case of ideal interactions, and if theρEn are invariant for the dynamics of
En, we then haveLn ≡ L for all n and (14) becomes simply

ρ(n) = Ln(ρ). (15)

The mapL is the discrete-time generator of a semi-group of completely positive, trace preserv-
ing maps on the state space ofS. In other words, the particular structure of RI systems leads
to an effective description ofS as in the markovian approach, starting from an Hamiltonian
description and without any further scaling limit.

The study of the large time behaviour ofS reduces to the analysis of the RDML defined
in (13). Note that, in the case wherehS has finite dimension, the fact thatL is trace preserving
implies that1 is also an eigenvalue ofL so that there is always an invariant state whenLn ≡ L.
However, ifhS has infinite dimension,L may have an invariant state or not (see Sections 2.1 and
2.2).
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The general analysis of repeated interaction systems will be the purpose of Chapter 1 where
various situations will be considered: ideal interactions in Section 1.3, where some randomness
is added in Section 1.4, and whenS is connected to an additional reservoir in Section 1.5. We
also present an instructive and illustrative (toy) example in Section 1.6. Theresults presented
in this chapter are taken from the articles [BJM1, BJM3, BJM4]. Two more concrete models
of repeated interaction systems will then be presented in Chapter 2. In Section 2.1 we consider
a mathematical model for the “One-Atom Maser” experiment we have mentioned, where the
small systemS is one mode of the quantized electromagnetic field in a cavity and interacts with a
beam of 2-level atoms through its electric dipole moment and in the rotating wave approximation
(this is the well-known Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian, cf equation (2.1), and weconsider the
problem of thermal relaxation: is it possible to thermalize a mode of a QED cavity by means of
2-level atoms if the latter are initially at thermal equilibrium? In Section 2.2 the small system
consists in a spinless electron in the single band tight-binding approximation, and subject to an
homogeneous static electric field, which will interact with a chain of two-level atoms in thermal
equilibrium. For the electron alone Bloch oscillations prevent a current from being set up in
the system and we show that the interaction with this thermal environment will suppress the
Bloch oscillations and lead to a steady current. The results presented in these two sections come
respectively from the articles [BP] and [BDP].

RI systems in various limiting regimes
In all the works described in this thesis, the only limit which is considered is the large time

limit. In other words, all the parameters are fixed and we consider a large numbern of inter-
actions, eventually infinite. Besides this usual large time regime, repeated interaction quantum
systems have also been used in the continuous time limit, i.e. when the interaction timeτ goes
to zero (with approriate rescaling in the interaction Hamiltonian) [AJ2, APa, Pe1, Pe2], and also
in the usual weak coupling limit [AJ1].

The first work in this direction is [APa]. It is shown than in the continuous time limit,
and at zero temperature (the subsystemsEn are assumed to be initially in a pure state), the
effective dynamics ofS converges towards a continuous semigroup of completely positive maps
associated to a quantum Langevin equation and where the environment is described by means
of quantum noises (at zero temperature). In particular, it justifies Langevin-type equations as
continuous limits of certain Hamiltonian evolution. This work has been further extended in
[AJ2] to the positive temperature situation and leading to “thermal quantum noises”.

The continuous limit of repeated interaction systems have also been used in theframework
of continuous measurement. Some recent experiments in quantum optics [G-al], and based on
an indirect measurement on the environment, have shown the random evolution of the state
of an open quantum system and in particular quantum jumps. The corresponding models are
described by stochastic differential equations usually calledStochastic Schrödinger equations
or Belavkin equations, and their solutionsquantum trajectories. In the framework of repeated
interactions, the idea is to make measurements on the subsystemsEn right after their interaction
with S. Such systems are then a discrete analogue of the continuous measurementprocedure. It
as been shown in [Pe1, Pe2] that the discrete-time processes describedby repeated interactions
and measurement converge in the continuous time limit to solutions of Stochastic Schrödinger
equations.
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Finally, the effective evolution of the small systemS in repeated interaction models has also
been investigated in certain regimes related to the van Hove weak coupling limit and where not
only the interaction timeτ can go to zero but the coupling constantλ is involved as well [AJ1].
The result is a continuous Markovian effective evolution, driven by certain Lindblad generators
depending on the interaction and on the asymptotic regimes considered. In particular, it is shown
that any Lindblad generator can be derived from a simple (the subsystemsare identical and finite
dimensional) repeated interaction system in the regimeτ → 0 andλ = 1/

√
τ .

Hamiltonians on the bosonic Fock space

In the third Chapter of this thesis we consider linear or quadratic Hamiltonians on the bosonic
Fock space (describing the environment), and possibly interacting with a confined small system.
In this chapter, we stick to the Hamiltonian approach of open quantum systems and study prop-
erties of the Hamiltonian of the full system. The results presented here come from the articles
[BD1, BD2]. Formally, the two classes of Hamiltonians we consider can be written as:

H1 = HS ⊗ 1l + 1l⊗
∫
h(k)a∗(k)a(k)dk +

∫
v(k)⊗ a∗(k)dk +

∫
v(k)∗ ⊗ a(k)dk,

acting onH = HS ⊗ Γ+(h) whereh = L2(Rd;Cn), and

H2 =

∫
h(k)a∗(k)a(k)dk +

1

2

∫ (
v(k, k′)a∗(k)a∗(k′) + v̄(k, k′)a(k)a(k′)

)
dkdk′ + c,

acting onH = Γ+(h) whereh = L2(K, dk) for some measure space(K, dk). Hamiltonians of
the typeH1 will be calledgeneralized spin-bosonHamiltonians (they are also sometimes called
Pauli-Fierz Hamiltonians [DG1, DJ1, GGM, Ge]) and are studied in Section 3.1. Hamiltonians
of the typeH2 will be calledBogoliubovHamiltonians and considered in Section 3.2.

These Hamiltonians are used as simplified versions of Hamiltonians arising in various con-
texts of quantum physics (the dipole approximation of non-relativistic QED is of this form). In
both cases, our goal will be to analyze these Hamiltonians under as general conditions as possi-
ble. For example, the “coupling” operatorsv will often be defined only as unbounded quadratic
forms. For the generalized spin-boson Hamiltonians, we extend the HVZ-type theorem of [DG1]
about the essential spectrum and the theorem about the existence of a ground state from [Ge]
to a larger class of Hamiltonians. For Bogoliubov Hamiltonians, due to the quadratic terms in
the “interaction part”, already giving a sense to operators of the formH2 is not so obvious if
we allow for generalv’s. For example, we shall see that there are situations where one needs to
introduce an infinite counterterm in the definition ofH2, i.e. the constantc undergoes an infinite
renormalization.

A little bit of random matrices

In Chapter 4 we finally present two results concerning random matrices. Although a priori not
directly related to open quantum systems they appear naturally when studyingrepeated inter-
action systems in a random context. This randomness can have various origins like random
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interaction times, random initial states of the subsystemsEn (through a random temperature for
example), etc. In any case, each interaction is then described by arandom reduced dynamics
mapL(ω). From (14), one can see that the study of the large time limit for the reduced dynamics
amounts to understand the infinite product of random mapsL(ω) satisfying certain properties.
At least when the small system is finite dimensional, this indeed corresponds toa product of
random matrices and will be the purpose of Section 4.1. The results concerning the convergence
of products of random matrices come from the article [BJM2].

Finally, in Section 4.2 we briefly present another result about random matrices obtained in
[BG] which is however disconnected from the other works presented here. This result concerns
the singularity of large random matrices in the case where its entries are independent but not
necessarily identically distributed.



Chapter 1

Repeated interaction systems in
quantum mechanics

We start this chapter by giving another way to describe RI systems, using a“Liouvillian” formal-
ism. We will start from the standard algebraicC∗ description of quantum statistical mechanics
and then explain how to rewrite things in a Hilbert space setting. This formalism will be impor-
tant when dealing with leaky RIS (when an additional reservoir is added).It also allows one to
consider rather general subsystemsE of the environment (see the examples in [BJM1, BJM3]).

Contrary to the usual context of open systems, in RI systems the total Hamiltonian is (piece-
wise constant) time-dependent as we can see from (8). Hence the energy of the full system is
not necessarily constant. It is constant during each interaction (wherethe total Hamiltonian is
constant) but we may have energy changes when one switches from an interaction to the next
one. In other words, the switch from one interaction to the other may requiresome external
work. In Section 1.2 we show how to define an “external work” observable. We also consider
entropy production in RI systems and relate it to the external work.

In Sections 1.3 to 1.5 we then analyze general RI systems in various contexts: ideal (or iden-
tical) interactions in Section 1.3, where we add some randomness in Section 1.4 and with some
additional leak in Section 1.5. Unless explicitly mentioned, we will work in this Liouvillian
formalism and we assume thatS is a finite dimensional system, i.e.dim(hS) < +∞. Finally in
Section 1.6 we analyze in detail a simple concrete (though instructive) example. Other examples
may be found in [BJM1, BJM3, BJM4].

1.1 Liouvillian description of RI systems

In this section we give an alternative description of RI systems using the language of algebraic
quantum statistical mechanics, and starting from theC∗- dynamical system formalism. There
are several reason for that:

1. This allows for more general systems, e.g. take the subsystemsEn to be thermal reservoirs
described by infinitely extended Fermi gas.

21
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2. Include an extra-reservoirR with which S will interact (leaky RIS) and get a unified
description of the full model.

3. Even if it is not our main concern, show how to construct the full system,including the
infinite tensor product.

We first briefly recall some basic concepts of algebraic quantum statisticalmechanics that
we need here. We refer to e.g. [BR, P] for a more complete introduction to thesubject. A
C∗- dynamical system is a pair(A, αt) whereA is aC∗- algebra (describing the observables
of the physical system under consideration) andt 7→ αt is a strongly continuous group of∗-
automorphisms ofA (describing the evolution of the observables). A state of the system is
described by a positive linear functional̺ onA satisfying̺(1l) = 1. Following [JP2], a triple
(A, αt, ̺), where̺ is an invariant state (i.e.̺ ◦ αt ≡ ̺), is called a quantum dynamical system.
As an example, if a quantum system is described in the Hamiltonian formalism by a Hilbert space
H, HamiltonianH and density matrixρ, then the corresponding quantum dynamical system is
the triple(B(H), αt, ̺) whereαt(A) = eitHA e−itH and̺(A) = Tr(ρA).

Each component# = S, En of the RI system will be described by a quantum dynamical
system(A#, α

t
#, ̺#). The “reference” states̺# determine the macroscopic properties of the

systems, e.g. they are KMS states at some inverse temperatureβ#. We also assume that they are
faithful states, i.e. for anyA ∈ A#, ̺#(A∗A) = 0 ⇒ A = 0 (this would correspond toρ > 0).

To analyze the (time) asymptotic behaviour of the system, we will use a spectralapproach.
For that purpose, it is convenient to have a “Hilbert space description”of the system. Such
a description is easy to obtain via the GNS-representationa (H#, π#,Ψ#) of the algebrasA#

associated to the states̺#. Since the̺ # are faithful, theπ# are injections and we can identify
A# andπ#(A#) (we will therefore simply writeA for π(A)). We setM# = π#(A#)

′′ ⊂
B(H#), where′′ denotes the double commutant. TheM# form the von Neumann algebras of
observables. Finally, by construction the representative vectorsΨ# are cyclic forM#, and we
assume that they are also seperating vectors forM#, i.e.AΨ# = 0 ⇒ A = 0 for anyA ∈ M#

(note that since̺# is faithful, this is automatic whenA ∈ π#(A#)). Typically, theΨ# describe
the equilibrium states at some fixed temperatureT# > 0.

The free dynamicsαt
# of each constituent is implemented in the GNS-representation by

self-adjoint operatorsL# called Liouvillians, i.e. the Heisenberg evolution of an observableA ∈
M# at timet is given byeitL#Ae−itL# . In other words we haveπ#(αt

#(A)) = eitL#π#(A)e
−itL# .

Since the̺# were invariant states, one can also chose the Liouville operatorsL# so that
L#Ψ# = 0 (actually such anL# is unique).

As an illustration of the above formalism, let’s see how all this work for finite systems.
Consider a quantum system described by the Hilbert spaceh = Cn, the Hamiltonianh and
the invariant stateρ =

∑
ρj |ψj〉〈ψj | where{ψj} is an orthonormal basis of eigenvectors of

h. The corresponding quantum dynamical system is described by the algebra of observables
A = Mn(C), the dynamicsαt(A) = eithA e−ith and state̺ (A) = Tr(ρA). In the GNS
representation, the Hilbert space, the observable algebra and the Liouville operator are then

aWe recall that the GNS (Gelfand-Naimark-Segal) representation of aC∗- algebraA associated to a state̺is a
triple (H, π,Ψ) whereH is a Hilbert space,π a∗- algebra morphism fromA toB(H), andΨ a unit vector inH such
that{π(A)Ψ, A ∈ A} is dense inH and̺(A) = 〈Ψ, π(A)Ψ〉 for anyA ∈ A.
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given by
H = h⊗ h, M = B(h)⊗ 1l, L = h⊗ 1l− 1l⊗ h,

and the representative vectorΨ by Ψ =
∑√

ρj ψj ⊗ ψj . (The morphismπ is defined as
π(A) = A⊗ 1l.)

Each component of the RI system is thus now described by a von Neumann algebra (of
observables)M# acting on the Hilbert spaceH#, a self-adjoint operatorL# on H# which
implements the dynamics and a unit vectorΨ# ∈ H# which represents some reference invariant
state. The Hilbert spaceHenv for the environment is then the infinite tensor product of factors
HEn , taken with respect to the stabilizing sequence(ΨEn)n. The vectorΨenv = ⊗n≥1ΨEn is the
reference vector for the environment, and the algebra of observablesMenv of the environment
is the von Neumann algebraMenv = ⊗n≥1MEn acting onHenv, which is obtained by taking
the weak closure of finite linear combinations of operators⊗n≥1An, whereAn ∈ MEn and
An = 1lHEn

except for finitely many indices.
In summary, the non-interacting system is described by a von Neumann algebraM = MS⊗

Menv, acting on the Hilbert spaceH = HS ⊗Henv, and its dynamics is generated by the (free)
Liouvillian

L0 = LS +
∑

n≥1

LEn .

The operators governing the couplings betweenS andEn are given by operators

Vn ∈ MS ⊗MEn .

(If the system is initially given in the Hamiltonian formalism, thenVn = πS ⊗ πEn(vn).) The
evolution of the interacting system is thus generated by the Liouvillian

L(t) = L0 +
∑

n≥1

χn(t)Vn.

In the same way as for the Hamiltonian description, we will denote

Ln := LS + LEn + Vn, and L̃n = Ln +
∑

k 6=n

LEk ,

so thatL(t) ≡ L̃n whent ∈ [tn−1, tn). We will also denote byU(t, 0) the associated propagator,
i.e. for t ∈ [tn, tn+1) one has

U(t, 0) = e−i(t−tn)L̃n+1e−iτnL̃n · · · e−iτ1L̃1 .

Finally we denote by
αt
RI(A) := U(t, 0)∗AU(t, 0)

the evolution of an observableA ∈ M at timet.
As in the Hamiltonian description, we now explain how to reduce the analysis of expectation

values of observables onS to the product of “Reduced Dynamics Operators” acting onHS only.
In order not to muddle the essence of the argument, let us assume that the initial state of the
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entire system is given by the vectorΨ0 = ΨS ⊗ Ψenv (see [BJM1, BJM3] for more details). If
AS ∈ MS we thus want to calculate

〈AS〉(n) := 〈Ψ0, α
tn
RI(AS ⊗ 1lenv)Ψ0〉 (1.1)

= 〈Ψ0, e
iτnL̃n · · · eiτ1L̃1 AS ⊗ 1lenv e

−iτ1L̃1 · · · e−iτnL̃nΨ0〉.

The first step consists in the following decomposition which serves to isolate thedynamics
of the elementsE which do not interact at a given time, and which is the equivalent of (11):

e−iτnL̃n · · · e−iτ1L̃1 = U−
me−iτLn · · · e−iτL1U+

n ,

where

U−
n = exp

(
−i

n−1∑

k=1

(tn − tk)LEk

)
, U+

n = exp

(
−i

n∑

k=2

tk−1LEk − itn
∑

k>n

LEk

)
.

One easily sees thatU+
n Ψ0 = ψ0 and thatU−

n commutes withAS ⊗ 1lenv, so that (1.1) can be
written as

〈AS〉(n) = 〈Ψ0, e
iτ1L1 · · · eiτnLnAS ⊗ 1lenv e

−iτnLn · · · e−iτ1L1Ψ0〉. (1.2)

The second step is to replace, for alln, the LiouvilleanLn by another (non selfadjoint)
generatorKn of the interacting dynamics, called a C-Liouville operator, which satisfies the
following additional property:

Kn ΨS ⊗ΨEn = 0, (1.3)

i.e. it “kills” the reference vector. The C-Liouville operator has been introduced in [JP2] to
study non-equilibrium steady states (NESS).
Remark. For the existence of such a generator, we refer to e.g. [JP2]. One canalso get an
explicit expression for it in terms of the Liouvillean and the modular data of the pair (MS ⊗
MEn ,ΨS ⊗ΨEn) [AJP, BR, JP2].

Since the operatorsKn are also generators of the dynamics, and using (1.3), (1.2) becomes

〈AS〉(n) = 〈Ψ0, e
iτ1K1 · · · eiτnKn(AS ⊗ 1lenv)Ψ0〉. (1.4)

The last step is to use the independance of the various elements of the environment and to
rewrite (1.4) in terms of a product of “reduced dynamics operators”Mn. Let

P := 1lHS
⊗ |Ψenv〉〈Ψenv| (1.5)

denote the orthogonal projection ontoHS ⊗CΨenv
∼= HS . If B is an operator acting onH then

we identifyPBP as an operator acting onHS . Note thatPΨ0 = Ψ0, hence

〈AS〉(n) = 〈Ψ0, P e
iτ1K1 · · · eiτnKnP (AS ⊗ 1lenv)Ψ0〉.

The structure of RI systems gives

P eiτ1K1 · · · eiτnKnP = (P eiτ1K1P )× (P eiτ2K2P )× · · · × (P eiτnKnP ),
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(this is nothing but the Markov property). Hence, introducingMj := P eiτjKjP (considered as
an operator acting onHS), we finally get

〈AS〉(n) = 〈ΨS ,M1 · · ·MnASΨS〉. (1.6)

We have thus reduced the analysis to the one of the product of the operatorsM1 · · ·Mn.
At first sight, and despite the fact that the operatorsMn give the desired reduction procedure,

their definition may look quite obscure. Actually they are nothing but the GNS version of the
dualL∗

n of the RDM’sLn as we shall now explain, see (1.7). We suppose that the RI system
is given in the Hamiltonian formalism. LetA,B ∈ AS = B(hS). We consider the quantity
〈πS(B)ΨS ,MπS(A)ΨS〉 (we drop the indexn to simplify notation). One can then write

〈πS(B)ΨS ,MπS(A)ΨS〉 = 〈πS(B)⊗ 1l ΨS ⊗Ψenv, e
iτKπS(A)⊗ 1l ΨS ⊗Ψenv〉

= 〈π(B ⊗ 1l)ΨS ⊗Ψenv, e
iτLπ(A⊗ 1l)e−iτLΨS ⊗Ψenv〉

= 〈ΨS ⊗Ψenv, π(B
∗ ⊗ 1l)π(eiτhA⊗ 1l e−iτh)ΨS ⊗Ψenv〉

= Tr
(
ρS ⊗ ρenv ×B∗ ⊗ 1l× eiτhA⊗ 1l e−iτh

)

= Tr
(
ρSB

∗ ⊗ ρenv × eiτhA⊗ 1l e−iτh
)

= Tr (ρSB
∗L∗(A))

= 〈ΨS , πS(B
∗L∗(A))ΨS〉

= 〈πS(B)ΨS , πS(L∗(A))ΨS〉.

SinceΨS is a cyclic vector this proves that, for anyA ∈ AS ,

M : πS(A)ΨS 7→ πS(L∗(A))ΨS . (1.7)

Of course, the properties of a RDML immediately translate into properties ofM

Proposition 1.1. The operatorM is a contraction on the Banach spaceC = {AΨS | A ∈ AS}
endowed with the norm|||φ||| = |||AΨS ||| := ‖A‖. Moreover1 is an eigenvalue forM with
corresponding eigenvectorΨS .

These two properties correspond respectively to the contracting and trace preserving prop-
erties ofL. Note also that when the small system has finite dimension the Banach spaceC is
simplyHS .

1.2 External work and entropy production in RI systems

External work.
As already mentioned, since the total Hamiltonian/Liouvillian of a repeated interaction sys-

tem is time-dependent, the total energy is not necessarily constant: to switch from an interaction
to the other may require some external work. To define the corresponding“external work” ob-
servable, we first come back to the usual Hamiltonian formalism described in the Introduction.
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Since the total system is infinite (there are infinitely many subsystemsEn), the total energy
makes no sense. However, energy variation does. Formally, the total energy at timet is simply

u(t, 0)∗h(t)u(t, 0),

whereu(t, 0) is the propagator between time0 andt, i.e. if t ∈ [tn, tn+1) then

u(t, 0) = e−i(t−tn)h̃n+1e−iτnh̃n · · · e−iτ1h̃1 .

The change of energy between timet and timet′ is therefore

∆E(t′, t) = u(t′, 0)∗h̃(t′)u(t′, 0)− u(t, 0)∗h̃(t)u(t, 0).

Now, for tn−1 ≤ t < tn ≤ t′ < tn+1, it is easy to see that

∆E(t′, t) = u(tn, 0)
∗(vn+1 − vn)u(tn, 0) =: w(n).

The observablew(n) is the work observable at timetn. If S is initially in the stateρ, one
therefore has

δE(n) := Trh
(
ρ⊗

⊗

k≥1

ρEk × w(n)
)
= Trh

(
ρtot(n)× (vn+1 − vn)

)

= TrhS⊗hEn+1

[
ρ(n)⊗ ρEn+1(tn) vn+1

]
(1.8)

−TrhS⊗hEn

[
ρ(n− 1)⊗ ρEn(tn−1) e

iτnhnvne
−iτnhn

]
,

and the mean work per time unit, i.e. the power delivered to the system, is therefore (if it exists),

∆W := lim
n→∞

1

tn

n∑

k=1

δE(k).

When turning to the Liouvillian description, it is now natural to define the work observable
as

W (n) := π(w(n)) = U(tn, 0)
∗ (Vn+1 − Vn)U(tn, 0) = αtn

RI(Vn+1 − Vn) (1.9)

If ̺ is the initial state of the (entire) system, the power delivered to the system is therefore (if it
exists)

∆W = lim
n→∞

1

tn

n∑

k=1

̺(W (n)). (1.10)

Entropy production
If ̺ and̺0 are two normal statesb on M, the relative entropy of Araki of the state̺with

respect to̺ 0 is denoted byEnt(̺|̺0)c. We here adopt the same convention as in [BR, JP2], so

bA state̺ on a von Neumann algebraM is normal if it isσ-weakly continuous
cFor finite systems, and if̺ and̺0 are given by density matricesρ andρ0 respectively, thenEnt(̺|̺0) =

−Tr(ρ log ρ− ρ log ρ0).
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thatEnt(̺|̺0) ≤ 0. The reference state̺0 will naturally be the vector state onM determined
by the vectorΨ0 = ΨS ⊗Ψenv.

We are interested in the mean entropy production per time unit, i.e.

∆S := lim
n→∞

− 1

tn

[
Ent(̺ ◦ αtn

RI|̺0)− Ent(̺|̺0)
]
,

and its relation to the external work. (Note that since the relative entropy is negative, the entropy
production is indeed a positive quantity.)

Remark 1.1. For a thermodynamic interpretation of the entropy and its relation to the total
work, when we will deal with entropy we will always assume that all the reference states̺# are
(β#, α

t
#)–KMS states for some inverse temperaturesβ#.

The analysis of the entropy production relies on the so-calledentropy production formula
[JP3] (see 1.11) which we recall here for the sake of completeness. Consider a quantum dy-
namical system(A, αt, ω). We moreover assume thatω is a(−1, σtω)–KMS state for someC∗-
dynamicsσtω with generatorδω. Let V ∈ Dom(δω) and consider the perturbed dynamicsαt

V

defined in the natural way:

αt
V (A) := αt(A) +

∑

n≥1

in
∫ t

0
dt1

∫ t1

0
dt2 · · ·

∫ tn−1

0
dtn[α

tn(V ), [· · · [αt1(V ), A] · · · ],

(if δα is the generator ofαt, the one ofαt
V is δα + i[V, ·]). Then for any stateη:

Ent(η ◦ αt
V |ω)− Ent(η|ω) = −

∫ t

0
η ◦ αs

V (δω(V ))ds. (1.11)

In the particular case of a composite system (A = ⊗k Ak andαt = ⊗k α
t
k) where the reference

stateω is of the formω = ⊗k ωk and where theωk are (βk, α
t
k)-KMS states, one can take

σt = ⊗k α
−βkt
k . In the GNS-representation, if theαt

k are implemented by LiouvilliansLk then

σt is generated byL = −
∑

k

βkLk, so thatδω(V ) becomes−i
∑

k

βk[Lk, V ].

In our RI setting (1.11) translates as follows:

Ent(̺ ◦ αtn
RI|̺0)− Ent(̺|̺0)

=

n∑

k=1

[
βEk̺

(
αtk
RI(Vk)− α

tk−1

RI (Vk)
)
+ (βEk − βS)̺

(
αtk
RI(LS)− α

tk−1

RI (LS)
)]

= −
n∑

k=1

βEk̺ (W (k)) +
n∑

k=1

βEk̺
(
αtk
RI(Vk+1)− α

tk−1

RI (Vk)
)

(1.12)

+
n∑

k=1

(βEk − βS)̺
(
αtk
RI(LS)− α

tk−1

RI (LS)
)
,
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Note thatLS is a priori not an observable (LS /∈ M) andαt
RI(LS) neither. However the dif-

ferencesαtk
RI(LS)−αtk−1

RI (LS) are observables. This follows from the fact thateiτkLkLS e−iτkLk−
LS ∈ MS ⊗MEk , which in turn is proven by noting that

eiτkLkLS e−iτkLk − LS =

∫ τk

0
eitLk [iLk, LS ]e

−itLkdt =

∫ τk

0
eitLk [iVk, LS ]e

−itLkdt,

where[iVk, LS ] = − d
dte

itLSVke
−itLS |t=0 ∈ MS ⊗MEk .

1.3 Ideal RI systems

We start our analysis of RI systems with the simplest “ideal” case of identical interactions, i.e.
En ≡ E , τn ≡ τ , etc. In this case, the reduced dynamics operatorsMn do not depend onn and
we are essentially led to the study of powers ofM . SinceM is a contraction onHS for the norm
defined in Proposition 1.1 (recall that throughout this chapterS is a finite system so that the
Banach spaceC on whichM is a contraction is the full ofHS), its spectrum lies in the complex
unit disk. Moreover, since1 is an eigenvalue forM , it is also an eigenvalue forM∗. The idea is
thatM∗ is the GNS version of the RDML. Hence this means that the system possesses at least
one invariant state which is therefore a natural candidate for the limiting state of the system. The
results of this Section come from [BJM1].

1.3.1 Asymptotic state

System observables
We first consider observables on the small systemS, i.e. A = AS ⊗ 1lenv. As we argued

in the previous section, the asymptotic behaviour of expectation values for such observables can
be reduced to the analysis ofMn asn goes to infinity (at least if the initial state is the reference
state). In all this section we will assume the following ergodicity assumption whichis a kind of
Fermi Golden Rule.

(E) The spectrum ofM on the complex unit circle consists of the single eigenvalue{1}. This
eigenvalue is simple (with corresponding eigenvectorΨS).

SinceHS is finite dimensional,M∗ also has1 as a non-degenerate eigenvalue. We denote byΨ∗
S

the unique corresponding eigenvector normalized by〈Ψ∗
S ,ΨS〉 = 1. In particular, there exists

γ > 0 such thatMn = |ΨS〉〈Ψ∗
S |+O(e−γn).

The reduction process described in Section 1.1 makes use of another generator of the in-
teracting dynamics than the Liouvillian, the so-called C-Liouville operator. Its explicit form
involves the modular data(J,∆) of the pair(MS ⊗ME ,ΨS ⊗ΨE), see e.g. [AJP, BR]. More
precisely, it can be written as

K = LS + LE + V − J∆1/2V∆−1/2J.

In order to make it simple, we shall assume that
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(H) ∆1/2V∆−1/2 ∈ MS ⊗ME .

This ensures thatK generates a strongly continuous groupeitK of bounded operators onHS ⊗
HE (this assumption can certainly be relaxed, see [JP2]).

Theorem 1.2. [BJM1] Suppose Assumption(E)-(H) are satisfied. Then there existsγ > 0 such
that for any normal initial state̺ onM and any observableAS ∈ MS ,

̺ (αnτ
RI(AS ⊗ 1lenv)) = 〈Ψ∗

S , ASΨS〉+O(e−γn), ∀n ∈ N. (1.13)

The stateρS,+, defined onMS as

ρS,+(AS) = 〈Ψ∗
S , ASΨS〉, (1.14)

is the (unique) asymptotic state of the RI system.

Note that the asymptotic state does not depend on the initial state ofS (sinceHS is finite dimen-
sional any initial state ofS is normal), and in particular it does not depend on the choice of the
reference vectorΨS .

Remark 1.2. If the ergodic assumption(E) is not satisfied then the limitlim
n→∞

Mn still exists,

in a weaker sense. Namely, if there are eigenvalues different from1 on the circle, then the

limit exists in the ergodic mean sense,
1

N

N−1∑

n=0

Mn = |ΨS〉〈Ψ∗
S | + O

(
1

N

)
. Further, if 1

is a degenerate eigenvalue ofM then the limit is the projectionπ onto ker(M − Id) along
Ran(M − Id) = ker(M∗ − Id)⊥. This reflects in Theorem 1.2 in the following way. If1 is non
degenerate, but there are other eigenvalues on the circle, then Theorem 1.2 holds with (1.13)
replaced by ∣∣∣∣∣

1

N

N−1∑

n=0

̺ (αnτ
RI(AS ⊗ 1lenv))− ρS,+(AS)

∣∣∣∣∣ ≤
C

N
.

If on the other hand1 is degenerate,ρS,+ is not anymore the unique invariant state. Hence one
can still prove that̺ ◦ αnτ

RI has a limit but the latter will depend on the initial state̺.

Instantaneous observables
Besides observables on the systemS, there are other observables of interest. To investigate

the external work, one has to consider the quantity (see (1.9)-(1.10))

̺ (αnτ
RI(Vn+1 − Vn)) .

The observable of interest,Vn+1 − Vn, is not strictly speaking an obervable because it varies
with time: at timenτ it lives onS and the subsystemsEn andEn+1. One may also think of
S as being fixed in space and of the environment as a beam passing throughS so that when
t ∈ [nτ, (n+ 1)τ) the subsystemEn+1 is located nearS. A detector placed in the vicinity ofS
can measure at this moment in time observables ofS and of the(n+1)-th element in the beam,
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i.e. an “instantaneous observable” of the formAS ⊗ ϑn+1(AE), whereAS ∈ MS , AE ∈ ME ,
andϑm : ME → Menv is defined by

ϑm(AE) = 1lE ⊗ · · · 1lE ⊗AE ⊗ 1lE · · · (1.15)

where theAE on the right side of (1.15) acts on them-th factor in the environment. Recall also
the processes leading to continuous measurements: one makes a measure onthe subsystemsEn
right after their interactions withS, i.e. at timenτ one measures an observable of the form
1lS ⊗ ϑn(AE).

More generally we may be interested in the expectation value of “observables” of the form

[AS ;A
(j)](t) := AS ⊗r

j=−ℓ ϑm(t)+j+1(A
(j)), (1.16)

whereAS ∈ MS , A(−ℓ), . . . , A(0), . . . , A(r) ∈ ME , wherem(t) is the integer part oft/τ ,
andϑk is given in (1.15). The parametersℓ, r ≥ 0 are not displayed in the l.h.s. in (1.16).
AS represents an observable measured on the small system, theA(0) is the “instantaneous”
observable, measured in the elementm(t) + 1 of the chain (the one in contact withS at time
t), while theA(j) with negative and positive index are the quantities measured in the elements
preceding and following the(m(t) + 1)-th.

Theorem 1.3. [BJM1] Suppose Assumption(E)-(H) are satisfied. Then there existsγ > 0 such
that for any normal initial state̺ onM and any instantaneous observable[AS ;A(j)],

∣∣∣̺
(
αnτ
RI

(
[AS ;A

(j)](nτ)
))

− ̺+([AS ;A
(j)])

∣∣∣ ≤ Ce−γn,

where

̺+([AS ;A
(j)]) = 〈Ψ∗

S ⊗Ψenv, α
ℓτ
RI

(
AS ⊗A(−ℓ) ⊗ · · · ⊗A(r)

)
ΨS ⊗Ψenv〉

= ρS,+
(
P αℓτ

RI

(
AS ⊗A(−ℓ) ⊗ · · · ⊗A(r)

)
P
)
,

with ρS,+ as in (1.14). (Recall thatP is the projection ontoHS .)

1.3.2 External work and entropy production

Equations (1.9) and (1.10) show that the mean work per time unit in the system reduces to the
asymptotic behaviour of the instantaneous observableVn+1 − Vn (at timenτ , it acts onS and
then-th and(n + 1)-th subsystems of the environment). As a direct consequence of Theorem
1.3 we have

Proposition 1.4. [BJM1] Suppose Assumption(E)-(H) hold. Then for any normal initial state
̺, the power delivered to the system is

∆W =
1

τ
ρS,+ (PV P − Pατ

RI(V )P )

=
1

τ
〈Ψ∗

S ⊗ΨE ,
(
V − eiτLV e−iτL

)
ΨS ⊗ΨE〉,

whereL = LS + LE + V acts onHS ⊗HE .
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Remark 1.3. One actually proves that

̺ (W (n)) = ρS,+ (PV P − Pατ
RI(V )P ) +O(e−γn).

Moreover, in the invariant stateρS,+ the external work is of course constant, i.e. for̺ =
ρS,+ ⊗ ρenv whereρenv = 〈Ψenv, ·Ψenv〉, one has̺ (W (n)) ≡ ρS,+ (PV P − Pατ

RI(V )P ).

We now turn to the entropy production. For that purpose we thus assume that the refer-
ence states are KMS-states at some inverse temperaturesβS , resp.βE . The entropy production
formula (1.12) then simplifies as

Ent(̺ ◦ αtn
RI|̺0)− Ent(̺|̺0)

= −βE
n∑

k=1

̺ (W (k)) + βE̺ (α
nτ
RI(Vn+1)− V1) + (βE − βS)̺ (α

nτ
RI(LS)− LS) .

As a conseqence, we have the following

Proposition 1.5. [BJM1] Suppose Assumption(E)-(H) hold, and that[V, LS ], [V, LE ] ∈ MS ⊗
ME . Then for any normal initial state̺, one has

∆S := lim
n→∞

− 1

tn

[
Ent(̺ ◦ αtn

RI|̺0)− Ent(̺|̺0)
]
= βE∆W.

Since the environment is in thermal equilibrium (all the subsystems have the sametemper-
ature), the above formula is nothing but the 2nd law of thermodynamics. Together with the
positivity of entropy production this proposition also shows that the external work is positive as
well. The only issue is therefore whether these quantities are strictly positiveor not. One can
answer this question only for concrete systems, several examples are given in [BJM1]. We will
see in Section 1.5, that the situation is different ifS is coupled to an extra reservoirR.

Remark 1.4. The assumptions on[V, LS ] and [V, LE ] ensure that, with the notation of (1.11),
V ∈ Dom(δω) so that we can apply the entropy production formula (1.12).

1.4 Random RI systems

In this section, we turn to a more general situation where the various interactions are not iden-
tical. Of course, if one considers arbitrary interactions it is hopeless to expect any convergence
(even in the ergodic mean) to some invariant state. As we mentioned in Section 1.1, see (1.6),
the asymptotic behaviour of the system is essentially described by the product of reduced dy-
namics operators:M1 · · ·Mn. If the Mn’s are more or less arbitrary, anything can happen.
We shall consider here the case where the interactions are random (butstill independent iden-
tically distributed). Closely related results can be found in [NPe]. This randomness may have
various origins: the interaction time, the reference state of theEn’s (via e.g. the temperature),
the subsystemsEn themselves (and hence the interaction operators),... All these parameters are
eventually encoded in the RDO and our assumption will be that the sequence(Mn)n will be
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independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.). We are thus reduced to the analysis of a product
of i.i.d. random matrices and we can apply the results presented in Section 4.1.

To motivate this analysis, consider the “One-Atom Maser” experiment where a beam of
atoms interacts with modes of the quantized electromagnetic field. It is clear that inactual
experiments, neither the interaction timeτn nor the reference states of the subsystemsEn can
be exactly the same for alln! Typically, the interaction time will berandom(because of the
random velocities of the atoms in the beam, see [BRH, FJM]), given e.g. by aGaussian distri-
bution around some mean value, and the state of the incoming atoms will be randomas well,
for instance determined by a temperature that fluctuates slightly around a meantemperature (in
experiments, the atoms are ejected from an atom oven, then they are cooled down to a wanted
temperature before entering the cavity). One could also imagine that the subsystemsEn them-
selves are not all the same (e.g. different kind of atoms, or maybe some impurities).

Another motivation is to consider a non-equilibrium situation. In the general setup of open
quantum systems one gets a non-equilibrium situation when the environment is made of several
reservoirs, each of them being in an equilibrium state but with different intensive thermodynamic
parameters (different temperatures for instance). Then one expects the joint systemS+R1+· · ·
to relax towards a non-equilibrium steady states (NESS). Such states havebeen constructed in
[R, AH, JP2, AP, MMS, CNZ]. They carry currents, have non vanishing entropy production
rate,. . . These transport properties were investigated in [FMU, CJM, AJPP, N]. The linear re-
sponse theory (Green-Kubo formula, Onsager reciprocity relations, central limit theorem) was
developed in [FMU],[JOP1]-[JOP4],[JPP].

In the framework of RI systems, we can create a non-equilibrium situation byimposing
the initial state of the subsystemsEn to be for example thermal equilibrium states at different
temperatures. In other words, we assume that the systemS interacts withK “reservoirs” at a
priori different temperatures, i.e. for anym ∈ N, ΨEmK+1

= Ψβ1 , ΨEmK+2
= Ψβ2 , etc... where

Ψβ is the representating vector for the KMS-state ofE at inverse temperatureβ. (One could
imagine a “One-Atom Maser” where the field in the cavity is coupled toK beams at different
temperatures.) However, the particular structure imposed here leads to a lack of symmetry and
in particular the system is not at all time reversal invariant (reservoir2 always interacts right
after reservoir1 while the inverse is not true). As we will see in the toy example of Section
1.6, a direct consequence is that Onsager reciprocity relations do not hold. One way to restore
symmetry is then to chose the temperature of then-th subsystem in a random way from the set
{β1, . . . , βK}, each temperature having probability1K to occur (see Section 1.6.5). The results
of this Section come from [BJM3].

1.4.1 Asymptotic state

Let (Ω,F , p) be a probability space. To describe the stochastic dynamic process at hand, we
introduce the standard probability measuredP on Ω̃ := ΩN∗

,

dP = Πj≥1dpj , where dpj ≡ dp, ∀j ∈ N∗.

We denote bỹω = (ωn)n the elements of̃Ω. As we already mentioned, we will assume that
the various interactions are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.). This is precisely the
meaning of the following randomness assumption
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(R1) The reduced dynamics operatorsMk are i.i.d. random operators. We writeMk =M(ωk),
whereM : Ω → B(HS) is an operator valued random variable.

Throughout this section, we will assume, without further mentioning it, that Assumption(H)
is satisfied, i.e.∆1/2Vm∆−1/2 ∈ MS ⊗ MEm , and that(R1) is satisfied. To indicate the
randomness, we will also writeαt

RI,ω̃ instead ofαt
RI. Finally let M(E) be the set of RDO’s

which satisfy the ergodic assumption(E).
We first consider expectation values of observables on the small systemS. The following

theorem shows that the RI system relaxes almost surely in the ergodic mean towards a determin-
istic asymptotic state, and is a direct consequence of Theorem 4.3 of Section4.1 on the product
of random matrices and of Proposition 1.1.

Theorem 1.6. [BJM3] Suppose thatp(M(ω) ∈ M(E)) > 0. Then there exists a setΩ0 ⊂ Ω̃,
s.t.P(Ω0) = 1, and s.t. for anỹω ∈ Ω0, any normal state̺ and anyAS ∈ MS ,

lim
N→∞

1

N

N∑

n=1

̺
(
α
tn(ω̃)
RI,ω̃ (AS)

)
= 〈Ψ∗, ASΨS〉 =: ρ+(AS),

whereΨ∗ is the unique invariant vector ofE(M∗(ω)) normalized by〈Ψ∗,ΨS〉 = 1, and
tn(ω̃) = τ(ω1) + · · ·+ τ(ωn).

As for ideal interactions, and having in mind the application to the study of external work
and entropy production, we also consider instantaneous observables.Since we will be interested
in observables likeVn+1 − Vn (see (1.9)), not only these observables are instantaneous, but they
can be random as well. The philosophy of instantaneous observables is that we measure the
same physical observable but the system on which it is measured varies withtime, namely at
time t the observableA(j) is measured on the subsystemEj+m(t)+1 (see (1.16)). Hence, we
shall replace (1.16) by

[AS ;A
(j)](t, ω̃) := AS ⊗r

j=−ℓ ϑm(t)+j+1(A
(j)(ωm(t)+j+1)).

Of course, in the case where the subsystemsEn are not identical, i.e.En = E(ωn), one should
have in mind thatA(j)(ω) ∈ ME(ω).

Most of the analysis (essentially the reduction procedure to observablesonS only) is done
in a deterministic way, i.e. for fixed̃ω ∈ Ω̃. However, once the reduction is performed, we
really turn to probability theory and we need that the relevant quantities definebona fiderandom
variables. In view of Theorem 1.3, we introduce the following observable:

N : Ω̃ ∋ ω̃ 7→ P (ω̃)α
tℓ(ω̃)
RI,ω̃

(
AS ⊗A(−ℓ)(ω1)⊗ · · · ⊗A(r)(ωℓ+r+1)

)
P (ω̃) ∈ B(HS),

whereP (ω̃) is defined as in (1.5).

(R2) The observableN(ω̃) is a well-defined random variable.
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Note that actually,N(ω̃) only depends on(ω1, . . . , ωℓ+r+1).

Theorem 1.7. [BJM3] Suppose thatp(M(ω) ∈ M(E)) > 0. Then there exists a setΩ1 ⊂ Ω̃,
s.t. P(Ω1) = 1, and s.t. for anỹω ∈ Ω1, any normal state̺ and any instantaneous observable
[AS ;A(j)] satisfying(R2),

lim
N→∞

1

N

N∑

n=1

̺
(
α
tn(ω̃)
RI,ω̃ ([AS ;A

(j)](nτ, ω̃))
)
= ρ+(E(N)),

whereρ+ is as in Theorem 1.6.

1.4.2 External work and Entropy production

The following result on external work is a direct consequence of (1.9)-(1.10) and Theorem 1.7.

Proposition 1.8. [BJM3] Suppose thatp(M(ω) ∈ M(E)) > 0. Then

∆W := lim
n→∞

1

tn(ω̃)

n∑

k=1

̺
(
α
tk(ω̃)
RI,ω̃ (V (ωk+1)− V (ωk))

)

=
1

E(τ)
̺+

(
E
[
P (V − eiτLV e−iτL)P

])
, P− a.s. (1.17)

Note that not only the external work exists and does not depend on the initial state, but is a
deterministic quantity.

Similarly, if the reference stateΨE(ω) is a βE(ω)-KMS state, using (1.12) together with
Theorem 1.7 we have

Proposition 1.9. [BJM3] Suppose thatp(M(ω) ∈ M(E)) > 0. Then

∆S := lim
n→∞

− 1

tn(ω̃)

[
Ent(̺ ◦ αtn(ω̃)

RI,ω̃ |̺0)− Ent(̺|̺0)
]
,

=
1

E(τ)
̺+

(
E
[
βE P (LS + V − eiτL(LS + V ) e−iτL)P

])
, P− a.s. (1.18)

As for the external work, the entropy production is also deterministic.
A priori, the link between external work and entropy production is not as clear as in the ideal

case. Actually, one can prove that̺+[E(P (LS − ατ (LS))P )] = 0 (see [BJM3]). Hence, we
may rewrite (1.17) as

∆W =
1

E(τ)
̺+

(
E
[
P (LS + V − eiτL(LS + V ) e−iτL)P

])
, P− a.s.

Comparing with (1.18), one can recognize a sort of 2nd law of thermodynamics. If in particular
the inverse temperatureβE is not random (i.e. we are in equlibrium), then∆S = βE∆W as
expected. Of course, ifβE is not constant, we are in a non-equilibrium situation and the fact that
there is no clear relation between∆S and∆W should not come as a surprise.
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1.5 Leaky RI systems

In this section, we consider the situation where, besides the repeated interactions with the sub-
systemsEk, the systemS also interacts with another reservoirR in a continuous way, i.e. the
Liouvillian of the system is now of the form

L = LS +
∑

n≥1

LEn +
∑

n≥1

χn(t)VSEn + LR + VSR, (1.19)

whereLR is the generator of the free dynamics of the reservoir andVSR describes the interaction
between the systemS and the reservoirR. Note thatR is not directly coupled to the subsystems
En. We will also stick to the situation where the repeated interactions are identical.

The motivation to study such systems is twofold. First, it describes for examplea “One-
Atom Maser” in which one also takes into account some losses in the cavity, thelatter being not
completely isolated from the exterior world, e.g. from the laboratory [FJM].The assumption
“R is not directly coupled to the subsystemsEn” is physically reasonable. Indeed, again for the
“one-atom maser” experiment, the idea is that the atoms are ejected from an oven one by one
just before they interact with the cavity and moreover the atom-field interactiontime τ is typi-
cally much smaller than the damping time due to the presence of the heat reservoir. Therefore,
the atoms do not have enough time to feel the effects of the reservoir before and during their
interaction with the field.

A second motivation is the study of non-equilibrium quantum systems. SupposeS is brought
into contact with several reservoirsRi, each of them being in a thermal equilibrium state but
with different intensive thermodynamic parameters. The interaction betweenS and the various
reservoirs is most often “continuous”, i.e.S and theRi interact for all time (said differently,
the generator of the interacting dynamics is time-independent). We have also considered in the
previous section the case where the various reservoirs are all of the repeated interaction type
(chosing e.g. reference states which are randomly distibuted with uniform distribution over
a fixed setΨ1, . . . ,ΨK). In the system considered in this section we have a situation with
two various reservoirs of different nature: one is described by a RI system and the other one
interacts withS in a continuous way, and we want to understand the relative effects of these two
reservoirs.

In a sense, one can consider this entire system as a RI system but whereS has been replaced
by S + R, i.e the “small” system becomes large as well. The general approach to RI systems,
as described in Section 1.1, can therefore be used. However, the reduced dynamics operatorM
now acts on the spaceHS ⊗HR and , as we shall see, its spectral properties are of course much
more complicated. The results presented in this section come from [BJM4].

1.5.1 The additional reservoir

The reservoirR is a thermal reservoir of free Fermi particles at a temperatureTR > 0, in the
thermodynamic limit. Its description was originally given in the work by Araki andWyss [AW]
(see also [JP1]). We give directly the descritpion in the GNS-representation, and refer to e.g.
[AW, JP1, BJM4] for a precise derivation starting from the usual description viaC∗- dynamical
systems.
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The Hilbert space is the anti-symmetric Fock space

HR = Γ−(hR) :=
⊕

n≥0

∧n hR,

over the one-particle space
hR = L2(R,G), (1.20)

whereG is an ‘auxiliary space’ (typically an angular part likeL2(S2)). In this representation,
the one-particle HamiltonianhR is the operator of multiplication by the radial variable (extended
to negative values )s ∈ R of (1.20), i.e. forϕ ∈ L2(R,G)

(hRϕ)(s) = sϕ(s).

The Liouville operator is the second quantization ofh,

LR = dΓ(hR) :=
⊕

n≥0

n∑

j=1

h
(j)
R ,

whereh(j)R is understood to act ashR on thej-th factor of∧n hR and trivially on the other ones.
The von Neumann algebraMR is the subalgebra ofB(HR) generated by the thermal fermionic

field operators (at inverse temperatureβR), represented onHR by

ϕ(gβR
) =

1√
2

[
a∗(gβR

) + a(gβR
)
]
.

Here, we define forg ∈ L2(R+,G),

gβR
(s) =

√
1

e−βRs + 1

{
g(s) if s ≥ 0
g(−s) if s < 0.

Finally, we choose the reference state to be the thermal equilibrium state, represented by the
vacuum vector ofHR,

ΨR = Ω.

1.5.2 Translation analyticity

As already mentioned, the reduced dynamics operatorM is now defined as an operator on the
larger spaceHS ⊗HR and will have more complicated spectral properties. To understand why,
let’s switch off the interactions. Then, clearlyM = eiτLS ⊗ eiτLR which, besides some eigen-
values, has continuous spectrum equal to the whole circleS1. When turning on the interaction,
this continuous spectrum survives. In order to seperate it from the eigenvalues, we use analytic
spectral deformation methods, see e.g. [BFS, JP2, MMS, RS4], and will resort to perturbation
theory. For that purpose, we therefore add coupling constants in the interaction, i.e. (1.19)
becomes

L = LS + LR +
∑

n≥1

LEn + λSRVSR + λSE
∑

n≥1

χn(t)VSEn ,
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and the perturbation will be in term of the coupling constantλ := (λSR, λSE) ∈ R2. We will
also writeV (λ) = λSRVSR + λSEVSE and denote byM(λ) the reduced dynamics operator.

As in Section 1.3, if∆ denotes the modular operator of the pair(MS ⊗MR ⊗ME ,ΨS ⊗
ΨR ⊗ΨE) we shall assume that

(H’) ∆1/2V (λ)∆−1/2 ∈ MS ⊗MR ⊗ME .

Moreover, since we will be using analytic spectral deformation methods on the factorHR of H,
we need to make a regularity assumption on the interaction. LetR ∋ θ 7→ T (θ) ∈ B(HR) be
the unitary group defined by

T (θ) = Γ(e−θ∂s) on Γ−(L
2(R,G)),

where for anyf ∈ L2(R,G),
(e−θ∂sf)(s) = f(s− θ),

i.e. we use the generator of translation. In the following, we will abuse notation and (for sim-
plicity) also writeT (θ) for 1lS ⊗ T (θ) ⊗ 1lE and1lS ⊗ T (θ) ⊗ 1lenv. Note thatT (θ) commutes
with all observables acting trivially onHR, in particular withPSR = 1lS ⊗ 1lR ⊗ |Ψenv〉〈Ψenv|.
Also, we haveT (θ)ΨR = ΨR for all θ. The spectral deformation technique relies on making
the parameterθ complex.

(A) The coupling operatorWSR := VSR−J∆1/2VSR∆−1/2J is translation analytic in a strip
κθ0 = {z : 0 < Imz < θ0} and strongly continuous on the real axis. More precisely,
there is aθ0 > 0 such that the map

R ∋ θ 7→ T−1(θ)WSRT (θ) =WSR(θ) ∈ MS ⊗MR,

admits an analytic continuation intoθ ∈ κθ0 which is strongly continuous asImθ ↓ 0, and
which satisfies

sup
0≤Imθ<θ0

‖WSR(θ)‖ <∞.

The reduced dynamics operator will also be deformed as

Mθ(λ) := T (θ)−1M(λ)T (θ).

The ergodicity assumption(E) will now be written for this deformed operatorMθ(λ). More
precisely, we will assume that the following Fermi Golden Rule condition holds

(FGR) There is aθ1 ∈ κθ0 and aλ0 > 0 (depending onθ1 in general) such that, for allλ with
0 < |λ| < λ0,Mθ1(λ)) satisfies(E).
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Of course, an important issue in the analysis of concrete models is the verification of this
Fermi Golden Ruleassumption(FGR). Let us denote the eigenvalues ofhS by E1, · · · , Ed.
Whenθ ∈ κθ0 andλSR = λSE = 0. Then

Mθ(0) = eiτ(LS+LR+θN) = eiτLS ⊗ eiτLReiτθN ,

whereN denotes the number operator onΓ−(hR), and hence

sp(Mθ(0)) = {eiτ(Ej−Ek)}j,k∈{1,··· ,d} ∪ {eile−τjImθ, l ∈ R}j∈N∗ .

The effect of the analytic translation is to push the continuous spectrum ofMθ(0) onto circles
with radii e−τjImθ, j = 1, 2, . . ., centered at the origin. Hence the discrete spectrum ofMθ(0),
lying on the unit circle, is separated from the continuous spectrum by a distance1 − e−τ Imθ.
Analytic perturbation theory in the parametersλSR, λSE guarantees that the discrete and con-
tinuous spectra stay separated for small coupling. As a consequence a verification of (FGR)
for concrete models, like the one of Section 1.6, is done via (perturbative) analysisonly of the
discrete eigenvaluesof Mθ(λ).

1.5.3 Asymptotic state

As in Section 1.3 we will consider what we calledinstantaneous observables, i.e. “observables”
of the form

[ASR;A
(j)](t) := ASR ⊗r

j=−ℓ ϑm(t)+j+1(A
(j)),

whereASR ∈ MS ⊗MR andA(−ℓ), . . . , A(0), . . . , A(r) ∈ ME .

Definition 1.10. An observableA is called analytic if the mapθ → T (θ)−1AΨ0, whereΨ0 =
ΨS ⊗ΨR ⊗Ψenv, has an analytic extension toθ ∈ κθ0 which is continuous on the real axis.

Note that for an instantaneous obervable[ASR;A(j)](t), sinceT acts onHR only, this is equiv-
alent toT (θ)−1ASRΨ0 having such an extension.

Theorem 1.11. [BJM4] Assume that assumptions(H’) , (A) and (FGR) are satisfied. Then
there is aλ0 > 0 s.t. if 0 < |λ| < λ0, the following holds. There exists a stateρ+,λ onMS ⊗
MR such that for any normal initial state̺ onM, and any analytic instantaneous observable
[ASR;A(j)](t),

lim
n→∞

̺
(
αnτ
RI

(
[ASR;A

(j)](nτ)
))

= ρ+,λ

(
PSR αℓτ

RI

(
ASR ⊗r

j=−ℓ A
(j)
)
PSR

)
.

In particular, ifASR ∈ MS ⊗MR, one has

lim
n→∞

ρ
(
αnτ
RI(ASR)

)
= ρ+,λ

(
ASR

)
.

Moreover, for analyticASR ∈ MS ⊗MR, we have the representation

ρ+,λ(ASR) = 〈ψ∗
θ1(λ)|T (θ1)

−1ASRΨS ⊗ΨR〉,

whereψ∗
θ1
(λ) is the unique invariant vector of the adjoint operator[Mθ1(λ)]

∗, normalized as
〈ψ∗

θ1
(λ)|ΨS ⊗ΨR〉 = 1.
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1.5.4 Thermodynamic properties

Besides the external work and the entropy production, the presence oftwo environments/reservoirs
induces other quantities of interest, namely the heat fluxes. Starting from theHamiltonian for-
malism, one defines the variation of energy in the systemS, the environmentenv = E1+E2+· · ·
and the reservoirR between timenτ and(n+ 1)τ as

δES(n) := u((n+ 1)τ, 0)∗hSu((n+ 1)τ, 0)− u(nτ, 0)∗hSu(nτ),

δER(n) := u((n+ 1)τ, 0)∗hRu((n+ 1)τ, 0)− u(nτ, 0)∗hRu(nτ),

δEenv(n) := u((n+ 1)τ, 0)∗hEn+1u((n+ 1)τ, 0)− u(nτ, 0)∗hEnu(nτ).

For the energy variation in the environment, recall that between timenτ and (n + 1)τ only
the (n + 1)-th subsystem interacts withS and can thus exchange energy. When turning to the
Liouvillian description one thus defines∆E#(n) = π(δE#(n)) for # = S,R, env. As a
consequence of Theorem 1.11, we have the following

Proposition 1.12. [BJM4] If (H’) , (A) and(FGR) are satisfied and if the commutators[VSR, LS ]
and[VSR, LR] define analytic observables, then for any normal initial state̺

∆E# := lim
n→∞

1

nτ

n∑

k=1

̺(∆E#(n)) =
1

τ
ρ+,λ(PSRj

#PSR), # = R, env,

where

jenv = i

∫ τ

0
αt
RI([λSEVSE , LE ]) dt, jR = i

∫ τ

0
αt
RI([λSRVSR, LR]) dt.

and∆ES = lim
n→∞

1

nτ

n∑

k=1

̺(∆ES(n)) = 0. The external work is

∆W =
1

τ
ρ+,λ

(
PSRV (λ)PSR − PSRα

τ
RI(V (λ))PSR

)
,

and we have
∆W = ∆ER +∆Eenv.

If moreover, the reference states areKMS-states at inverse temperaturesβS , βR andβE , the
entropy production∆S exists and satisfies

∆S = βE∆E
env + βR∆E

R.

As expected, the energy gain in the system (due to the external work) is shared between the
reservoirR and the environment. The details of how the energy variations are shared between
the subsystems depends on the particulars of the model considered, see Section 1.6.4 for an
explicit example. Moreover, note that contrary to what happened in Section 1.3, the external
work might be positive or negative.
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1.6 A toy example

We end this chapter with the analysis of a specific example, which is the simplest non-trivial
example of RI system, namely all the subsystems (S and theEk’s) are 2-level systems (or spin
1
2 ). Our purpose is twofold: on one hand we want to illustrate the general results decribed in
the preceeding sections, on the other hand this model is a toy version of the “One-Atom Maser”
which we will consider in Section 2.1 and it is therefore an instructive playground to further
analysis of this (and other) more realistic model (e.g. in the non-equilibrium situation).

We describe the model in the Hamiltonian formalism. For most of our purpose it willbe
sufficient and we shall stick to it. Only when we add an extra reservoir (to illustrate the leaky
situation) we will turn to the Liouvillian formalism.

1.6.1 Description of the model

The Hilbert spaces forS and theEm are copies ofC2. LetE,E0 > 0 be the “excited” energy
level ofS and ofE , respectively. Accordingly, the Hamiltonians are given by

hS =

(
0 0
0 E

)
and hE =

(
0 0
0 E0

)
.

We will denote by|0〉, resp.|1〉, the ground state, resp. excited state, ofS or E . If we denote by
a/a∗, resp.b/b∗, the annihilation/creation operators forS, resp.E , i.e.

a = b =

(
0 1
0 0

)
, a∗ = b∗ =

(
0 0
1 0

)
, (1.21)

we can then write
hS = Ea∗a, and hE = E0b

∗b.

The interaction operator is

v(λ) =
λ

2
(a⊗ b∗ + a∗ ⊗ b).

It induces an exchange process betweenS and the subsystemEk it is coupled to:S flips from its
ground state to its excited state whileEk flips the other way around, or vice versa (the parameter
λ is just a coupling constant). Note thatv has the particular feature that it commutes with the
total number operatorN tot = a∗a⊗ 1l + 1l⊗ b∗b.

It remains to specify the reference states of the subsystemsEk. They will be thermal states
at some inverse temperatureβk:

ρEk =
e−βkhE

Tr (e−βkhE )
= Z−1

βk
e−βkhE =: ρβk

.

The calulation of the RDMLβ associated to a subsystemE at inverse temperatureβ and
interacting withS for an amount of timeτ is a straightforward calculation sinceh = hS +hE +
v(λ) can be easily diagonalized. One gets

Lβ(ρ) =
∑

σ,σ′=0,1

Vσ′σρV
∗
σ′σ
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where the operatorsVσ′σ are given by

V00 =
1√
Zβ

e−iτ
E+E0

2
N C(N)∗, V10 =

1√
Zβ

e−iτ
E+E0

2
N S(1−N) a,

V01 =
e−βE0/2

√
Zβ

e−iτ
E+E0

2
N S(N) a∗, V11 =

e−βE0/2

√
Zβ

e−iτ
E+E0

2
N C(1−N),

with N = a∗a the number operator forS,

C(N) = cos
(ντ

2
N
)
+ i

∆

ν
sin
(ντ

2
N
)
, S(N) =

λ

ν
sin
(ντ

2
N
)
,

and where∆ = E − E0 andν =
√
∆2 + λ2. It is now easy to derive the spectral data ofLβ .

Proposition 1.13.The eigenvalues ofLβ are1, e± = e±iτ
E+E0

2

(
cos
(ντ

2

)
± i

∆

ν
sin
(ντ

2

))
,

ande0 = 1 − λ2

ν2
sin2

(ντ
2

)
. Corresponding eigenstates areρS,β∗ := e−β∗hS

Tr(e−β∗hS )
whereβ∗ =

E0
E β, |0〉〈1| (for e+), |1〉〈0| (for e−) and |0〉〈0| − |1〉〈1|. Moreover,|e±|, |e0| ≤ 1 with equality

iff ντ ∈ 2πN.

Note the renormalization factorE0
E in the inverse temperature of the invariant state. Note

also that the ergodicity assumption(E) of Section 1.3 holds iffντ /∈ 2πN, which is a kind
of non-resonant condition (a similar phenomenon holds for the “One-AtomMaser” model, see
Section 2.1).

In the next sections we illustrate the general results about RI systems described in the previ-
ous sections. For simplicity, the initial states of theEn will be the reference statesρEn .

1.6.2 Ideal case (or return to equilibrium)

Proposition 1.14. Let τn ≡ τ andβn ≡ β. If ντ /∈ 2πN, then for any initial stateρ of S there
existsC > 0 such that

‖ρ(n)− ρS,β∗‖ ≤ Ce−γn, ∀n ∈ N,

whereβ∗ = E0
E β andγ = − log

(√
1− λ2

ν2
sin2

(
ντ
2

))
.

In other words, “return to equilibrium” holds at some explicit renormalized temperature.
This renormalization can be understood as follows. The interaction is an exchange process in
thenumberof excitation, but not in energy: each interaction involves an amount of energyE0

for the environment butE for S.
We can then compute the external work (and thus the entropy production) inthe system.

Since we are in the ideal case with invariant initial states on theEn, (1.8) is now simply

δE(n) = λTrhS⊗hE [ρ(n)⊗ ρβ v]− λTrhS⊗hE

[
ρ(n− 1)⊗ ρβ eiτhve−iτh

]
.

Hence, using Proposition 1.14 and the fact thatρS,β∗ ⊗ ρβ commutes withh, we get
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Proposition 1.15. Let τn ≡ τ andβn ≡ β. If ντ /∈ 2πN, then for any initial stateρ we have
δE(n) = O(e−γn). Hence∆W = ∆S = 0.

Remark 1.5. That the entropy production and the external work vanish is specific to thismodel.
If one changes the interaction, e.g. taking the full dipole interaction(a+ a∗)⊗ (b+ b∗), this is
not true anymore. Namely, one then has

lim
n→∞

δE(n) =
λ2τ2E

2
tanh

(
βE0

2

)
× sinc2

(
ντ
2

)
sinc2

(µτ
2

)

sinc2
(
ντ
2

)
+ sinc2

(µτ
2

) ,

whereµ =
√
(E + E0)2 + λ2 andsinc(x) = sin(x)

x . To switch from one element of the environ-
ment to the other therefore requires some non-trivial external work.

Remark 1.6. It is easy to see that one can rewrite∆W (N) :=
∑N

n=1 δE(n) as

∆W (N) =
N∑

n=1

TrhS⊗hE

[
ρ(n− 1)⊗ ρβ

(
eiτhhEe

−iτh − hE
)]

+O(1), (1.22)

where theO(1) refers to theN → ∞ limit. The sum in the right hand side is clearly the amount
of energy which flows into the environment. In other words, Eq. (1.22) simply says that, up to
some bounded term, the energy which is added to the system is spread in theenvironment (the
systemS is finite and can therefore not continuously gain or lose energy).

1.6.3 Random case

Proposition 1.16. 1. Random interaction time.Suppose thatβn ≡ β, and thatτ(ω) > 0
is a random variable satisfyingp (ντ /∈ 2πN) 6= 0. Then there exists a setΩ0 ⊂ Ω̃ of
probability one and a constantα > 0 such that for allω̃ ∈ Ω0, for all inital statesρ

‖ρ(n, ω̃)− ρS,β∗‖ ≤ C(ω̃)e−αn, ∀n ∈ N, (1.23)

for someC(ω̃) > 0 and withβ∗ = βE0/E.

2. Random temperature ofE . Suppose thatβ(ω) is a random variable, and thatτn ≡ τ > 0
satisfiesντ /∈ 2πN. Then there exists a setΩ1 ⊂ Ω̃ of probability one s.t. for all̃ω ∈ Ω1,
for all initial statesρ,

lim
n→∞

1

n

n∑

k=1

ρ(k, ω̃) = E
[
ρS,β∗(ω)

]
= ρS,β′ ,

with β′ := −E−1 log
(
E[Z−1

S,β(ω)E0/E
]−1 − 1

)
.

Remark 1.7. The better convergence in (1.23) than expected from Theorem 1.6 is due tothe
fact that the random RDM actually possesses a deterministic invariant state so that we can use
Theorem 4.4 instead of Theorem 4.3.
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An application of Propositions 1.8 and 1.9 then gives

Proposition 1.17. Suppose thatp (ντ /∈ 2πN) 6= 0, and letκ = E0(1− e0). Then

∆W =
1

E(τ)
Cov

(
κ,

1

1 + e−βE0

)
, P− a.s.,

∆S =
1

E(τ)
Cov

(
βκ,

1

1 + e−βE0

)
, P− a.s..

Note thatκ = E0(1 − e0) = E0
λ2

ν2
sin2

(
ντ
2

)
is a random variable viaE0, τ or ν. We then

specify to the two situations considered in Proposition 1.16:

1. If only τ is random, then∆W = ∆S = 0. As in the ideal case, there is no external
work for this system, and since we are still in an equilibrium situation there is no entropy
production.

2. If only β is random, then∆W = 0 and∆S =
κ

τ
Cov

(
β,

1

1 + e−βE0

)
≥ 0 with equality

iff β(ω) = E(β) a.s. In other words, there is still no external work to switch from an
interaction to the other. However, as soon as there is some randomness in thetemperature
we are in a non-equilibrium situation and hence the entropy production is strictly positive.

1.6.4 Leaky case

For the reservoir, we consider a bath of non-interacting and non-relativistic fermions at inverse
temperatureβR. The one particle space isL2(R3, d3k) and the one-particle energy operator is
the multiplication operator by|k|2. The interaction between the small systemS and the reservoir
R is chosen of electric dipole type, i.e. of the formvSR = (a + a∗) ⊗ ϕR(f) wheref ∈ hR
is a form factor andϕR(f) = 1√

2
(aR(f) + a∗R(f)). We shall not explain here how to get a

description similar to the one given in Section 1.5.1, and refer the reader to e.g. [AW, JP1,
BJM4].

The situation whereS is interacting withR alone has been treated in previous works, see e.g.
[JP1]. Normal initial states approach the joint equilibrium state, i.e. the equilibrium state of the
coupled systemS +R at temperatureβ−1

R , with speede−nτγth (we consider discrete moments
in time, t = nτ , to compare with the repeated interaction situation). On the other hand, ifS is
coupled only to the subsystemsE , initial normal states approach the equilibrium state ofS at
inverse temperatureβ∗E whereβ∗E = βE

E0
E , and with speede−nτγri . The convergence rates are

given by

γth = λ2SRγ
(2)
th +O(λ4SR), with γ

(2)
th =

π

4

√
E‖f(

√
E)‖2,

γri = −1

τ
log

(√
1− λ2SE

ν2
sin2

(ντ
2

))

= λ2SEγ
(2)
ri +O(λ4SE), with γ

(2)
ri = τ sinc2

(
∆τ

2

)
,
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wheresinc(x) = sin(x)/x and‖f(
√
E)‖2 :=

∫

S2

|f(
√
E σ)|2dσ.

In order to satisfy the translation analyticity hypothesis(A), we need to make some assump-
tion on the form factorf . Let I(δ) := {z ∈ C, |Im(z)| < δ}. We denote byH2(δ) the Hardy
class of analytic functionsh : I(δ) → L2(S2, dσ) which satisfy

‖h‖H2(δ) := sup
|θ|<δ

∫

R

‖h(s+ iθ)‖2ds <∞.

(A’) There is aδ > 0 such tahte−βRs/2f0(s) ∈ H2(δ) where

f0(s) : S
2 ∋ σ 7→ |s|1/4

2

{
f(
√
s σ) if s ≥ 0,

f̄(
√
−s σ) if s < 0.

Remark 1.8. The functionf0 appears in the representation of the interaction operatorVSR in
the Liouvillian formalism, namely

VSR = ((a+ a∗)⊗ 1lC2)⊗ ϕ(fβR
) ∈ MS ⊗MR

wherefβR
∈ h = L2(R, ds;L2(S2, dσ)) is related to the initial form factorf ∈ L2(R3, d3k)

by

(fβR
(s)) (σ) =

1√
2

|s|1/4√
1 + e−βRs

{
f(
√
s σ) if s ≥ 0,

f̄(
√
−s σ) if s < 0.

Hencef0 is fβR=0.

Proposition 1.18. Assumef satisfies(A’) , ‖f(
√
E)‖ 6= 0 and∆τ /∈ 2πZ. Then the asymptotic

stateρ+,λ is given by

ρ+,λ =
(
γρS,βR

+ (1− γ)ρS,β∗
E

)
⊗ ρR,βR

+O(λ),

whereρ#,β is the Gibbs state of#(= S,R) at inverse temperatureβ and where

γ =
λ2SRγ

(2)
th

λ2SRγ
(2)
th + λ2SEγ

(2)
ri

.

Remark 1.9. The assumption∆τ /∈ 2πZ corresponds, in the perturbative regime, to the non-
resonant conditionντ /∈ 2πN.

Remark 1.10. The fact that the asymptotic stateρ+,λ is a convex combination of the two asymp-
totic statesρS,βR

andρS,β∗
E

holds only because the systemS is a two-level system and is not
true in general.

An application of Proposition 1.12 then gives the following explicit values forthe external
work, the entropy production and the energy fluxes.
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Proposition 1.19. Assumef satisfies(A’) , ‖f(
√
E)‖ 6= 0 and∆τ /∈ 2πZ. Then

∆Eenv = κE0

(
e−βR − e−β∗

EE
)
+O(λ3),

∆ER = κE
(
e−β∗

EE − e−βRE
)
+O(λ3),

∆W = κ(E0 − E)
(
e−βRE − e−β∗

EE
)
+O(λ3),

∆S = κ(β∗EE − βRE)
(
e−βRE − e−β∗

EE
)
+O(λ3),

whereκ = Z−1
S,βR

Z−1
S,β∗

E

λ2SRγ
(2)
th λ2SEγ

(2)
ri

λ2SRγ
(2)
th + λ2SEγ

(2)
ri

.

Remark 1.11. 1. The constantκ is positive and of orderλ2. Moreover it is zero if at least one
of the two coupling constants vanishes (we are then in an equilibrium situation and there is no
energy flux neither entropy production).

2. The energy flux∆Eenv is positive (energy flows into the environment) if and only if the
reservoir temperatureTR = β−1

R is greater than the renormalized temperatureT ∗
E = (β∗E)

−1 of
the environment, i.e. iff the reservoir is “hotter”. A similar statement holds for the energy flux
∆ER. Note that,as for return to equilibrium, it is not the temperature of the environment which
plays a role but its renormalized value.

3. When both the reservoir and the environment are coupled to the systemS, i.e.λSRλSE 6=
0, the entropy production vanishes (at the main order) if and only if the two temperaturesTR
andT ∗

E are equal, i.e. if and only if we are in an equilibrium situation. Once again, it is not the
initial temperature of the chain which plays a role but the renormalized one.

4. As mentioned at the end of Section 1.5, the external work can be either positive or negative
depending on the parameters of the model.

1.6.5 Non-equilibrium situation

As we mentioned at the beginning of Section 1.4, one can create a non-equilibrium situation in
the framework of RI systems if the initial state of the subsystemsEn are for example thermal
equilibrium states at different temperatures, i.e. we assume that the systemS interacts with
K “reservoirs” at a priori different temperatures. More precisely, wetake, for anym ∈ N,
ρEmK+1

= ρβ1 , ρEmK+2
= ρβ2 , etc... We denote byL1, L2,... the corresponding RDM’s. The

state ofS at timen is therefore

ρ(n) = (Lj ◦ Lj−1 ◦ · · · L1 ◦ LK ◦ · · · ◦ Lj+1)
m (Lj ◦ · · · ◦ L1(ρ)) , n = mK + j. (1.24)

Non-Equilibrium Steady State
Generically, in non-equilibrium situation, the usual limitn → ∞ of ρ(n) does not exist

and one has to resort to limits in the ergodic mean. However here, in view of (1.24), theK
subsequencesρ(mK + j) will generically converge asm goes to infinity. This is due to the fact
that the mapsLnoneq

j := Lj ◦ Lj−1 ◦ · · · L1 ◦ LK ◦ · · · ◦ Lj+1 have the same kind of spectrum
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asL in the equilibrium case: they have a simple eigenvalue1 while the other ones lie inside
the open unit disk ofC. Indeed, theLj ’s have almost the same spectral data. By Proposition
1.13, only their invariant states differ, otherwise they have the same eigenvaluese0 ande± with
the same eigenstates. HenceeK0 andeK± are eigenvalues of any of theLnoneq

j (with eigenstates
|0〉〈0| − |1〉〈1|, |0〉〈1| and|1〉〈0|) and, providedντ /∈ 2πN, have modulus strictly less than1. It
thus remains to find their invariant state.

Theorem 1.20. Suppose that the spinsEmK+j are initially at temperatureβ−1
j , j = 1, . . . ,K

and assumeντ /∈ 2πN. Then, the unique invariant state ofLnoneq
j is

ρ
(j)
S,+ =

1− e0

1− eK0

(
ρS,β∗

j
+ e0ρS,β∗

j−1
+ · · ·+ eK−1

0 ρS,β∗
j+1

)
.

As a consequence, for any initial stateρ we have

lim
m→∞

ρ(mK + j) = ρ
(j)
S,+, j = 1, . . . ,K.

In particular, we have

lim
N→∞

1

N

N−1∑

n=0

ρ(n) = ρS,+ =
1

K

K∑

j=1

ρ
(j)
S,+ =

1

K

K∑

j=1

ρS,β∗
j
.

The above theorem shows that the NESSρS,+ is simply the average of the equilibrium states at
the renormalized temperaturesβ∗j , j = 1, . . . ,K.

The particular structure of repeated interaction systems leads to a strongerresult than the
usual convergence in the ergodic mean to the NESSρS,+, namely the convergence of “comple-
mentary” subsequences to partial NESSes. Each of these partial NESSes only gives a part of the
information on the large time limit of the system. However, as we will see, they appear naturally
in the study of the heat fluxes.

Fluxes and entropy production
Obviously, thej-th beam can exchange energy only when it interacts withS, that is in the

time intervals[(mK + j − 1)τ, (mK + j)τ). During such an interval, and if the systemS is in
a stateρ at the beginning of the interaction, the amount of energy lost by the beam is

∆Ej := TrhS⊗hE

[
ρ⊗ ρβj

(
hE − eiτhhEe

−iτh
)]

=
E0λ

2

Zβj
ν2

sin2
(ντ

2

)
TrS

[
ρ×

(
e−βjE0 |0〉〈0| − |1〉〈1|

)]
. (1.25)

Since any of the beams interacts withS for a fraction1/K of time, it is reasonable to define the
energy flux observable for thej-th beam as

Φj :=
E0

KτZβj

× λ2

ν2
sin2

(ντ
2

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
=(1−e0)

×
(
e−βjE0 |0〉〈0| − |1〉〈1|

)
, (1.26)
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so that∆Ej

Kτ = TrS [ρΦj ].
The first idea would be to define the various energy fluxes in the NESS asTr [ρS,+Φj ]. It is

actually not the right choice. Indeed, as we have seen there are several NESS’es: a “global” one
andK “partial” ones. WhenS will start to interact with thej-th beam, i.e. when heat flux is
possible through this beam, it is asymptotically in the partial NESSρ

(j−1)
S,+ . It is therefore more

natural to define the flux in thej-th beam as

φj := TrS
[
ρ
(j−1)
S,+ Φj

]
.

It is easy to see that for any initial stateρ of S, the total lost of energy in thej-th beam between
time0 and time(mK + j)τ is

∆Ej(mK + j) =
m∑

l=0

TrS⊗E
[
ρ(lK + j − 1)⊗ ρβj

(
hE − eiτhhEe

−iτh
)]
,

so that asymptotically the variation of energy per time unit in thej-th beam is indeed

lim
m→∞

∆Ej(mK + j)

(mK + j)τ
=

1

Kτ
TrS⊗E

[
ρ
(j−1)
S,+ ⊗ ρβj

(
hE − eiτhhEe

−iτh
)]

= φj .

A simple calculation leads to

φj =
E0(1− e0)

2

Kτ(1− eK0 )

K∑

k=1

(Z−1
βk

− Z−1
βj

)e
[j−k−1]
0 , (1.27)

where[j − k − 1] is the residue class ofj − k − 1 modK. One easily checks that
∑

j φj = 0,
i.e. (as in the equilibrium situation) no external work is added to the system.

One can then calculate the entropy production and get

∆S = −
K∑

j=1

βjφj (1.28)

=
E0(1− e0)

2

Kτ(1− eK0 )

K−1∑

l=0




K∑

j=1

βj(Z
−1
βj

− Z−1
β[j−l−1]

)


 el0,

which is striclty positive unless all the temperatures are the same. (One can see that each sum∑K
j=1 βj(Z

−1
βj

− Z−1
β[j−l−1]

) is positive and non-zero unless all the temperatures appearing in the
sum are the same.)

Remark 1.12. As usual, in the case of 2 beams, the positivity of entropy production and the
conservation of energy show that heat flows from the hot beam to the coldone.

Linear response
The next step in the study of the non-equilibrium situation is the linear response theory, i.e.

how the system will react to a small perturbation from the equilibrium.
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LetXj := β−βj denote the thermodynamical forces which drive the system out of equilib-
rium andX = (X1, . . . , XK). Using (1.28) together with the conservation of energy, we may
write

dS+(X) =
K∑

j=1

Xjφj(X).

(We have emphasized here that the fluxes and the entropy production depend on the thermody-
namical forces.) Note also that all the fluxes vanish whenX = 0. Our concern here is with the
kinetic coefficients

Ljk :=
∂φj
∂Xk

⌈X=0.

Taylor’s formula then gives

φj =

K∑

k=1

LjkXk +O(X2), and dS+ =

K∑

j,k=1

LjkXjXk + o(X2).

The positivity of entropy production implies that the quadratic form
K∑

j,k=1

LjkXjXk is non-

negative. However, this does not imply that theK ×K matrixL is symmetric!
Our main concern here is not really with the explicit value of the kinetic coefficients (this

is a trivial computation using (1.27)) but rather with the Green-Kubo formulaand the Onsager
reciprocity relations. The Onsager reciprocity relations assert that the matrix L = (Ljk)j,k is
symmetric. The Green-Kubo formula expresses the kinetic coefficients in terms of theequilib-

rium current-current correlation function, i.e. ofCjk(n) := TrS
[(

(L∗
β)

n(Φj)× Φk

)
ρS,β∗

]

whereL∗
β is the dual ofLβ (here we evolve an observable), namely

Ljk
?
=

∞∑

n=0

Cjk(n)τ =
∞∑

n=0

TrS
[(
(L∗

β)
n(Φj)× Φk

)
ρS,β∗

]
τ. (1.29)

Remark 1.13. In continuous time models the Green-Kubo formula isLjk = 1
2

∫ +∞
−∞ Cjk(t)dt,

Here we do not have the factor12 because the system is defined only for positive times, and the
extra factorτ corresponds to our discrete time-step “dt”.

From (1.27) one readily computes

Ljk =
E2

0(1− e0)e
−βE0

Kτ(1 + e−βE0)2
×
(
δjk −

1− e0

1− eK0
e
[j−k−1]
0

)
. (1.30)

In particular one can immediately see that the Onsager reciprocity relations donot hold! This
should not come as a surprise since the system is not at all time reversal invariant. Indeed, the
various beams interact with the spinS in a precise order :1, 2, . . . ,K, 1, 2, . . . It is therefore
reasonnable to expect that a change of temperature in beam1 will have a greater influence on
the flux in beam2 than on the one in beamK. In the same spirit, one expects that a change of
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temperature in beam1 will have a greater influence on the flux in beam2 than a change in beam
2 on the flux in beam1, i.e. |L21| > |L12|, and the largerK the greater should be the difference
(beam2 arrives right after beam1 while we need to wait an amount of time(K − 2)τ before
beam1 comes back after beam2). More generically, the further beamj arrives after beamk
the smallerLjk should be. This is precisely what (1.30) tells us : forj 6= k, the factore[j−k−1]

0

shows that|Ljk| decays exponentially withj − k. The only hope to have Onsager relations is
thus to restore some symmetry in the system.

Although Green-Kubo formula is expected to hold only for time reversal invariant systems,
for the sake of completeness we compute the current-current correlationfunction and compare
it to the kinetic coefficientsLjk.

We may rewriteCjk(n) asCjk(n) = TrS
[
ΦjLn

β (Φk × ρS,β∗)
]
, and hence get, using (1.26)

together with Proposition 1.13,

∞∑

n=0

Cjk(n)τ =
E2

0(1− e0)e
−βE0

K2τZ2
β

.

If we compare with (1.30) we get

Ljk =

( ∞∑

n=0

Cjk(n)τ

)
×K

(
δjk −

1− e0

1− eK0
e
[j−k−1]
0

)
.

In a sense, Green-Kubo formula (1.29) holds up to this asymmetric prefactorK
(
δjk − 1−e0

1−eK0
e
[j−k−1]
0

)
.

Restoring Symmetry
One way to restore the lack of symmetry is to make theK beam arrive in a random way, with

uniform probability distribution. Another way to say it is the following: the temperature of the
n-th atom is randomly chosen from the set{β1, . . . , βK}, each temperature having probability
1
K to occur. The calculation of the NESS and entropy production are thus particular cases of
Section 1.6.3. One gets

Proposition 1.21.Supposeβ(ω) is a random variable uniformly distributed over{β1, · · · , βK}
and assumeντ /∈ 2πN. Then, for any initial stateρ of S we have

lim
N→∞

1

N

N∑

n=1

ρ(n, ω̃) = E
(
ρS,β(ω)∗

)
=

1

K

K∑

j=1

ρS,β∗
j
= ρS,+, P− a.s, (1.31)

and the entropy production is

∆S =
E0(1− e0)

τ
× Cov

(
β(ω), Z−1

β(ω)

)
=
E0(1− e0)

K2τ

K∑

j,k=1

βj(Z
−1
βj

− Z−1
βk

).

We now turn to heat fluxes. The heat fluxes in the NESS are defined as

ϕj := TrS [ρS,+Φj ] , (1.32)
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with Φj as in (1.26). One may wonder why this definition is the right choice in this random
situation, while we argued that it wasnot in the previous “deterministic” situation. To understand
why, let us come back to the total variation of energy in thej-th beam. Using (1.25), the variation
of energy in thej-th beam between timenτ and(n+ 1)τ is

∆En
j (ω̃) =

{
E0λ2

Zβj
ν2

sin2
(
ντ
2

)
TrS

[
ρ(n, ω̃)×

(
e−βjE0 |0〉〈0| − |1〉〈1|

)]
, if β(ωn+1) = βj ,

0, otherwise.

Hence, if we define the “randomj-th flux observable”Φj(ω) as

Φj(ω) =





E0
τZβj

× λ2

ν2
sin2

(ντ
2

)

︸ ︷︷ ︸
=(1−e0)

×
(
e−βjE0 |0〉〈0| − |1〉〈1|

)
if β(ω) = βj ,

0, otherwise,

we thus have
1

τ
∆En

j (ω̃) = TrS [Φj(ωn+1)ρ(n, ω̃)].

Proceeding as in Section 1.4, we indeed get thatP− a.s.

lim
N→∞

∆Ej(N, ω̃)

Nτ
= TrS

[
E
(
ρS,β(ω)∗

)
× E(Φj(ω))

]
= TrS [ρS,+Φj ].

Inserting (1.26) and (1.31) into (1.32) we find

ϕj =
E0(1− e0)

K2τ

K∑

k=1

(Z−1
βk

− Z−1
βj

). (1.33)

One of course easily checks that
K∑

j=1

ϕj = 0 and that∆S = −
K∑

j=1

βjϕj .

We finally turn to linear response theory, which was the reason why we wanted to restore
symmetry. The current-current correlation functionCjk(n) is exactly the same as before (it is
calculated in equilibrium). It thus remains to compute the new kinetic coefficientsLjk. From
(1.33) on gets

Ljk =
E2

0(1− e0)e
−βE0

K2τZ2
β

(Kδjk − 1) .

which as to be compared with

∞∑

n=0

Cjk(n)τ =
E2

0(1− e0)e
−βE0

K2τZ2
β

.

Again, Green-Kubo formula holds up to the prefactor(Kδjk − 1), but “Symmetry” has been
restored in the system and indeed Onsager reciprocity relations hold:Ljk = Lkj .



Chapter 2

Applications of RI systems: two
concrete models

In this chapter we present two concrete models of the repeated interaction type. These models
show how repeated interaction systems can be used to adress some physically relevant situations,
and are presented in Sections 2.1 and 2.2 respectively.

1. A specific model describing the “One-Atom Maser” experiment whereS is the quantized
electromagnetic field in a cavity through which a beam of atoms, the subsystemsEn, is
shot. Such systems play a fundamental role in the experimental and theoretical inves-
tigations of basic matter-radiation processes. They are also of practical importance in
quantum optics and quantum state engineering [MWM, WVHW, WBKM, RH, VAS]. We
consider here only the ideal case, i.e. the question of thermal relaxation: isit possible to
thermalize a mode of a QED cavity by means of2-level atoms if the latter are initially at
thermal equilibrium? One particular feature here is that the Hilbert space of the small sys-
temS is not finite dimensional. There are very few models of open quantum systems in
the literature with an infinite small system and for which return to equilibrium is proven.
The RI structure of the model allows us to provide such a model. Moreover,one usually
makes use of perturbation theory in the coupling constant (as in Section 1.6.4)to obtain
information on the spectrum of the relevant operator. Here, we do not make use of any
perturbation theory, i.e. our results do not restrict to small coupling constants. The results
described here come from [BP].

2. A model where the systemS describes a spinless electron in the single band tight-binding
approximation and subject to an homogeneous static electric field. For the electron alone,
Bloch oscillations prevent a current from being set up in the system (see(2.12)). It is
furthermore expected that if the electron is in contact with a thermal environment, the
resulting scattering mechanisms will suppress the Bloch oscillations and lead to asteady
current. In the model considered here, the environment is described bya chain of two-
level atoms with which the electron interacts in the RI scheme. We show that a dc current
is indeed created due to the interaction of the particle with its environment. In addition to
drifting in the direction of the applied field, the electron diffuses around its mean position.

51
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We also study the energy transfer between the particle and its environment, as well as its
entropy production (we are here in a non-equilibrium situation because ofthe constant
electric field). The results concerning this model come from [BDP].

2.1 The “ideal” one-atom maser or thermal relaxation in a QED
cavity

2.1.1 Description of the model and the RDM

We consider the situation where the atoms of the beam are prepared in a stationary mixture of
two states with energies̃E < E0, and without loss of generality we setẼ = 0. We assume the
cavity to be nearly resonant with the transitions between these two states. Neglecting the non-
resonant modes of the cavity, we can describe its quantized electromagneticfield by a single
harmonic oscillator of frequencyE ≃ E0.

The Hilbert space for a single atom ishE = C2 ≃ Γ−(C), the Fermionic Fock space over
C. The Hamiltonian of a single atom is thus

hE = E0b
∗b,

whereb∗, b denote the creation/annihilation operators onhE , see (1.21) in Section 1.6. The
Hilbert space of the cavity field ishS := ℓ2(N) = Γ+(C), the Bosonic Fock space overC. Its
Hamiltonian is

hS = Ea∗a ≡ EN,

wherea∗, a are the creation/annihilation operators onhS satisfying the commutation relation
[a, a∗] = 1l andN is the number operator onΓ+(C).

In the dipole approximation, an atom interacts with the cavity field through its electric dipole
moment. The full dipole coupling is given byλ2 (a + a∗) ⊗ (b + b∗), acting onhS ⊗ hE , where
λ ∈ R is a coupling constant. Neglecting the counter rotating terma⊗b+a∗⊗b∗ in this coupling
(this is the so calledrotating wave approximation) leads to the well known Jaynes-Cummings
Hamiltonian

h = hS ⊗ 1lE + 1lS ⊗ hE + λv, v =
1

2
(a∗ ⊗ b+ a⊗ b∗), (2.1)

for the coupled systemS + E (see e.g. [Ba, CDG, Du]). (The toy model studied in Section
1.6 is very similar. One simply replaces the bosonic Fock spacehS = Γ+(C) by the fermionic
oneΓ−(C) = C2.) The rotating wave approximation, and thus the dynamics generated by the
Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian, is known to be in good agreement with experimental data as
long as the detuning parameter∆ ≡ E − E0 satisfies|∆| ≪ min(E0, E) and the coupling is
small|λ| ≪ E0. To our knowledge, there is however no mathematically precise statement about
this approximation.

Finally, the initial state of the atoms will be the equilibrium state at inverse temperature β,
i.e. ρE,β ≡ e−βhE/Tr e−βhE .
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As for the toy model of Section 1.6, using the fact thath commutes with the total number
operatorN tot = a∗a⊗ 1lE +1lS ⊗ b∗b, we can calculate explicitlye−iτh and hence the RDMLβ

associated to this RI system. One gets

Lβ(ρ) =
∑

σ,σ′=0,1

Vσ′σρV
∗
σ′σ, (2.2)

where the operatorsVσ′σ are given by

V00 =
1√
ZE,β

e−iτEN C(N), V10 =
1√
ZE,β

e−iτEN S(N + 1) a,

V01 =
e−βE0/2

√
ZE,β

e−iτEN S(N) a∗, V11 =
e−βE0/2

√
ZE,β

e−iτEN C(N + 1)∗,

(2.3)

with

C(N) ≡ cos(π
√
ξN + η) + iη1/2

sin(π
√
ξN + η)√

ξN + η
, S(N) ≡ ξ1/2

sin(π
√
ξN + η)√

ξN + η
,

and where

η ≡
(
∆τ

2π

)2

, ξ ≡
(
λτ

2π

)2

, (2.4)

are the dimensionless detuning parameter and coupling constant.

2.1.2 Spectral analysis of the RDM

We know from the general results on RI systems thatLβ is a contraction onB1(hS) (Proposition
2 in the Introduction), and that the stateρ(n) of S evolves according to the discrete semigroup
Ln
β , i.e. ρ(n) = Ln

β(ρ). To understand the asymptotic behavior ofρ(n), we shall thus study
the spectral properties ofLβ . In particular, we will be interested in its peripheral eigenvalues
eiθ, for θ ∈ R, and especially in the eigenvalue1 (the corresponding eigenstate(s) will give the
candidates for the asymptotic state(s)).

To understand the difficulty in the spectral analysis, assume that the atom-field coupling is
turned off. The reduced dynamics is then nothing but the free evolution ofS, i.e. Lβ(ρ) =
e−iτhSρ eiτhS . It is easy to see that the spectrum ofLβ is then pure point:

sp(Lβ) = sppp(Lβ) = {eiτEd | d ∈ Z}.

This spectrum is finite ifτE ∈ 2πQ and densely fills the unit circle in the opposite case. In
any case, all the eigenvalues (and in particular1) are infinitely degenerate. This explains why
perturbation theory inλ fails for this model. Note also that sincehS has infinite dimension, it is
not automatic thatLβ has1 as an eigenvalue (we only know that it is in the spectrum since it is
in the one ofL∗

β).
To describe the spectral results, we need to introduce a notion of resonance. Recall that such

a resonance phenomenon already occured in the toy model (ντ /∈ 2πN). An essential feature
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of the dynamics generated by the Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonianh are Rabi oscillations. In the
presence ofn photons, the probability for the atom to make a transition from its ground state to
its excited state is a periodic function of time. The circular frequency of this oscillation is given
by

√
λ2n+∆2. (In our units,λ is thus the one photon Rabi-frequency of the atom in a perfectly

tuned cavity.) If the interaction timeτ is a multiple of the Rabi-oscillation period forn photons,
then no transition will be possible from then-photon state to the previous one. Such aresonance
occurs when, for some integerk,

τ = k
2π√

λ2n+∆2
⇐⇒ ξn+ η = k2,

whereη andξ are defined in (2.4). We therefore introduce the following set

Definition 2.1. R(η, ξ) := {n ∈ N | ξn+ η = k2 for somek ∈ N}. An elementn ∈ R(ξ, η) is
called a Rabi resonance.

The Hilbert spacehS thus has a decompositionhS =
⊕r

k=1 h
(k)
S , wherer− 1 is the number

of Rabi resonances,h(k)S ≡ ℓ2(Ik) and{Ik | k = 1, . . . , r} is the partition ofN induced by the

resonances. We callh(k)S thek-th Rabi sector and denote byPk the corresponding orthogonal
projection.

It is easy to show that, according to the arithmetic properties ofξ andη (rational or not),
the setR(η, ξ) possesses either no, one ore infinitely many elements ([BP], Lemma 3.2). We
shall say accordingly that the system is non-resonant, simply resonant or fully resonant. A fully
resonant system will be called degenerate if there existn ∈ {0}∪R(η, ξ) andm ∈ R(η, ξ) such
thatn < m andn+1,m+1 ∈ R(η, ξ), i.e. there are two pairs of consecutive Rabi resonances.
(Such degenerate systems exist, if e.g.ξ = 840 andη = 1 then(1, 2) and(52, 53) are pairs of
consecutive resonances. We refer to [BP] for more details on degenerate systems.)

The main ingredients for the spectral analysis ofLβ are:
1) The gauge symmetry.

For any θ ∈ R, L(e−iθNρ eiθN ) = e−iθNL(ρ) eiθN , which follows from [h,N tot] =
[hE , ρE,β] = 0. As a consequence,Lβ leaves invariant the subspaces

B1,(d)(hS) ≡ {X ∈ B1(hS) | e−iθNXeiθN = eiθdX for all θ ∈ R},

and hence admits a decomposition
Lβ =

⊕

d∈Z
L(d)
β ,

so that one can analyze separately theL(d)
β .

2) HowLβ acts on diagonal states, i.e. onB1,(0)(hS).
Because of the gauge symmetry, ifρ is an invariant state so is its “diagonal part”ρ0 =∑

n〈n|ρn〉|n〉〈n| ∈ B1,(0). It is thus important to understand the diagonal invariant states.
If we denote byxn the diagonal elements ofX ∈ B1,(0)(hS), we can identifyB1,(0)(hS)

with ℓ1(N). Introducing the number operator(Nx)n ≡ nxn and the finite difference operators

(∇x)n ≡
{
x0 for n = 0,
xn − xn−1 for n ≥ 1,

(∇∗x)n ≡ xn − xn+1 for n ≥ 0,
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a simple algebra from (2.2)-(2.3) leads to

L(0)
β = 1l−∇∗D(N)e−βE0N∇eβE0N , (2.5)

where

D(N) :=
1

1 + e−βE0
sin2(π

√
ξN + η)

ξN

ξN + η
. (2.6)

In particular, the diagonal invariant statesρ are solutions ofD(N)e−βE0N∇eβE0Nρ = 0. Hence
they satisfy(e−βE0N∇eβE0Nρ)n = 0 ⇔ ρn = e−βE0ρn−1 unlessD(n) = 0, i.e. n is a Rabi
resonance. We therefore have three situations:

• If the system is non-resonant, it follows from (2.6) thatD(n) = 0 if and only ifn = 0 and

hence there is a unique diagonal invariant state
e−βE0N

Tr e−βE0N
= ρS,β∗ whereβ∗ = βE0

E if

β > 0 (this is the same renormalization as for the toy model of Section 1.6) and none if
β ≤ 0.

• If the system is simply resonant there existsn1 ∈ N∗ such thatD(n) = 0 if and only if
n = 0 or n = n1. The eigenvalue equation then splits into two decoupled systems

ρn = e−βE0ρn−1, n ∈ I1 ≡ {1, . . . , n1 − 1},
ρn = e−βE0ρn−1, n ∈ I2 ≡ {n1 + 1, . . .}.

The first one yields the invariant state
e−βE0NP1

Tr (e−βE0NP1)
= ρ

(1)
S,β∗ , for any β ∈ R. The

second system gives another invariant state
e−βE0NP2

Tr (e−βE0NP2)
= ρ

(2)
S,β∗ , providedβ > 0.

• If the system is fully resonant,D(n) has an infinite sequencen0 = 0 < n1 < n2 < · · ·
of zeros. The eigenvalue equation now splits into an infinite number of finite dimensional
systems

ρn = e−βE0ρn−1, n ∈ Ik ≡ {nk−1 + 1, . . . , nk − 1},
wherek = 1, 2, . . . For anyβ ∈ R, we thus have an infinite number of invariant states

e−βE0NPk

Tr (e−βE0NPk)
= ρ

(k)
S,β∗ , one for each Rabi sector.

3) The following Perron-Frobenius type Theorem due to Schrader ([Sch], Theorem 4.1).

Theorem 2.2. Let φ be a2-positive map onB1(H) such that its spectral radiusr(φ) = ‖φ‖.
If λ is a peripheral eigenvalue ofφ with eigenvectorX, i.e. φ(X) = λX, X 6= 0, |λ| = r(φ),
then|X| =

√
X∗X is an eigenvector ofφ to the eigenvaluer(φ): φ(|X|) = r(φ)|X|.

Since the RDMLβ is completely positive trace preserving map we can apply Theorem 2.2

to it. Hence, ifeiθ is a peripheral eigenvalue ofL(d)
β for somed, with eigenvectorX, then

|X| ∈ B1,(0)(hS) is an invariant state ofL(0)
β , which we all know.

Putting all these ingredients together we have a full description of the peripheral eigenvalues
of Lβ .
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Lemma 2.3. [BP] 1. The only peripheral eigenvalue ofL(0)
β is 1.

2. If the system is not degenerate, then the only peripheral eigenvalue of Lβ is 1 and the
corresponding eigenvectors are diagonal.

3. If the system is degenerate we noteN(η, ξ) := {n ∈ {0}∪R(η, ξ) |n+1 ∈ R(η, ξ)} and
D(η, ξ) := {d = n−m |n,m ∈ N(η, ξ), n 6= m}. In this case the set of peripheral eigenvalues
ofLβ is given by

{1} ∪ {ei(τω+ξπ)d | d ∈ D(η, ξ)}.

2.1.3 Convergence results

Thermal relaxation is an ergodic property of the mapLβ and of its invariant states. For any
density matrixρ, we denote the orthogonal projection on the closure ofRan ρ by s(ρ), the
support ofρ. We also writeµ≪ ρ whenevers(µ) ≤ s(ρ).

A stateρ is ergodic, respectively mixing, for the semigroup generated byLβ whenever

lim
N→∞

1

N

N∑

n=1

(
Ln
β(µ)

)
(A) = ρ(A), (2.7)

respectively
lim
n→∞

(
Ln
β(µ)

)
(A) = ρ(A), (2.8)

holds for all statesµ ≪ ρ and allA ∈ B(hS). ρ is exponentially mixing if the convergence in
(2.8) is exponential, i.e. if

∣∣(Ln
β(µ)

)
(A)− ρ(A)

∣∣ ≤ CA,µ e
−αn,

for some constantCA,µ which may depend onA andµ and someα > 0 independent ofA and
µ. A mixing state is ergodic and an ergodic state is clearly invariant.

A stateρ is faithful iff ρ > 0, that iss(ρ) = Id. Thus, ifρ is a faithful ergodic (resp. mixing)
state the convergence (2.7) (resp. (2.8)) holds for every stateµ and one has global relaxation. In
this case,ρ is easily seen to be the only ergodic state ofLβ . Conversely, one can show that ifLβ

has a unique faithful invariant state, this state is ergodic:

Theorem 2.4. [BP] Let φ be a completely positive trace preserving map onB1(H). If φ has a
faithful invariant stateρinv and1 is a simple eigenvalue ofφ thenρinv is ergodic.

Using Lemma 2.3, we have the following theorem which is the main result of this section.

Theorem 2.5. [BP] 1. If the system is non-resonant thenLβ has no invariant state forβ ≤ 0
and the unique ergodic state

ρS,β∗ =
e−β∗hS

Tr e−β∗hS

for β > 0. In the latter case any initial state relaxes in the mean to the thermal equilibrium state
at inverse temperatureβ∗ = βE0

E .
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2. If the system is simply resonant thenLβ has the unique ergodic stateρ(1)S,β∗ if β ≤ 0 and

two ergodic statesρ(1)S,β∗ , ρ(2)S,β∗ if β > 0. In the latter case, for any initial stateρ, one has

lim
N→∞

1

N

N∑

n=1

(
Ln
β(ρ)

)
(A) = ρ(P1) ρ

(1)
S,β∗(A) + ρ(P2) ρ

(2)
S,β∗(A),

for all A ∈ B(hS) (recallPk is the projection onto thek-th Rabi sector).
3. If the system is fully resonant then for anyβ ∈ R, Lβ has infinitely many ergodic states

ρ
(k)
S,β∗ , k = 1, 2, . . . Moreover, if the system is non-degenerate,

lim
N→∞

1

N

N∑

n=1

(
Ln
β(ρ)

)
(A) =

∞∑

k=1

ρ(Pk) ρ
(k)
S,β∗(A), (2.9)

holds for any initial stateρ and allA ∈ B(hS).
4. If the system is non-degenerate, any invariant state is diagonal and can be represented as

a convex linear combination of ergodic states.
5. Whenever the stateρ(k)S,β∗ is ergodic, it is also exponentially mixing if the corresponding

Rabi sectorh(k)S is finite dimensional.

Remarks. i) In the non-degenerate cases, this result implies some weak form of decoherence in
the energy eigenbasis of the cavity field: the time averaged off-diagonal part of the stateLn

β(ρ)
decays with time.

ii) If the system is degenerate, (2.9) and the conclusions of Assertion 4. still hold provided
a further non-resonance condition is satisfied. Namely, ifei(τE+ξπ)d 6= 1 for all d ∈ D (see
Lemma 2.3), then all eigenvectors ofLβ to the eigenvalue1 are diagonal.

iii) Numerical experiments support the conjecture that all the ergodic states are mixing.
However, our analysis does not provide a proof of this conjecture ifh

(k)
S is infinite dimensional.

In fact, we will see in the next section thatLβ has an infinite number of metastable states in
the non-resonant and simply resonant cases. As a result, we expect slow, i.e. non-exponential,
relaxation.

2.1.4 Metastable states

If the system is non-resonant we say thatm ∈ N∗ is a Rabi quasi-resonance if it satisfies
D(m) < D(m ± 1): these are the values ofm for which, although it is non-zero, the tran-
sition rate from|m − 1〉 to |m〉 is small (and hence more difficult to occur), see (2.5)-(2.6).
Let (mk)k∈N∗ be the strictly increasing sequence of quasi-resonances. It is straightforward to
show thatD(mk) = O(k−2) ask → ∞. This implies that for largek the “quasi Rabi sectors”
ℓ2({mk, . . . ,mk+1−1}) are very weakly coupled and explains why one expects slow relaxation.
To make this statement more precise let

D0(n) :=

{
0 if n ∈ {m1,m2, . . .},
D(n) otherwise,
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andL(0)
β,0 := 1l−∇∗D0(N)e−βE0N∇eβE0N . One immediately concludes that

L(0)
β = L(0)

β,0 + T , (2.10)

whereT is a trace class operator. The analysis of the fully resonant case showsthat 1 is an
infinitely degenerate eigenvalue ofL(0)

β,0. The corresponding positive eigenvectors

ρ̃
(k)
S,β∗ =

e−β∗hS P̃k

Tr (e−β∗hS P̃k)

whereP̃k denotes the orthogonal projection ontoℓ2({0, . . . ,mk − 1}), are metastable states of
the system. Because of these almost invariant states, the global relaxation process is extremely
slow in the non-resonant and simply resonant cases. In spectral terms,(2.10) shows that1 is
always in the essential spectrum ofLβ . It follows that relaxation can not be exponential in
infinite dimensional Rabi sectors.

One way to see metastable states in action consists in cooling the cavity with cold atoms.
Figure 2.1 shows the result of such a calculation. The solid line is the initial stateof the cavity
which we chose to be thermal equilibrium with an average photon number of 22. The dashed
line is the stationary stateρS,β∗ , thermal equilibrium with an average of 7 photons. The broken
line is the state of the cavity after 5000 interactions. The vertical dashed linesmark the positions
of the Rabi quasi-resonancesmk. The picture shows clearly that local equilibrium is achieved in
each interval[mk,mk+1[: the slope of the broken line agrees with that of the invariant state on
these intervals. However only the first three intervals have reached a common equilibrium. The
average photon number at this stage is still slightly larger than 17. It requires 50000 interactions
for this number to drop under 10. Figure 2.2 shows the corresponding state of the cavity.

Another way to see these metastable states is to compute the evolution of the first metastable
stateρ̃(1)S,β∗ and the relative entropies

Dk(n) := Ent
(
Ln
β

(
ρ̃
(1)β∗

S

) ∣∣∣ ρ̃(k)β
∗

S

)
,

see [BP], where the relative entropy of two states isEnt(µ | ν) = −Trµ(log µ− log ν) and is a
measure of the “distance” betweenµ andν.

2.2 Diffusion in a tight binding band

2.2.1 Description of the model

The small system.
The systemS consists in a spinless particle on the one-dimensional latticeZ and submitted

to a constant external forceF ≥ 0. The quantum Hilbert space and Hamiltonian of the particle
are

hS = ℓ2(Z), hS = −∆− FX,
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Figure 2.1: Cooling the cavity: 5000 interactions.
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Figure 2.2: Cooling the cavity: 50000 interactions.
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where∆ is the discrete nearest neighbor Laplacian andX the lattice position operator

−∆ =
∑

x∈Z

(
2 |x〉〈x| − |x+1〉〈x| − |x〉〈x+1|

)
, X =

∑

x∈Z
x |x〉〈x|.

We shall also identifyhS with L2(T1, dξ) via the discrete Fourier transform, so that

−∆ = 2(1− cos ξ), X = i∂ξ.

HereT1 ≃ [0, 2π[ is the first Brillouin zone andξ the crystal momentum. IfT =
∑

x∈Z
|x+1〉〈x| =

e−iξ denotes the translation operator, one easily shows that:

1. WhenF = 0, hS has a single band of absolutely continuous spectrum,sp(hS) = [0, 4],
and the motion of the particle is described by

T (t) = eithST e−ithS = T, X(t) = eithSXe−ithS = X + i(T − T ∗)t,

showing its ballistic nature.

2. WhenF 6= 0, hS has discrete spectrum,sp(hS) = 2 − FZ. This is the well-known
Wannier-Stark ladder. In the position representation, the normalized eigenvectorψk to the
eigenvalueEk = 2− Fk is given by

ψk(x) = Jk−x

(
2

F

)
, (2.11)

where theJν are Bessel functions. From their asymptotic behavior for largeν (see e.g.
Formula (10.19.1) in [OLBC]) we infer that

ψk(x) ∼
1√

2π|k − x|

(
e

F |k − x|

)|k−x|
for |k − x| → ∞,

which shows thatψk(x) is sharply localized aroundx = k. The motion of the particle,
described by

T (t) = eithST e−ithS = e−itFT,

X(t) = eithSXe−ithS = X +
4

F
sin

(
Ft

2

)
sin

(
ξ +

Ft

2

)
,





(2.12)

is now confined by Bloch oscillations.

The environment.
As in Section 2.1, it consists of 2-level atoms, each of which has a quantum Hilbert space

hE = C2 which we identify withΓ−(C), the fermionic Fock space overC, and a Hamiltonian
given by

hE = Eb∗b,
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whereE ≥ 0 is the Bohr frequency of the atom andb∗, b are the usual Fermi creation and
annihilation operators.

The initial state of the two-level atoms will be their equilibrium state at inverse temperature
β described by the density matrix

ρβ = Z−1
β e−βhE , Zβ = Tr(e−βhE ) = 1 + e−βE .

The interaction.
The interaction between the particle and the two-level atom is chosen so that itseffect is to

give a right or left kick to the particle, depending on whether the atom is in its ground state or in
its excited state. More precisely, we set

v =
∑

x∈Z

(
|x+1〉〈x| ⊗ b∗ + |x〉〈x+1| ⊗ b

)
= T ⊗ b∗ + T ∗ ⊗ b.

To understand this interaction, note that whenF > 0, the translation operatorT can also be
thought of as a lowering operator for the particle. Indeed, from (2.11)one finds

Tψk = ψk+1. (2.13)

Similarly, T ∗ acts as a raising operator. As a result,v describes an exchange of energy between
the two-level system and the particle. The model considered here is thus very similar to the one
studied in Section 2.1 except that the spectrum ofhS , contrary to the spectrum of the mode of
the electromagnetic field, is not bounded from below. As a result, the systemwe treat here has
no invariant state (see the end of Section 2.2.2).

2.2.2 Interaction with a single atom. The RDMLβ

As for the Jaynes-Cummings Hamiltonian,h = hS + hE + λv can easily be diagonalized by
exploiting the fact that it commutes with the “number operator”

N =
hS − 2

F
+
hE
E
. (2.14)

Introducing the unitary operator

U = (Tb∗b+ bb∗) cos θ − (Tb∗ − b) sin θ,

whereθ is chosen such that

cos(2θ) =
E − F

ω0
, sin(2θ) =

2λ

ω0
,

and
ω0 =

√
(E − F )2 + 4λ2,

one gets the following explicit formula for the propagator,

eith = Ueit(E−F )/2eitω0(b∗b−1/2)eithSU∗. (2.15)
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It follows then that

eithX e−ith = eithSXe−ithS

+

(
4λ2

ω2
0

(bb∗ − b∗b) +
2λ(E − F )

ω2
0

(Tb∗ + T ∗b)

)
sin2

(
ω0t

2

)

− i
λ

ω0
(Tb∗ − T ∗b) sin(ω0t).

We conclude that the coupling to a single atom does not substantially alter the long term behavior
of the particle: it turns the periodic Bloch oscillations (2.12) of frequencyωBloch = F into quasi-
periodic motion with the two frequenciesωBloch andω0. In particular, whenF 6= 0, the motion
remains bounded. As we will see, the situation is very different for repeated interactions with a
sequence of atoms.

The following result describes the RDMLβ of this system. It follows directly from (2.15).

Lemma 2.6. For anyρ ∈ B1(hS), one hasLβ(ρ) = U ◦ L̃β(ρ) = L̃β ◦ U(ρ) with

U(ρ) = e−iτhSρ eiτhS , L̃β(ρ) = p−T
∗ρT + p0ρ+ p+TρT

∗, (2.16)

where

p− =
e−βE

1 + e−βE
p, p0 = 1− p, p+ =

1

1 + e−βE
p,

with p = 4λ2

ω2
0
sin2

(
ω0τ
2

)
.

If ρ describes the state of the particle, thenT ∗ρT (respectivelyTρT ∗) represents the same
state translated by one lattice spacing to the left (respectively right). Note moreover that

p− + p0 + p+ = 1,

so that the reduced dynamics consists of a free evolution with the HamiltonianhS , followed by
a random translation by±1 or 0, and with probabilitiesp± or p0. Note that the dynamics is
trivial if p = 0, i.e. if ω0τ = 2πm with m ∈ Z. In that case there is no translation and the
particle evolves according tohS . This can be seen directly on (2.15) by noticing that in such a
caseUhSU∗ = hS + Fb∗b. It follows that the propagator factorizes

eiτh = (−1)meiτ(E−F )/2 eiτhS ⊗ eiτFb∗b,

and, up to an inessential phase factor and a renormalization of the atomic Bohr frequency, the
particle and the two-level system evolve as if they were not coupled. This resembles the “Rabi
oscillation” phenomenon which appears in the Jaynes-Cummings model (see Section 2.1.2). In
the following we will avoid this resonance and assumep 6= 0.

We can now see that the system has no stationary state as we already mentioned, i.e. there
exists no density matrixρ on hS such thatLβ(ρ) = ρ. Indeed, it follows from the gauge
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invarianceLβ(e
−ithSρ eithS ) = e−ithSLβ(ρ) e

ithS that the subspacesB1,(d)(hS), d ∈ Z, defined
by

B1,(d)(hS) = {ρ ∈ B1(hS) | e−ithSρ eithS = eitdρ for all t ∈ R}
= {ρ ∈ B1(hS) | ρ =

∑

k∈Z
ρk|ψk〉〈ψk+d|},

are globally invariant underLβ . Hence, if a stateρ is stationary, so is its diagonal partρ0 =∑
k pk|ψk〉〈ψk|, wherepk = 〈ψk|ρψk〉. From (2.16) one gets

pk−1 − Zβpk + e−βEpk+1 = 0,

which implies thatpk = a + b eβEk for some constantsa, b ∈ R. But this contradicts the fact
that1 = Tr ρ =

∑
k pk.

2.2.3 Asymptotic behaviour of the particle

Our first concern is the asymptotic behaviour of the particle, and more precisely with the large
time behaviour of expectation values of some functions of the positionX. Given an observable
B on hS , we write〈B〉n = Tr(BLn

β(ρ)), for its expectation value at timet = nτ . As already
announced, the following theorem shows that the repeated interactions make the motion of the
particle diffusive. The motion is characterized by a drift velocity

vd = vd(E,F ) =
p

τ
tanh

(
βE

2

)
,

and a diffusion constant

D = D(E,F ) =
p

2τ

(
1− p tanh2

(
βE

2

))
.

More precisely, the following holds.

Theorem 2.7. [BDP] Assume thatF > 0, λ 6= 0 andω0τ /∈ 2πZ so thatp ∈ ]0, 1]. Let the
density matrixρ ∈ B1(hS) describe the initial state of the particle and denote byµn the spectral
measures of the position observableX on the statesρ(n),

µn(f) =

∫
f(x) dµn(x) = 〈f(X)〉n.

1. The Central Limit Theorem (CLT) holds: For any bounded continuous functionf onR,

lim
n→∞

∫
f

(
x− vdnτ√

2Dnτ

)
dµn(x) =

∫
f(x) e−x2/2 dx√

2π
.

2. If Tr
(
X2ρ

)
< +∞, then

lim
n→∞

〈X〉n
nτ

= vd, lim
n→∞

〈(X − vdnτ)
2〉n

nτ
= 2D.
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3. If Tr
(
eα|X|ρ

)
< +∞ for all α > 0, then a Large Deviation Principle (LDP) holds in the

sense that, for any intervalJ ⊂ R,

lim
n→∞

1

n
log µn(nJ) = − inf

x∈J
I(x),

whereI(x) is the Legendre-Fenchel transform of

e(α) = log

(
(1− p) + p

cosh(12βE + α)

cosh 1
2βE

)
, (2.17)

i.e. I(x) = sup
α∈R

αx− e(α).

Note that whenE = F , the mobility

µ = lim
F→0

vd
F

=
β sin2(λτ)

2τ
,

and the diffusion constant

D = µβ−1

(
1− sin2(λτ) tanh2

(
βF

2

))
,

satisfy the Einstein relation
lim
F→0

D = µβ−1 = µkBT.

The rate function in Part 3 is explicitly given by

I(x) =





−x
(
βE

2
+ log

(
R(x)− x

a(1− x)

))
− log

(
(1− p)(R(x) + 1)

1− x2

)
for x ∈ [−1, 1],

+∞ otherwise,

where
a =

p

(1− p) cosh(βE/2)
, R(x) =

√
x2 + a2(1− x2).

It is strictly convex on[−1, 1] and satisfiesI(vdτ) = 0 andI(x) > 0 for x 6= vdτ .
Note that the drift velocity and diffusion constant do not depend on the initial state of the

particle. The CLT gives us the probability to find the particle at timenτ in a region of size
O(

√
n) around the mean valuevdnτ , whereas the LDP gives information on this probability

for a region of sizeO(n). To put it differently, it yields information on the probability that the
particle’s mean speed falls asymptotically in an interval of sizeO(1). Loosely speaking, it says
that

µn({n(vd + δv)τ}) ≃ e−nI((vd+δv)τ).

The peculiar symmetrye(−βE − α) = e(α) immediately leads to the relationI(x) =
−βEx+ I(−x) which tells us that

lim
δv↓0

lim
n→∞

1

nτ
log

µn(n[−v − δv,−v + δv]τ)

µn(n[v − δv, v + δv]τ)
= −βEv,
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i.e. that negative mean velocities are exponentially less likely than positive ones. One can
recognize here a form of fluctuation theorem. Indeed, we shall see in thenext section that the
symmetry of the functione(α) is a direct consequence of a remnant of the Evans-Searles (or
transient) fluctuation theorem (2.18).

2.2.4 Statistics of energy changes

One can also study the statistics of the energy changes of the particle, the environment and the
whole system. Note that contrary to what happened in Chapter 1, the systemS is infinite, its
Hamiltonian is neither bounded from below nor from above, and can thus continuously gain or
lose energy.

To study the change in the energy of the atomic reservoir we use the followingoperational
procedure. The reservoir being initially in thermal equilibrium at inverse temperatureβ and the
particle in the stateρ, we measure the total energy of the reservoir and the particle just before
the first interaction and just after then-th interaction. These successive measurements yield the
four valuesEp,0, Ep,n ∈ spHp andEenv,0, Eenv,n ∈ spHenv. It will be convenient to express
the resulting change in energy in terms of the "entropy like" quantities

∆Sp,n = β∗(Ep,n − Ep,0), ∆Senv,n = −β(Eenv,n − Eenv,0),

whereβ∗ = βE/F (it is the same renormalization procedure as for the one-atom maser and the
toy model). We denote byPn the joint probability distribution of∆Sp,n, ∆Senv,n and byEn the
corresponding expectation.

Remark 2.1. When applied to electric charge, or more generally to particle number, the two
measurements process described above goes under the namefull counting statistics(see e.g.
[ABGK] and references therein). The present application is closer to theapproach to current
fluctuations found in [dR].

Theorem 2.8. [BDP]

1. Pn[∆Sp,n = ∆Senv,n] = 1. Hence, in the following we set

∆Sn = ∆Sp,n = ∆Senv,n.

2. The cumulant generating function of∆Sn is given by

logEn
[
eα∆Sn

]
= ne(−αβE).

3. Its mean value and variance are

En

[
∆Sn
n

]
= −βEvdτ, En

[
(∆Sn + βEvdnτ)

2

n

]
= (βE)22Dτ.

4. The CLT holds: For any bounded continuous functionf ,

lim
n→∞

En

[
f

(
∆Sn + βEvdnτ

βE
√
2Dnτ

)]
=

∫
f(x) e−x2/2 dx√

2π
.
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5. The sequence(Pn)n∈N satisfies a LDP: For any intervalsJ ⊂ R,

lim
n→∞

1

n
logPn

(
∆Sn
n

∈ J

)
= − inf

s∈J
φ(s),

with the rate functionφ(s) = sup
α∈R

(αs− e(−αβE)).

6. It satisfies the transient fluctuation theorem

P
(
∆Sn

n = −s
)

P
(
∆Sn

n = s
) = es. (2.18)

Part 1. clearly reflects the fact that the “number operator” (2.14) commutes withh so that

β∗hS + βhenv = βE

(
hS
F

+
henv
E

)
,

is preserved by the repeated interaction dynamics.
The particle’s drift velocity isvd, and one sees therefore that, as expected, its energy loss

per unit time equals the work done byF per unit time. Simultaneously, the environment gains
energy at a rateEvd: indeed, the particle moves on averagevd steps to the right per unit time,
which corresponds tovd elements of the chain gaining an energyE. This leads to an average
energy gain or loss of(E − F )vd for the full system. In the special caseE = F , these rates
are equal, and the total system neither looses nor gains energy. This is a consequence of the fact
that the interaction term in the Hamiltonian commutes with the free Hamiltonian in this case.In
general, the total energy is not preserved, which is a reflection of the fact that the Hamiltonian
of the total system is time-dependent.

The transient fluctuation theorem (2.18) traduces the symmetryθ(α) = θ(1 − α) of the
cumulant generating functionθ(α) = e(−αβE) of ∆Sn, showing that the symmetry fore(α)
observed in Theorem 2.7 is indeed a consequence of the transient fluctuation theorem. Of course
this symmetry is evident from (2.17), but it is actually a consequence of time-reversal invariance
as we shall briefly explain. We refer to [BDP] for more details.

Let Lα
β(A) := TrhE

(
(1l⊗ ραβ)e

−ith(A⊗ ρ1−α
β )eith

)
(this map appears naturally in the cal-

culation of the cumulant generating function, see [BDP]). One can then show thatLα
β is also

a completely positive map with spectral radius equal toθ(α). If now C denotes the complex
conjugation onℓ2(Z), i.e. Cψ(x) = ψ(x), then the anti-linear involutionC(A) = CAC∗

implements time-reversal of the particle’s dynamics and one can prove that, for all α ∈ R,
(Lα

β)
∗ = C ◦ L1−α

β ◦ C, from which the symmetryθ(1− α) = θ(α) immediately follows.

Since−hS
F ≃ X,we expect a very similar result for the position increment∆Xn = Xn−X0

obtained from a double measurement ofX at timet = 0 andt = nτ . Indeed, the distribution
Qn of ∆Xn satisfies the following.
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Theorem 2.9. [BDP]

1. The cumulant generating function of∆Xn satisfies

g(α) = lim
n→∞

1

n
logQn

[
eα∆Xn

]
= e(α).

2. Its mean value and variance satisfy

lim
n→∞

Qn

[
∆Xn

nτ

]
= vd, Qn

[
(∆Xn − vdnτ)

2

nτ

]
= 2D.

3. The CLT holds: For any bounded continuous functionf ,

lim
n→∞

Qn

[
f

(
∆Xn − vdnτ√

2Dnτ

)]
=

∫
f(x) e−x2/2 dx√

2π
.

4. The sequence(Qn)n∈N satisfies a LDP: For any intervalsJ ⊂ R,

lim
n→∞

1

n
logQn

[
∆Xn

n
∈ J

]
= − inf

x∈J
I(x).

5. It satisfies the asymptotic fluctuation theorem

βE(v − δv) ≤ lim
n→∞

1

n
log

Qn
[
∆Xn

nτ ∈ [−v − δv,−v + δv]
]

Qn
[
∆Xn

nτ ∈ [v − δv, v + δv]
] ≤ βE(v + δv),

for v ∈]− 1, 1[ andδv > 0, small enough.

Remark. This last fluctuation theorem is neither of transient type (it is valid only in the large
time limit) nor of stationary type since the dynamics has no stationary state.

Note also the similarity with Theorem 2.7. This last theorem describes the positionin-
crement of the particle instead of the position itself. In particular, it does notrequire sharp
localization of the particle position at time0, contrary to Theorem 2.7.
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Chapter 3

Hamiltonians on the bosonic Fock
space

In this chapter we study two classes of Hamiltonians which are used as simplified versions of
Hamiltonians arising in various contexts of quantum physics. The common feature of these
Hamiltonians is that they will act, at least partially, on the bosonic (or symmetric) Fock space
Γ+(h) over the one-particle spaceh. The results presented here come from the two articles
[BD1, BD2].

Throughout the chapter we will denote byΓ+(h) the bosonic Fock space, i.e.Γ+(h) =
⊕∞

n=0 ⊗n
s h, by Γn

+(h) := ⊗n
s h then-particle sector and byΓfin

+ (h) the finite particle subspace,
i.e. Γfin

+ (h) = {Ψ = (Ψ(n))n ∈ Γ+(h) |Ψ(n) = 0 for all but finitely manyn′s}.

3.1 Generalized spin boson Hamiltonian

In this section, we consider a class of Hamiltonians which arise in quantum physics as simplified
Hamiltonians describing a small quantum system described by the Hilbert spaceHS interacting
with a bosonic field. For instance, the dipole approximation to nonrelativistic QED is of this
form. More precisely, we are interested in self-adjoint operators of the form

H = HS ⊗ 1l + 1l⊗
∫
h(k)a∗(k)a(k)dk +

∫
v(k)⊗ a∗(k)dk +

∫
v(k)∗ ⊗ a(k)dk, (3.1)

acting on the Hilbert spaceH = HS ⊗ Γ+(h), whereh = L2(Rd;Cn). The operatorHS is
assumed to be self-adjoint onHS , h(k) describes the dispersion relation of the bosons and is a
multiplication operator by a non-negative self-adjoint matrix onCn, andv(k) is a function with
values in operators onHS which is responsible for the interaction between the small system and
the bosons.

There is no universally accepted name for operators of the form (3.1).In [DG1, DJ1, GGM,
Ge] they are called Pauli-Fierz operators or Pauli-Fierz Hamiltonians. However, sometimes the
same expression “Pauli-Fierz Hamiltonian” is used to denote slightly differentobjects [HVV,
HS]. In order to avoid confusion, we will call them “generalized spin boson” Hamiltonians (the

69
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usual spin-boson Hamiltonian fits into this framework withHS = σz acting onHS = C2, h(k)
is a multiplication operator onh = L2(Rd) and represents the energy of a boson of momentum
k, e.g.h(k) =

√
m2 + k2 wherem ≥ 0 is the mass of the bosons, andv(k) = σx × f(k) with

f(k) a so-called form factor describing the interaction).
One of the results about generalized spin-boson Hamiltonians that can be found in the litera-

ture says that the essential spectrum ofH is shifted to the right from the bottom of the spectrum
of H by the “mass”inf sp(h). This theorem was first proven in [DG1]. It resembles the HVZ
Theorem about many-body Schrödinger operators [RS4], and we shall call it a HVZ-type theo-
rem. It is obvious that if the “mass” is positive, the HVZ-type theorem then implies the existence
of a ground state. It turns out that even in the massless case, under someadditional assumptions,
one can show that there exists a ground state ofH that “sits” at the tip of the continuous spec-
trum. This result was first proven in [AH, BFS] for a small coupling constant. In [Sp] this result
was extended to an arbitrary coupling constant for a Hamiltonian satisfying an appropriate con-
dition that allows to use the Perron-Frobenius method. In the work of Gérard [Ge] the existence
of a ground state was proven for a large class of generalized spin-boson Hamiltonians without
using the Perron-Frobenius method. See also later work [A, GLL].

In [BD1] we extend the HVZ-type theorem of [DG1] and the theorem about the existence
of a ground state from [Ge] to a larger class of Hamiltonians. In Equation (3.1) we used the
formalism of “operator valued distributions”a∗(k), a(k), which is a common approach to cre-
ation/annihilation operators. Here, we will not use this formalism and in particular consider
interactionsv which will not be “fibered” with respect to the variablek and also defined only as
quadratic forms (fromHS toHS ⊗ h). Operators of the form (3.1) appear in various contexts in
quantum physics, and it is therefore natural to consider as general assumptions as possible. For
example, the use of quadratic forms turns out to be of some importance if one wants to allow
some weak ultraviolet singularities in the study of the Nelson Hamiltonian [Mö].

The use of more general/abstract Hamiltonians leads to somehow generalize the techniques
commonly used in this context. One of the techniques that proved powerful inthe study of 2nd
quantized Hamiltonians is the so-called pullthrough formula. It was used in the early works of
Glimm, Jaffe and Rosen on constructive quantum field theory, for instancein the work of Rosen
on higher order estimates [Ro]. In [AH, BFS, Ge] it is used as an importantstep in the proof of
the existence of a ground state for Pauli-Fierz operators. The version of the pullthrough formula
usually employed has the form

1l⊗ a(k) H = (H + h(k)) 1l⊗ a(k) + v(k)⊗ 1l. (3.2)

This formula depends explicitly on the identification of the one-particle space with the space
L2(dk), which should not play a role in the arguments. (Besides, the annihilation operatora(k)
is not even closable. It can be interpreted as an operator valued distribution, which is a little
awkward mathematically.) In [BD1], a more abstract version of (3.2) has been proposed. It
takes the form

A H = (H⊗1lh + 1lH⊗h) A+ v,

whereA : Γ+(h) → Γ+(h)⊗ h is a so-called Pullthrough Annihilation Operator (the adjoint of
A is simplyA∗ : Γ+(h) ⊗ h ∋ Ψ ⊗ f 7→ a∗(f)Ψ ∈ Γ+(h), see Section 4 of [BD1] for more
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details). This abstract version of the pullthrough formula has recently been used in [GeHPS] to
study the existence of a ground state for the Nelson model on static space-time.

3.1.1 Description of the model and Assumptions

We assume thatHS is a positive self-adjoint operator onHS (actually, bounded from below
is sufficient but we take it positive for simplicity), andh is a positive self-adjoint operator on
h = L2(Rd;Cn). We callm := inf sp(h) the mass of the bosons. The free Hamiltonian is
defined as

H0 = HS ⊗ 1l + 1l⊗ dΓ(h).

One of the generalization is that we allow for coupling operatorsv which are only defined
as quadratic forms fromHS toHS ⊗ h. Contrary to (3.1) wherevψ := v(k)ψ ∈ L2(Rd;HS) ≃
HS ⊗ L2(Rd)), we do not necessarily assume thatv is “fibered” with respect tok and hence
write a(v)/a∗(v) for

∫
v(k)∗ ⊗ a(k)dk /

∫
v(k)⊗ a∗(k)dk. Of course,a(v) anda∗(v) will be

defined only as quadratic forms as well.
Let us briefly recall the basic notation on unbounded forms that we will use. If H1 andH2

are Hilbert spaces, a formv fromH1 toH2 is a map

Doml ×Domr ∋ (Φ,Ψ) 7→ 〈Φ, vΨ〉 ∈ C,

whereDomr/l are subspaces ofH1/2 called the right/left domain ofv. If v can be extended
to a bounded sesquilinear map, then we denote by‖v‖ its norm. If moreoverh1, resp. h2, is
a closed densely defined operator onH1, resp. H2, thenh2vh1 denotes the form(Φ,Ψ) 7→
〈h∗2Φ|vh1Ψ〉, with right domainDomr(h2vh1) := {Ψ ∈ Dom(h1) |h1Ψ ∈ Domrv} and left
domainDoml(h2vh1) := {Φ ∈ Dom(h∗2) |h∗2Φ ∈ Domlv}.

We can now describe the interaction operatorV . Let D0 be a dense subspace ofHS con-
tained inDomH

1/2
S , h0 a dense subspace ofh contained inDom h1/2, andv a quadratic form

fromHS toHS⊗h with right domainD0 and left domainD0⊗algh0, i.e. v : D0⊗algh0 × D0 ∋
(φ, ψ) 7→ 〈φ, vψ〉 ∈ C, and where⊗alg denotes the algebraic tensor product. We define the anni-
hilation forma(v) as a form with left and right domainD0⊗algΓalg(h0) (the algebraic symmetric
Fock space overh0). It is defined forΦ ∈ D0 ⊗alg Γ

m
alg(h0) andΨ ∈ D0 ⊗alg Γ

n
alg(h0) as

〈Φ, a(v)Ψ〉 :=
{

0, m 6= n− 1,
√
n(Φ|v∗ ⊗ 1l⊗(n−1)Ψ), m = n− 1.

The creation forma∗(v) is defined asa∗(v) := (a(v))∗ . (Here the∗ denotes the adjoint form.)
The interactionV is then defined as the quadratic form

V = a(v) + a∗(v).

For the convenience of the reader, we finally gather here the various assumptions we will
use throughout this section.

The first assumption(SB1) is the minimal assumption which serves to define the operator
H = H0 + V .
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(SB1) lim
t→+∞

‖(1lHS
⊗ h−1/2)v(t+HS)

−1/2‖ < 1.

The second assumption describes the confinment of the small system (one may think of a particle
submitted to a confining potential, or even a finite dimensional system).

(SB2) (1 +HS)
−1 is compact.

Our next assumption concerns the dispersion relation of the bosons.

(SB3) h is the multiplication operator by a continuous function:Rd ∋ k 7→ h(k) ∈ B(Cn) such
thath(k) is selfadjoint positive for allk, ∇h ∈ L∞(Rd,B(Cn)) and lim

|k|→∞
(inf h(k)) =

+∞.

If we denote byx the operator onh equal tox = −i∇k, then, using Assumption(SB3), one
easily sees that for anyr > 0, q > 0, the operator1[−r,r](|x|)1[0,q](h) is compact. Moreover, let
f, g be bounded measurable functions onR such thatlim|t|→∞ f(t) = 0, limt→+∞ g(t) = 0,
thenf(|x|)g(h) is compact. This assumption is used, e.g. in the HVZ-type theorem 3.2, to
perform localization in configuration space.

(SB4) (1lHS
⊗ h−1/2)v(1 +HS)

−1/2 is compact.

(SB5) (1lHS
⊗ h−1)v(1 +HS)−1/2 is compact.

Note that Assumption(SB4) implies (SB1). In fact, (SB4) implies lim
t→∞

‖(1lHS
⊗ h−1/2)v(t +

HS)
−1/2‖ = 0. Note also that(SB4) implies(SB5)wheninf sp(h) > 0.

(SB6) v can be split asv = 1lHS
⊗|z〉+vren, wherez ∈ Dom(h−1/2) and(1lHS

⊗h−1)vren(1+
HS)−1/2 is bounded.

3.1.2 Main results

Of course the first issue is to show that the generalized spin-boson Hamiltonian is well defined.
This is the purpose of the following:

Proposition 3.1. [BD1] Suppose thatα := lim
t→∞

‖(1lHS
⊗ h−1/2)v(t+HS)

−1/2‖ < ∞. Then

the formV is form bounded with respect toH0 with theH0-form bound≤ α. As a consequence,
if Assumption(SB1)holds, then the operatorH := H0+V is well defined as the form sum. The
form domains ofH0 andH coincide, that isDom|H| 12 = Dom|H0|

1
2 .
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The first main result is the HVZ type theorem which says that the essential spectrum ofH is
shifted to the right from the bottom of the spectrum ofH by the “mass”inf sp(h). Our result is
similar to the one proven in [DG1] but with weaker assumptions.

Theorem 3.2. [BD1] Suppose Assumptions(SB2), (SB3), (SB4)are true. Then

spessH = [inf sp(H) + inf sp(h),+∞[.

Our next result concerns the existence of a ground state and is a generalization of a result of
[Ge]. Theorem 3.2 clearly implies the existence of a ground state ifinf sp(h) > 0. In the case
inf sp(h) = 0, we need the stronger assumption(SB5) (recall that(SB4) implies (SB5) when
inf sp(h) > 0). It is well-known that the main issue to prove the existence of a ground stateis
related to the so-calledinfrared catastrophy: if the mass of the bosons is zero, i.einf sp(h) = 0,
one can a priori have infinitely many “soft” bosons (bosons of low energy) in the ground state
which makes it leave the initial Fock space (one then has to turn to another representation, see
e.g. [Ar]). The role of assumption(SB5) is precisely to control the number of these soft bosons.

Theorem 3.3. [BD1] Suppose that Assumptions(SB2), (SB3), (SB4), (SB5)are satisfied. Then
inf sp(H) ∈ sppp(H). In other words,H has a ground state.

In the particular case wherev can be splitted as in Assumption(SB6), our last result gives
a necessary condition for the existence of a ground state. This is a generalization of a result of
[DG2].

Theorem 3.4. [BD1] Assumev satisfies Assumption(SB1)and(SB6). If H has a ground state,
thenz ∈ Dom(h−1).

One can see this result as a sort of reciprocal of Theorem 3.3. Indeed, we have the following
corollary.

Corollary 3.5. [BD1] Suppose Assumptions(SB2)and(SB3)are satisfied. Ifv satisfies(SB6)
with vren satisfying also Assumptions(SB4)and(SB5). Then,H has a ground state if and only
if z ∈ Dom(h−1).

3.2 Quadratic Hamiltonian on Symmetric Fock space

In this section we consider purely quadratic Hamiltonians (also called Bogoliubov Hamiltonians
for reasons which will become more transparent later) on the symmetric Fockspace, that is, of
self-adjoint operators on a bosonic Fock space formally given by an expression of the form

H =

∫
h(k)a∗(k)a(k)dk +

1

2

∫
v(k, k′)a∗(k)a∗(k′)dkdk′

+
1

2

∫
v̄(k, k′)a(k)a(k′)dkdk′ + c,

whereh(k) is a real function onh = L2(K, dk) for some measure space(K, dk) = (i.e. the
“free” one-particle Hamiltonianh is a multiplication operator),v(k, k′) is a complex symmetric
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function onK × K andc is a constant which may be infinite. Actually, as in Section 3.1, we
will not use such a “fibration” with respect tok and write (still formally)

H = dΓ(h) +
1

2
a∗2(v) +

1

2
a2(v) + c. (3.3)

Whenh is finite dimensional this expression is not just formal,h is then interpreted as a self-
adjoint operator onh, andv can be usually interpreted in two ways: either as a vector in⊗2

sh –
a symmetric 2-particle vector, or as an antilinear operator onh satisfyingv̄ = v∗ wheref 7→ f̄
is a fixed complex conjugation onha. The operatorsa2(v)/a∗2(v) denote here the quadratic
annihilation/creation operator associated to the 2-particle vectorv and are defined by

a∗2(v)Ψ :=
√
n+ 2

√
n+ 1 v ⊗s Ψ, Ψ ∈ Γn

+(h),

a2(v)Ψ :=
√
n+ 2

√
n+ 1 〈v| ⊗ 1l⊗nΨ, Ψ ∈ Γn+2

+ (h),

where〈v| ⊗ 1l⊗n : Γn+2
+ (h) ∋ f1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fn+2 7→ 〈v|f1 ⊗ f2〉f3 ⊗ · · · ⊗ fn+2 ∈ Γn

+(h). (These
operators are well defined onΓfin

+ (h) and can be extended toDom(N) whereN is the number
operator.)

There exist explicit formulas for various quantities related to Bogoliubov Hamiltonians.
Therefore, they are often used in physics literature as useful exactly solvable models. There
also exists an extensive rigorous literature devoted to Bogoliubov Hamiltonians, starting with
the work of Friedrichs [F]. Later many authors, often independently of one another, studied this
problem, among them one should mention Berezin [Be], Ruijsenaars [Ru1, Ru2], Araki and his
collaborators [A, AY], Matsui and Shimada [MS].

Bogoliubov Hamiltonians are very well understood in the case of a finite number of degrees
of freedom. Their theory becomes more difficult when the number of degrees of freedom is
infinite (in other words, when the one-particle Hilbert spaceh is infinite dimensional), which is
the main topic of [BD2]. (Note, however, that even in the case of a finite number of degrees of
freedom properties of Bogoliubov Hamiltonians are interesting.) In the caseof an infinite num-
ber of degrees of freedom we will not use the formula (3.3) to define Bogoliubov Hamiltonians.
This is due to several problems, e.g.:

1. v may actually be not an element of⊗2
sh, but only an unbounded linear functional on this

space, which means thata∗2(v) is not an operator but a quadratic form. (If we considerv
as an operator onh, v ∈ ⊗2

sh corresponds to a Hilbert-Schmidt operator onh while we
will consider operators which are just bounded).

2. c can be infinite, which means that the definition ofH involves an infinite renormalization,

In order to define Bogoliubov Hamiltonians, we will have to come back to the “classical
system” associated to the Fock spaceΓ+(h). Bogoliubov Hamiltonians will then appear as gen-
erators of strongly continuous unitary groupsU(t) which implement onΓ+(h), if possible, the

aThe mapT : h ⊗ h ∋ φ ⊗ ψ 7→ |φ〉〈ψ̄| ∈ B2(h), the space of Hilbert-Schmidt operators, extends by linearity
and defines an isometry fromh⊗ h to the setB2(h) of all Hilbert-Schmidt operators onh. If moreoverv ∈ h⊗s h,
thenT (v) = T (v)∗
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group of Bogoliubov automorphisms associated to a given one-parameter group r(t) of sym-
plectic transformations on the classical space (hence the name Bogoliubov Hamiltonians), see
Section 3.2.3. Of course, this definition will make Bogoliubov Hamiltonians defined only up to
an additive constant, and one can ask whether there exists a natural choice that allows to fix it.
We will introduce two kinds of Bogoliubov Hamiltonians: type I, characterizedby the vanishing
of the expectation value at the vacuum (i.e.c = 0), and type II, characterized by the fact that
their infimum equals zero. We give sufficient conditions so that they are well defined. We also
show, via a simple concrete example one can fully analyze, that there exist cases when only
type I Hamiltonians are well defined, even though the classical Hamiltonian is positive (which
may be interpreted as a kind of an infrared catastrophe), and cases when only type II are well
defined, which means that one needs to introduce an infinite counterterm in the formula for the
Hamiltonian (i.e.c in (3.3) undergoes an infinite renormalization).

3.2.1 Classical system associated toΓ+(h)

Classical system
To define the classical system associated to the Fock spaceΓ+(h), we first fix a conjugation

f 7→ f̄ onh. If A is an operator onh, Ā will denote the operator defined bȳAf := Af̄ . We then
introduce two real vector spaces:

Y := {(f, f̄) : f ∈ h} and Ȳ := {(z̄, z) : z ∈ h}.

The spacēY has the meaning of theclassical phase spaceof our system andY serves as its dual.
The duality is given by2Re〈z|f〉 = 〈z|f〉+ 〈f |z〉.

The form onY, which fory1 = (f1, f̄1), y2 = (f2, f̄2) is given by

σ(y1, y2) = 2Im〈f1|f2〉,

makesY a symplectic space.
Elements ofY naturally parametrize the so-called field operators and Weyl operators on

Γ+(h). Fory = (f, f̄) ∈ Y they are given by

φ(y) := a∗(f) + a(f), W (y) := eia
∗(f)+ia(f).

They satisfy the usual canonical commutation relation (CCR):W (y1)W (y2) = e−
i
2
σ(y1,y2).

Quantization of a classical observable
If β : Ȳ → C is a function that belongs to an appropriate class, i.e. a classical observable,

then its Weyl quantization will be denotedOp(β). Let us list a couple of Weyl quantizations
which will be relevant in this section, and whereh is an operator onh andv ∈ ⊗2

sh ≃ B2
s (h)

(the set of symmetric Hilbert-Schmidt operators):

1. Ȳ ∋ (z̄, z) 7→ β(z̄, z) = 〈z|hz〉, ⇒ Op(β) = dΓ(h) + 1
2Tr (h);

2. Ȳ ∋ (z̄, z) 7→ β(z̄, z) = 〈z ⊗ z|v〉h⊗h = 〈z, vz̄〉h, ⇒ Op(β) = a∗2(v);

3. Ȳ ∋ (z̄, z) 7→ β(z̄, z) = 〈v|z ⊗ z〉h⊗h = 〈z̄, v̄z〉h, ⇒ Op(β) = a2(v).
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As an illustration, ifh = L2(K, dk) then the three above examples become respectively

1. Forβ(z̄, z) =
∫
K h(k)z̄(k)z(k)dk, then

Op(β) =
1

2

∫

K
h(k)a∗(k)a(k)dk +

1

2

∫

K
h(k)a(k)a∗(k)dk

=

∫

K
h(k)a∗(k)a(k)dk +

1

2
Tr(h).

2. Forβ(z̄, z) =
∫
K×K v(k, k′)z̄(k)z̄(k′)dkdk′, then

Op(β) =

∫

K×K
v(k, k′)a∗(k)a∗(k′)dkdk′.

3. Forβ(z̄, z) =
∫
K×K v̄(k, k′)z(k)z(k′)dkdk′, then

Op(β) =

∫

K×K
v̄(k, k′)a(k)a(k′)dkdk′.

Symbol of an operator
If z ∈ h, then

Ωz := e−
|z|2

2 ea
∗(z)Ω =W ((−iz, iz̄))Ω

is the coherent vector localized arount the point in phase space(z̄, z) ∈ Ȳ. This family of
vectors can be used to define the Wick symbol of an operatorB acting onΓ+(h). It is equal to
the function on phase space given by

sB(z̄, z) := 〈Ωz|BΩz〉.

Let us give examples of Wick symbols relevant here:

1. B = dΓ(h) ⇒ Y ∋ (z̄, z) 7→ sB(z̄, z) = 〈z|hz〉,

2. B = a∗2(v) ⇒ Y ∋ (z̄, z) 7→ sB(z̄, z) = 〈z ⊗ z|v〉,

3. B = a2(v) ⇒ Y ∋ (z̄, z) 7→ sB(z̄, z) = 〈v|z ⊗ z〉.

In particular, the Wick symbol of the quadratic Hamiltonian (3.3) is

sB(z̄, z) = 〈z|hz〉+ 1

2
〈z ⊗ z|v〉+ 1

2
〈v|z ⊗ z〉.

Classical Hamiltonian
Let r be a bounded linear map onY. It can be extended uniquely to a bounded complex

linear map onh⊕ h, and thus can be represented as

r =

(
p q
q̄ p̄

)
, (3.4)
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wherep is a linear andq an antilinear map onh. We say that a mapr onY is symplectic iff it is
invertible and preserves the symplectic formσ. It is easy to see that a mapr is symplectic if and
only {

p∗p− q̄∗q̄ = 1, pp∗ − qq∗ = 1,
p̄∗q̄ − q∗p = 0, q̄p∗ − p̄q∗ = 0.

(3.5)

In particular, ifr is symplectic, thenp∗p ≥ 1 and thereforep is invertible.
One of the central objects in this section will be strongly continuous groups of symplectic

transformations. Lett 7→ r(t) be such a transformation (withp(t), q(t) as in (3.5)) anda its
generator, that is,r(t) = eta. Theclassical Hamiltonian oft 7→ r(t) is defined as the function
on the phase space given by

Ȳ ⊃ Dom(ā) ∋ ȳ 7→ χ(ȳ) :=
1

2
σ(y, ay).

(Note that in the case of the classical Hamiltonian we always normalize it so thatχ(0) = 0. An
analogous normalization will not be always possible in the quantum case).

Proposition 3.6. Suppose thata can be written as

a = i

(
h −v
v̄ −h̄

)
, (3.6)

whereh is a selfadjoint operator with domainDom(h), v is a bounded operator such that
v∗ = v̄, andDom(a) = Dom(h) ⊕ Dom(h̄). Thena generates a strongly continuous one-
parameter group(r(t))t∈R of symplectic maps and its classical Hamiltonian is

Ȳ ∩Dom(h̄⊕ h) ∋ (z̄, z) 7→ χ(z̄, z) := 〈z|hz〉+ 1

2
〈z ⊗ z|v〉+ 1

2
〈v|z ⊗ z〉. (3.7)

A first natural definition of Bogoliubov Hamiltonians would be to consider the Weyl quan-
tization of the classical Hamiltonian which is indeed of the form (3.3), withc = 1

2Tr(h). This
imposes severe restriction onh (to be trace class) and is therefore quite restrictive. We shall
therefore define them in different way, and to understand how we firstconsider the simple case
whereh has a finite dimension.

3.2.2 Quadratic Hamiltonians in the case of a finite number ofdegrees of freedom

In this section we assume thath has finite dimension. The theory of Bogoliubov Hamiltonians
is then fully understood. Letr(t) = eta be a continuous symplectic group onY. Thena is
always of the form (3.6), so that the corresponding classical Hamiltonianis given by (3.7). In
the case of a finite number of degrees of freedom we define Bogoliubov Hamiltonians associated
to t 7→ r(t) by the formula

H = dΓ(h) +
1

2
a∗2(v) +

1

2
a2(v) + c, (3.8)

wherec is an arbitrary real number. Note that whenc = 0 the Wick symbol ofH coincides with
its classical Hamiltonian. The operatorH is essentially self-adjoint onDom(N).
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A special choice of a Bogoliubov Hamiltonian is given by settingc = 1
2Tr(h). As already

mentioned, this leads to the Weyl quantizationOp(χ) of the classical Hamiltonianχ. The
following theorem is well known:

Theorem 3.7. Set
k(t) := q(t)p̄(t)−1, l(t) := −p(t)−1q(t). (3.9)

Then

eitOp(χ) = det(p̄(t))−1/2e−
1
2
a∗2(l(t))Γ((p(t)−1)∗)e−

1
2
a2(l(t)), (3.10)

eitOp(χ)W (y)e−itOp(χ) = W (r(t)y), y ∈ Y.

One sees from (3.10) that the Bogoliubov HamiltonianH = Op(χ) implements the Bogoli-
ubov dynamics defined by the continuous symplectic groupr(t). This is this property that we
shall use in the general case to define Bogoliubov Hamiltonians. Of course, the generatorH is
then defined only up to a constant and we shall consider some of its naturalchoices.

The first choice, called type I, is whenc = 0 and is always defined for a finite number of
degrees of freedom. The other choice (so-called type II) will be characterized by the fact that its
infimum is zero. Such a choice is possible only if the Bogoliubov Hamiltonian is bounded from
below. In the case whereh is finite dimensional we have the following

Theorem 3.8. [BD2] If dim(h) is finite, a Bogoliubov Hamiltonian is bounded from below iff
the corresponding classical Hamiltonian is positive. Then we have

inf sp

(
dΓ(h) +

1

2
a∗2(v) +

1

2
a2(v)

)
=

1

4
Tr

[(
h̄2 − v̄v h̄v̄ − v̄h
hv − vh̄ h2 − vv̄

)1/2

−
(
h̄ 0
0 h

)]
.

In this case, the Bogoliubov Hamiltonian of type II would thus correspond to

c = −1

4
Tr

[(
h̄2 − v̄v h̄v̄ − v̄h
hv − vh̄ h2 − vv̄

)1/2

−
(
h̄ 0
0 h

)]
.

3.2.3 Implementability of Bogoliubov automorphisms. Type Iand type II Bogoli-
ubov Hamiltonians

If r is a symplectic map onY, then the operatorsWr(y) := W (ry) also satisfy the canonical
commutation relations. (One says that they form another representation of the CCR.) The map
r is calledimplementableif and only if there exists a unitary operatorU on Γ+(h) such that
UW (y)U−1 =W (ry), ∀y ∈ Y. (In other words, the two representationW andWr are unitarily
equivalent.) If it exists,U is called a Bogoliubov implementer ofr.

We writer =

(
p q
q̄ p̄

)
as in (3.4) and definek andl as in (3.9). The following result is

well known (see [Be] Section II.4, [Ru1, Ru2, Sh]).

Theorem 3.9. Let r be a symplectic map. The following are equivalent:

1. r is implementable.
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2. q ∈ B2(h), or equivalently,[r, j] ∈ B2(h⊕ h) wherej =

(
i 0
0 −i

)
.

If the above conditions hold, then

(i) the operatorsk andl belong toB2
s (h) and‖k‖, ‖l‖ < 1;

(ii) the operator
Unat := det(1− k∗k)1/4e−

1
2
a∗2(k)Γ((p−1)∗)e−

1
2
a2(l)

is well defined onΓfin
+ (h), extends to a unitary operator onΓ+(h), and implementsr. We

call Unat thenatural Bogoliubov implementer ofr;

(iii) all Bogoliubov implementers ofr are proportional toUnat;

(iv) Unat is the only Bogoliubov implementer whose expectation value on the vacuum is posi-
tive: 〈Ω|UnatΩ〉 = det(1− k∗k)1/4 > 0.

The equivalence between 1. and 2. is known as Shale’s Theorem.
We now turn to strongly continuous one-parameter groupsr(t) of symplectic maps.

Definition 3.10. A one parameter symplectic groupr(t) is called implementable if and only if
there exists a strongly continuous unitary groupU(t) such that, for allt, U(t) is a Bogoliubov
implementer ofr(t). If r(t) is implementable, the unitary groupU(t) implementingr(t) is
called a unitary Bogoliubov dynamics and its self-adjoint generatorH is called a Bogoliubov
Hamiltonian (associated tor(t)).

One can actually prove thatr(t) is unitarily implementable under very weak assumptions.

Theorem 3.11. [BD2] Supposer(t) is a strongly continuous one-parameter symplectic group.
Thenr(t) is implementable if and only if‖q(t)‖2 < ∞, i.e. q(t) ∈ B2(h), for all t and
lim
t→0

‖q(t)‖2 = 0.

Since a Bogoliubov implementer of a symplectic mapr is unique up to a phase, ifr(t) is
implementable then there existsc(t) ∈ C, |c(t)| = 1, such thatU(t) = c(t)Unat(t), and where
Unat(t) is the natural Bogoliubov implementer ofr(t). c(t) will be called the natural cocycle
for U(t). Obviously a Bogoliubov Hamiltonian is also defined up to a constant. Let us describe
more precisely the two natural choices we will consider.

The first one would amount to takec = 0 in (3.3). Since we have no explicit formula forH
in the general situation, we need for a definition which bypasses it. Let us come back to the case
where dim(h) is finite and denote byHI the Bogoliubov Hamiltonian withc = 0. Using (3.10)
we have

eitHI = det(p̄(t)eith̄)−1/2e−
1
2
a∗2(l(t))Γ((p(t)−1)∗)e−

1
2
a2(l(t)).

The operatorh is defined fromp(t) by d
dtp(t)⌈t=0= ih, and the determinant makes sense pro-

videdp(t)e−ith − 1 is trace class. In the general case, this leads to the following:

Definition 3.12. Let t 7→ r(t) be an implementable symplectic group. We say that it is of type I
if and only if there exists a self-adjoint operatorh onh such that:
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i) there exists a dense subspaceh0 ⊂ h such that, for anyf ∈ h0, p(t)f is differentiable at
0 with d

dtp(t)f⌈t=0= ihf ,

ii) p(t)e−ith − 1 ∈ B1(h) for all t ∈ R,

iii) lim
t→0

‖p(t)e−ith − 1‖1 = 0.

In this case,h is defined uniquely, and we set

UI(t) := det(p̄(t)eith̄)−1/2e−
1
2
a∗2(k(t))Γ((p(t)−1)∗)e−

1
2
a2(l(t)), (3.11)

cI(t) := det(p̄(t)eith̄)−1/2det(1− k(t)∗k(t))−1/4. (3.12)

The operatorHI = 1
i
d
dtUI(t)⌈t=0 is called a Bogoliubov Hamiltonian of type I.

The second choice is simpler to define. This is the one which corresponds tohave0 as
ground state energy ofH.

Definition 3.13. An implementable symplectic groupr(t) is of type II if and only if it has a
bounded from below Bogoliubov Hamiltonian (and hence all its Bogoliubov Hamiltonians are
bounded from below).

If r(t) is of type II, we define the Bogoliubov Hamiltonian of type II to be the unique as-
sociated Bogoliubov Hamiltonian whose infimum of spectrum is0. We denote it byHII . The
corresponding Bogoliubov unitary dynamics is denotedUII(t) = eitHII .

As we have seen in the previous section, for a finite number of degrees offreedom, all one-
parameter symplectic groups are implementable. They are always of type I and they are of type
II iff the classical Hamiltonian is positive. As we shall see, the situation is completely different
in the general case.

3.2.4 Generators of type I and type II symplectic one-parameter groups

Contrary to the finite dimensional case, we do not have necessary and sufficient conditions in
general for the existence of type I or type II Bogoliubov Hamiltonians. In this section, we give
some sufficient conditions on the generatora of the symplectic groupr(t) which guarantee that
r(t) is implementable, i.e. a Bogoliubov Hamiltonian is well defined, is of type I, resp. type II.

The first result concerns the implementability ofr(t) and is essentially due to Berezin [Be]
(Section III.6, Lemma 3).

Theorem 3.14. [BD2] Suppose that the assumption of Proposition 3.6 is satisfied. Define

w(t) := −i

∫ t

0
eiτhveiτh̄dτ. (3.13)

Suppose also that for allt, w(t) ∈ B2(h), the functiont 7→ ‖w(t)‖2 is locally integrable onR
and continuous att = 0. Thenr(t) is implementable.
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Obviously ifv itself is Hilbert-Schmidt, so thata2(v) anda∗2(v) are defined as operators and
not only as quadratic forms, then the above Theorem applies.

Our next result concerns the existence of type I Hamiltonians. Again, it can be traced back
to [Be] (Section III.6, Lemma 4).

Theorem 3.15. [BD2] Suppose thata satisfies the assumptions of Proposition 3.6,w(t) is de-
fined as in (3.13) and satisifes the assumptions of Theorem 3.14. If moreover v̄w(t) is trace class
andt 7→ ‖v̄w(t)‖1 is locally integrable and continuous at zero, thenr(t) is of type I.

Again, the above theorem applies whenv is Hilbert-Schmidt. Formally, it is easy to see that
the Bogoliubov Hamiltonian of type I is indeed given by (3.3) withc = 0. We can make this
precise ifv is Hilbert-Schmidt.

Theorem 3.16. [BD2] Supposev is Hilbert Schmidt. Then

1. The operatorHI = dΓ(h)+ 1
2(a

∗
2(v)+a2(v)) is essentially selfadjoint onD := Γfin

+ (h)∩
Dom(dΓ(h)).

2. UI andcI defined as in (3.11) and (3.12) satisfy

UI(t) = e
i
2
Tr(

∫ t

0 q(s)vp̄(s)−1ds)e−
1
2
a∗2(k(t))Γ((p(t)−1)∗)e−

1
2
a2(l(t)),

cI(t) = e
i
2
Re(Tr(

∫ t

0 q(s)vp̄(s)−1ds)).

3. HI is the Bogoliubov Hamiltonian of type I: that iseitHI = UI(t).

4. LetH be a Bogoliubov Hamiltonian associated withr(t). Then the vaccumΩ ∈ Dom(H)
andH = HI iff 〈Ω|HΩ〉 = 0.

Remark 3.1. SinceΓfin
+ (h) ⊂ Dom(a∗2(v) + a2(v)), the operatorHI is therefore essentially

selfadjoint onDom(dΓ(h)) ∩ Dom(a∗2(v) + a2(v)). The strategy of the proof for the essential
selfadjointness comes from [Be] (Theorem 6.1) and goes back to Carleman [Ca]. However, the
proof in [Be] is not completely rigorous. A similar result has also been proven in [IH] whenh
is bounded.

Finally we give a result which allows to consider1
2 (a

∗
2(v) + a2(v)) as a perturbation of

dΓ(h). In this case both type I and type II Bogoliubov Hamiltonians exist.

Theorem 3.17. [BD2] Let h be a positive selfadjoint operator onh and suppose that(h−1/2 ⊗
h−1/2)v ∈ h ⊗s h andh−1/2v ∈ B(h). Thena2(v) + a∗2(v) is dΓ(h) bounded with relative
bound less than2‖(h−1/2 ⊗ h−1/2)v‖.

As a consequence, if moreover‖(h−1/2⊗h−1/2)v‖ < 1 then the operator (3.3) is selfadjoint
on Dom(dΓ(h)) and bounded from below. In particular, the symplectic groupr(t) generated
by a given by (3.6) is both of type I and type II, and (3.3) coincides with the type IBogoliubov
HamiltonianHI .
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Note that we used different meanings ofv in the two conditions onv: 2-particle vector or
operator onh. Note also that these conditions resemble the condition one can find for the Van-
Hove and the generalized spin-boson Hamiltonians (see e.g. [D, DJ1] andSection 3.1), where a
perturbation linear in the annihilation and creation operators, instead of quadratic, is involved.

To end this section, we consider the simplest “infinite dimensional” case. Namely, h :=
ℓ2(N) with its canonical basis(en)n∈N andh andv are both diagonal, i.e.

h :=
∑

n

hn|en〉〈en|, v :=
∑

n

vn|en〉〈ēn|, (3.14)

and where thehn are real numbers so thath is selfadjoint. We can identifyh ⊕ h with ⊕nC
2

and the operatora with ⊕ni

[
hn −vn
v̄n −hn

]
.

Note that (3.14) is equivalent to assuming thathv = vh̄ and that there exists a basis of
eigenvectors ofh.

Our goal is to describe, in this simple situation, what are the one parameter symplectic
groupst 7→ r(t) which are implementable, which are those of type I, and those of type II. More
precisely, using the previous theorems, we have

Theorem 3.18. [BD2] Consider onℓ2(N) the operatorsh andv defined by (3.14).

(i) t 7→ r(t) defines a strongly continuous one parameter group of symplectic maps ifand
only if v is h-bounded with relative bound strictly less than one, i.e. there existsα ∈ [0, 1[
andβ ≥ 0 such that for alln ∈ N, |vn| ≤ α|hn|+ β.

(ii) t 7→ r(t) is implementable if and only if
∑ |vn|2

1+h2
n
< +∞.

(iii) t 7→ r(t) is of type I if and only if
∑ |vn|2

1+|hn| < +∞.

(iv) t 7→ r(t) is of type II if and only ifhn ≥ |vn| for all n and
∑ |vn|2

hn+h2
n
< +∞.

Remark 3.2. The classical hamilotnian is positive if and only ifhn ≥ |vn| for all n. (iv) there-
fore shows that there are examples where the quantum Bogoliubov Hamiltonian is unbounded

below although the classical Hamiltonian is positive: when
∑ |vn|2

hn+h2
n

diverges. Moreover, (ii)
shows that this is due to the small eigenvalues ofh. It may thus be interpreted as a kind of
infrared catastroph as we mentioned in the introduction.

On the other hand, (ii) and (iii) show that there are Bogoliubov Hamiltonians which are not
of type I. In other words, in order to express them in terms of creation and annihilation operators
one needs to add an infinite constant, i.e. perform some renormalization. Moreover, (ii) and (iii)
also show that this is due to the large eigenvalues ofh, i.e. to ultraviolet divergencies.



Chapter 4

Some results about random matrices

This chapter contains two results conserning random matrices but which are of very different
nature. In the first section we consider i.i.d. matrices and study the convergence of the product
of a large number of them. In the second section we considern by n real matrices whose
entries are non-degenerate random variables that are independent but non necessarily identically
distributed, and investigate how the probability that such a matrix is singular behaves whenn is
large. The results presented in these two sections come respectively fromthe articles [BJM2]
and [BG].

4.1 Product of random contractions

In this section we study products of infinitely many i.i.d. random matrices. The matrices we
consider satisfy two basic properties, reflecting the fact that they describe the dynamics of ran-
dom quantum or classical dynamical systems. The first property is that they are contractions for
some fixed norm. It reflects the fact that the underlying dynamics is in a certain sense norm-
preserving. The second property is that there is a deterministic invariant vector. This represents
a normalization of the dynamics.

Our first motivation comes from the study of RI systems. In the Liouvillian description,
we showed in Section 1.1 that the study of observables on the systemS, and more generally of
instantaneous observables, reduces to the analysis of the productM1 · · ·Mn of the correspond-
ing RDO’s. The general properties of RDO’s (Proposition 1.1) make themfit into the above
framework: they are contractions because the underlying dynamics is unitary, and the fact that
they have a deterministic invariant vector simply traduces that the identity observable is always
invariant. Another important example of systems falling into this category are Markov chains in
a random environment, i.e. products ofrandom stochastic matrices(with the‖ · ‖∞ norm and
the invariant vector(1, . . . , 1)t).

LetM(ω) be a random matrix onCd, with underlying probability space(Ω,F , p). We say
thatM(ω) is arandom reduced dynamics operator(RRDO) if

1. There exists a norm||| · ||| onCd such that, for almost allω,M(ω) is a contraction onCd

endowed with the norm||| · |||.

83
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2. There is a vectorψS , constant inω, such thatM(ω)ψS = ψS , for almost allω.

We shall normalizeψS such that‖ψS‖ = 1 where‖ · ‖ denotes the euclidean norm. (In view of
Chapter 1, one should have in mind thatψS is the reference vector ofS.)
To an RRDOM(ω), we associate the (iid)random reduced dynamics process(RRDP)

Φn(ω̃) :=M(ω1) · · ·M(ωn), ω̃ = (ωn)n ∈ Ω̃ := ΩN∗
. (4.1)

We will show thatΦn has a decomposition into an exponentially decaying part and a generically
fluctuating part (Theorems 4.1 and 4.2). To identify these parts, we proceed as follows. It follows
from 1. and 2. that the spectrum of an RRDOM(ω) must lie inside the closed complex unit disk,
and that1 is an eigenvalue (with eigenvectorψS). Let P1(ω) denote the spectral projection of
M(ω) corresponding to the eigenvalue1 (dimP1(ω) ≥ 1), and letP ∗

1 (ω) be its adjoint operator.
Define

ψ(ω) := P1(ω)
∗ψS , (4.2)

and setP (ω) = |ψS〉〈ψ(ω)|.We putQ(ω) = 1l−P (ω).Note that the vectorψ(ω) is normalized
as〈ψS , ψ(ω)〉 = 1. We decomposeM(ω) as

M(ω) = P (ω) +Q(ω)M(ω)Q(ω) =: P (ω) +MQ(ω). (4.3)

Note that if{1} is a simple eigenvalue ofM(ω) then this is nothing but the spectral decomposi-
tion of the matrixM(ω). Taking into account this decomposition, we obtain

Φn(ω̃) :=M(ω1) · · ·M(ωn) = |ψS〉〈ψn(ω̃)|+MQ(ω1) · · ·MQ(ωn),

whereψn(ω̃) is the Markov process

ψn(ω̃) =M∗(ωn) · · ·M∗(ω2)ψ(ω1), (4.4)

As in Section 1.4, letM(E) be the set of RRDOs whose spectrum on the complex unit circle

consists only of a simple eigenvalue{1}, and define the probability measuredP on Ω̃ by

dP = Πj≥1dpj , where dpj ≡ dp, ∀j ∈ N∗.

Theorem 4.1(Decaying process). [BJM2] LetM(ω) be a random reduced dynamics operator.
Suppose thatp(M(ω) ∈ M(E)) > 0. Then there exist a setΩ1 ⊂ Ω̃ and a constantα > 0 s.t.
P(Ω1) = 1 and for anyω̃ ∈ Ω1 there existsCω̃ so that for anyn ∈ N∗,

‖MQ(ω1) · · ·MQ(ωn)‖ ≤ Cω̃e
−αn.

Remark 4.1. 1. Any stochastic matrix whose entries are all nonzero belongs toM(E).
2. The choice (4.2) ensures thatψ(ω) is an eigenvector ofM∗(ω) and defines abona fide

random variable [Az]. Other choices of measurableψ(ω) which are bounded inω lead to differ-
ent decompositions ofM(ω), and can be useful as well. For instance, ifM(ω) is a bistochastic
matrix, then one can take forψ(ω) theM∗(ω)-invariant andω-independent vector(1, . . . , 1)t.
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The next result concerns the asymptotics of the Markov process (4.4).Denote byP1,E[M ] the
spectral projection ofE[M ] onto the eigenvalue{1}.

Theorem 4.2(Fluctuating process). [BJM2] LetM(ω) be a random reduced dynamics opera-
tor. Suppose thatp(M(ω) ∈ M(E)) > 0. Then we haveE[M ] ∈ M(E). Moreover, there exists

a setΩ2 ⊂ Ω̃ s.t.P(Ω2) = 1 and, for all ω̃ ∈ Ω2,

lim
N→∞

1

N

N∑

n=1

ψn(ω̃) = ψ∞,

where

ψ∞ = (1l− E[MQ(ω)]
∗)−1

E[ψ(ω)] = P ∗
1,E[M(ω)]E[ψ(ω)] = P ∗

1,E[M(ω)]ψS . (4.5)

Remark 4.2. It follows from the last equality in (4.5) that the ergodic average limit ofψn(ω̃)
does not depend on the particular choice ofψ(ω).

Combining the above two theorems we obtain the following

Theorem 4.3. [BJM2] LetM(ω) be a random reduced dynamics operator. Supposep(M(ω)∈
M(E))> 0. Then there existsΩ3 ⊂ Ω̃ s.t.P(Ω3) = 1 and, for all ω̃ ∈ Ω3,

lim
N→∞

1

N

N∑

n=1

M(ω1) · · ·M(ωn) = P1,E[M(ω)] = |ψS〉〈ψ∞|,

whereψ∞ is defined in (4.5).

If one can chooseψ(ω) ≡ ψ to be independent ofω, e.g. whenM(ω) is a bistochastic matrix,
then one actually hasψn(ω̃) = ψ for all n, ω̃, and hence the following better convergence result
holds.

Theorem 4.4. [BJM2] Let M(ω) be a random reduced dynamics operator. Suppose that
p(M(ω) ∈ M(E)) > 0 and there existsψ ∈ Cd such thatM(ω)∗ψ = ψ for all ω. Then

there exists a setΩ4 ⊂ Ω̃, and a constantα > 0, s.t. P(Ω4) = 1 and for anyω̃ ∈ Ω4, there
existsCω̃ so that for anyn ∈ N∗,

∥∥∥∥M(ω1) · · ·M(ωn)−
|ψS〉〈ψ|
〈ψ, ψS〉

∥∥∥∥ ≤ Cω̃e
−αn.

Results on the convergence (of some kind) of products of random stochastic matrices, and
non-negative matrices, are numerous, see e.g. [KS, Mu, Se] and references therein. However,
these results mostly concern properties of the limiting distribution, if it exists, in terms of the
properties of the distribution of the random matrices. Those results rely heavily on the positivity
of the entries of the considered matrices. When studying convergence in distribution, the order
of the factors in the product does not matter, and usually products of the form

Ξn =MnMn−1 · · ·M1

as studied as well (compare with (4.1)). Our techniques still yield results forthem that are
stronger than those for products (4.1). Namely, we have
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Theorem 4.5. [BJM2] Supposep(M(ω) ∈ M(E)) > 0. Then there existα > 0, a random

vectorψ∞(ω̃) andΩ5 ⊂ Ω̃ with P(Ω5) = 1 such that for anỹω ∈ Ω5 there existsCω̃ > 0 so
that ∥∥∥Ξn(ω̃)− |ψS〉〈ψ∞(ω̃)|

∥∥∥ ≤ Cω̃e
−αn, ∀n ∈ N∗.

Remark 4.3. 1. Of course,E(ψ∞(ω̃)) = ψ∞ as expected.
2. A direct consequence of the above theorem is that the top Lyapunov exponentγ1(ω̃)

associated to this process is zero and is almost surely of multiplicity one.

Comments on related results
As we already mentioned, results on the convergence (of some kind) of products of random

stochastic matrices, and non-negative matrices, are numerous and mostly concern properties of
the limiting distribution, if it exists, in terms of the properties of the distribution of the random
matrices. The techniques used to obtain those results rely heavily on the positivity of matrix
elements. Random matrix products have been heavily studied also for matricesin Gld(R), see
e.g. [Arn, G, K]. Again, the main focus of these works is on the study of theproperties of
the limiting distribution, if it exists, and on the properties of the Lyapunov exponents. In this
case, the group property of the set of invertible matricesGld(R) plays a prominent role in the
derivation of the results.

By contrast, besides conditions 1. and 2. defining RRDOs, we do not require our matrices
to be real valued, to have positive entries, or to be invertible. Moreover,we are concerned here
with the limiting properties of the products only, not with the limiting distribution. On the one
hand, we get a.s. convergence results for the productsΞn (Theorem 4.5). On the other hand,
in order to eliminate the unavoidable fluctuations in the productsΦn, we resort to a limit in an
average sense, the Cesaro limit (Theorem 4.3).

Getting informations on the fluctuations of the process around its limiting value is certainly
an interesting and important issue. It amounts to getting informations about the law of the vector
valued random variableψ∞ of Theorem 4.5, which is quite difficult in general. There are recent
partial results about aspects of the law of such random vectors in case they are obtained by means
of matrices belonging to some subgroups ofGld(R) satisfying certain irreducibility conditions,
see e.g. [DGL]. However, these results do not apply to our situation.

Random ergodic theorems for productsΦn(ω̃) have been obtained in a more general frame-
work in [BS]. They prove the almost sure existence of a Cesaro limit for these products. How-
ever, the identification of the limit is not provided by this general result. This identification relies
on the detailed properties of the matrices involved, and in particular in the separation of a fluc-
tuating part from a decaying part in the dynamical process. In this respect, and having in mind
the application to RI systems, the contribution of [BJM2] consists in identifying completely the
Cesaro limit of products of RRDO.

4.2 Singularity of large random matrices with independent entries

Our second result on random matrices is of a completely different nature.We consider real
matricesMn = (aij)1≤i,j≤n whose entries are non-degenerate random variables that are inde-
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pendent but non necessarily identically distributed, and we are interestedin the probability that
such a matrix is singular in the limit of largen.

The study of the singularity of random matrices goes back, at least, to Komlóswho showed in
[Ko1] thatP(Mn is singular) = o(1) for independent and identically distributed (iid) Bernoulli
entries, namelyaij = 0, 1 with probability1/2. Using Sperner’s Lemma, Komlós noticed that
the probability wasO(n−1/2) [Bo]. For iid Bernoulli entries, the conjecture is thatP(Mn is
singular) = (c + o(1))n with c = 1

2 . Such an exponential behaviour has been successively
obtained and improved in [KKoS, TV1, TV2] up toc = 3

4 .
If one turns to general entries, Komlós proved in [Ko2] thatP(Mn is singular) = o(1)

for independentand identically distributednon degenerate random variables. Furthermore, as
pointed out by Tao and Vu in [TV1, Section 8], it follows from their analysisthat P(Mn is
singular) = o(1) for independent non degenerate entries, provided the following uniform non-
degeneracy property holds:

(UND) There existsρ ∈ ]0, 12 [ such that for anyi, j = 1, · · · , n, P(aij > x+ij) > ρ andP(aij <
x−ij) > ρ for some real numbersx−ij < x+ij .

The result proven in [BG] improves the estimate onP(Mn is singular) under the same non-
degeneracy hypothesis.

Proposition 4.6. [BG] Let Mn be ann× n matrix whose coefficients are independent random
variables satisfying(UND). ThenP(Mn is singular) = O(1/

√
n).

The approach of [BG] is to use a Bernoulli decomposition of arbitrary nondegenerate ran-
dom variables as developed in [AGKW].

Lemma 4.7. [AGKW, BG] LetMn be ann × n matrix whose coefficients are independent
random variables satisfying(UND). We can decompose the entries of the matrixMn as follows:
For all i, j, there exist two independent random variableswij andǫij and functionsfij : ]0, 1[→
R andδij : ]0, 1[→]0,+∞[ such that
1. ǫij is a Bernoulli random variable with parameterpij ∈]0, 1[;
2. wij has the uniform distribution in]0, 1[;
3. aij = fij(wij) + δij(wij)ǫij .
Moreover,pij ∈ ]ρ, 1− ρ[ for all i, j.

This Bernoulli decomposition allows to extend results known for Bernoulli variables to the
general case of independent non degenerate random variables. Proposition 4.6 is an illustra-
tion of it by extending Komlós’s argument to independent random variablessatisfying the Prop-
erty(UND). (It is however not clear whether results in [TV1, TV2], and in particular Halàsz-type
arguments, could be extended in a similar way.) The approach of [BG] is the following:

1. Decompose theaij as in Lemma 4.7;
2. Since thewij andǫij are independent r.v., do the conditioning with respect to the variables

wij , so that, given thewij ’s, Mn becomes a sum of a constant matrix and of a random matrix
with Bernoulli entries with probabilities(1− pij , pij) and amplitudesδij(wij);
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3. Estimate, with respect to the Bernoulli variablesǫij , the probability thatMn is singular
following the strategy of [Bo];

4. Take the expectation value with respect to the variableswij .
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